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Abstract
This research critically examines the livelihood dynamics of the artisanal fishers of Bangladesh.
The motivation for and objectives of this ernpirical research arises from the perceived need to
gain better understanding about the artisanal fìshers' capabilities, complex web of institutions and
negotiations, multipìe cross-scale stressoLs, and the ways of living. Situated witliin tìre broad
therlatic areas of sustainable livelihoods, this research has drawn upon from various mutually
inclusive clisciplinary knowledge and tools ranging from cultural anthropology, ethno-ecologybiology, rural livelihoods, sustainability science, marine and inland fisheries, fisheries ecology
and aquaculture. Both qualitative and quantitative tools were used with heavy dependence on the
participatory techniques (emic perspectives) including focus group discussions, key infonnant
interviews, participant observations, and longitudinal case studies at household levels. Following
a comparative case study approach, the field research was conducted for 2l months starting from
January 2005 in the floodplain 'Volarkandi' village (representing Muslirn fìshers) and the coastal
'Thakuftala'fishing village of Moheskhali island (representing caste-based Hindu fisl-rers).
For examining fishers' conditions, production relations and livelihoods, this study
introduces an innovative conceptual lens 'Fishantry' for artisanal fishers (as is peasautry for
peasants). Despite some cornrnonalities betweeu peasants' and fishers' modes of production, the
fuudamental line of difference lies in the fact that most of the activities of peasants are landoriented, while those of fishers are centered around different water bodies ranging from wetlands
to littoral zone to deep sea. Tliis peculiar ecosystem orientation generates divergent and complex
ways of fishers' lives, knowledge base, world views and production relations. This research has
examined the vast and esoteric traditional ecological knowledge of the fishers. Most of the fishers

hold lirnited sets of endowments; as a result, their capabilities to ensure livelihood well-being
frorn the aquatic resource base remain limited.

Appropriate to fishantry, cultural and political capitals are also considered pertinent
beyond the conventional asset pentagons of contemporary livelihood frameworks. Fishers'
livelihoods wiclely ceutre on subsistence ethic mode of income and employrnent. The corollary is
that, fishers who fall below the economic equilibrir-rm with extrernely low income level do
critically risk not only nutritional deprivation, but also their familial and social standing in the
community. Poverty and vulnerabilities in the fishilg villages have cross-scale connections to
rnultiple roots (the very ecotype and resource base, ownership of endowments, institntional,
political, geograpliical, religious and culflrral ethnicity) that affect fishers singly or synergistically.
Within the frames of unique socio-cultural patterns of the fishing villages, fishing women perform
both reproductive and productive roles, some of wliich fall under the socially viewed 'masculine
character'. They enjoy relatively greater freedom compared to the women in rural peasantry.
The societal and economic systerns of artisanal fishery are as complex and adaptive as the
food webs of the biological systems therein. There exists structured social inequality,
demographic and ethnic transformation, and power gaps within the fishantry. The fisherruriddleperson relationship is an inevitable outcome of the peculiarity and uncertainty of the
fishing occupation itself backed by custornary political economy, socio-cultural structures and
traditions, and perishability of the produce. The institutional supports required in a dyrarnic
marketing are beyond the reach of poor fishers.
Small-scale fishers are trapped in a vicious cycle of absolute poverty in all considerations
and bear the consequences of livelihood ill-beings. They evolved sets of coping strategies to
shield themselves from a host of adversities. Fishing entitlement is an important determinant of
fishers' livelihoods and overall well-being or ill-being, especially in the floodplain wetlands. This
is how, the transfer of ownership of common-use wetlands to leasellolders and the increasing
trend of rnechanization in the coast make us think that there are politically determined
institutional processes at cross-scale boundaries and times that consequently reproduce complex
econolnic pl'ocesses causing'disentitlement' and sustaiuing poverry.
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Chapter One: Introduction
'Have you ever experienced war'? asked Brojomohon Jaiadas (a casÍe-based Hindu
fisher) while I was interviewing him.
'Yes,

for afew

ntonths in my early childhood during the liberation war in

îhe Pakistani ntilitary reginte. We stayed in India as refugee

for I0

I97l

against

months. ' I replied.

'That was a war for a short span of time. Military wars conte to an end in afew months
or years. The war of the poor for nlere survival is the longest one; it starts front the very
day of the 'embryoforntation' in the ntother's won'tb and ends with theflante offire in the
graveyard. The fetus' lcnows the condition of mother's health and ability. In this day-today life of practical war, fhe only anxiety is how to arrange the next meals for family

ntembers. Problent is that the adults get used to fasting, but the children are
unconxpromising for food; they keep crying the whole day and at one stage get tired and
sleep. Wat a struggleforfoodfor survival; not just afew days or seasons, day after day!
There is no other thtnking or challenges except the issue ofntere survival. To be born as
afisher is a curse front God; it is sontething like payingfor past sins ...'he continued.

The 'livelihood war' of the poor is seemingly a never-ending one. A renewed interest in
sustainable livelihood enhancement

of

f,rshersl

is critically

needed

in developing

countries like Bangladesh in order to alleviate their poverty and halt further degradation

of the fisheries resources and aquatic ecosystems to the detriment of the disadvantaged
fishing communities and the economies associated with the small-scale fisheries. Using
an emic view, this dissertation examines the aspects of the livelihood war of small-scale

fishers of Bangladesh. It inquires into their capitals and differential entitlements, the
shocks and stresses they face

in their lives, their efforts in diversifying livelihood

strategies, and the ways they handle livelihood insecurities. In this introductory chapter,

I

intend to illustrate the contexts of the research; then I pose the main research questions

and objectives that stimulated my research. After that,

I provide a description of the

structure of the dissertation.
1.1. Bangladesh: The macro context

Tlre economy of Bangladesh (Table 1.1, see Figure 2.1 inChapter 2) is based on a limited

natural resource base; the country has been exploited historically by the British colonial
and Palcistani regimes. its major impediments to growth include frequent cyclones and

floods, inefficient state institutions, a rapidly growing unskilled population, and slow
rThroughout

the thesis, the word 'fisher(s)' is used as a gender neutral expression to mean fishing
communities collectively. The word 'fisherman' is intended to focus on the 'active rnale fisherl
Accordingly, the word 'fisherwomen' is intended to focus on the 'active women fishers' who earn from the
fisheries sector. However, in case of quotes or referred sources, the words 'fishermen' and 'fisherwomen'
are used.

implementation of economic reforms. The political cuiture is widely characterized by
intolerauce and a lack of well-functioning democratic practices. Despite the constitutionai
guarantee2 of a decent

living and equality, the majority of the poor live in abject poverry.

The income disparity between the poor and the richest 5% has increased from 18 times in

1990

to 84 times in 2004;

such gaps keep widening as growth benefits have been

unequally distributed (BIDS and CPRC 2006).

An

assessment

of the

Millennium

Development Goals of the country reveals that the current trend of development indicates
progress in the areas

of chronic hunger reduction, net en¡olment in prirnary education,
gencler parity in primary and secondary education, reducing child mortality and

improving immunization coverage, rolling back malaria and controlling tuberculosis, and
improved drinking water supply. However, it is observed that the progress in the areas of
poverty reductiott and employment, increase in the primary school completion rate and

adult literacy rate, and creation of more wage employment for women, fell below the
expected targets (LINDP 2009).

Table 1.1: Basic statistics on Bangladesh
Issue
Factsi figures
Location
Between 20'34' and 26'38' North Latitude and 88001/ and
92041t East Longitude with a total landmass of 14i,570 square
kilorneters (5 6,97 1 square rniles).
Human Development Index rank: 146 out of 182 countries
Gender Development Index rank: 10 i
Human Poverly Index rank: 112

Development Index'

GNI per cauita- Atlas method'
Poverty level

Population growth
developmenta

and

us$ 490
50% below poverty line with <US$l/day; 8Z.B% below
US$2/day; 20o/ohardcore poor with <1800 Kcal/dav
Population: 142.46 rnillion (2008 estimare) (world'J BF
largest populous country; size of New York State witli half of
US population cramrned into it)
Annual population growth rate: 1 .3% (2006-2008)
AdLrlt literacy rate: 53.5 (2007 estirnate)
Under-5 n.rortality rate/1000 live births: 61 (200i estirnate)

GDP and external debts'

Population using safe drinking'water: 80% (2006 estirnate)
US$ 61.9 billion and 18,935 million
46.3% people

Landlessness'
Sex ratio
1.06 rnale: lfemale
Source: ' UNDP 2009,' World Bank Fact Sheet 2007,' Ilorld Food Program 2007, TADB 200i
2

Sections 19(l) and (2) ofthe Bangladesh constitution states: 1. The State shall endeavor to ensure equality
of opportunity to all citizens; 2. The State shall adopt effective measures to remove sociai and economic
inequality between man and man and to ensure equitable distribution of wealth among citizens, a¡rd on

opportunities in order to attain a uniform level of economic development tluoughout the Republic.

Bangladesh is located on the largest deltaic region of the world and significantly

irnpacted by the rnighty rivers- the Ganges, Brahmaputra and Meghna (GBM) that merge

in irer plain before entering the Bay of Bengal of the Indian Ocean. Like those of the
Niger, Nile and Zambezi floodplains in Africa and the upper Rhine floodplains i¡
Eulope, tire GBM floodplains have always been the centre

of

human habitation

in Bangladesh floodplains) (Payne lggT), civilization, livelihoods and a
vibrant culture in South Asia. Extended over 4.3 million hectares of numerous
(>2000/km2

waterbodies of different depths and shapes (such as rivers, estuaries, oxbow lakeslbaors,

low-lying natural depressions or haors, and shallow rice fields), the wide floodplains3
greatly support inland aquatic resource systems inclucling fisheries. The reproductive
physiology, breeding behavior, and performance of all inland water f,rsh and prawns
(some 257 species of fin-fish and 20 species of prawns) are tuned to the rh¡hms of early

flooding and hydraulics of the floodwaters (Ali 1990). The country's geography is fish-

friendly. Historically, its role

is evident in numerous socio-religious

ceremonies,

rnytholo gy and characteristic cultural symbolism.

Her rich aquatic ecosystems and resources therein have enabled the rural 'working

class'to be engaged in fishing for sustenance and livelihoods forthe whole orpart qf the
year since time irnmemorial. Graced by numerous floodplain and coastal waterbodies,
fishery in Bangladesh plays a very significant role in terms of nutrition, employment,

foreign exchange earning and food supply. Historically, rural fishers have been
successful in securing their livelihoods in a sustainable marurer through managing local
resources, and the people have inherited knowledge and indigenous adaptations for
rnaking their livelihoods in the floodplains of Bangladesh (Haque I99l). Fisheries make

a 5.24Yo contribution to the GDP (Gross Domestic Product) and its value in the GNP
(Gross National Product) is around Taka I37,486 rnillion (1US$:Taka 65). The fisheries

sub-sector provides fuIl-time employrnent

to over 1.2 million people and part-time

employment to another 11 million peoplea who earn their livelihoods indirectly from

t On an average, around

26,000^ km2 of the floodplain is subrnerged during lnonsoonal seasons that rnay
occasionally rise to 95,000 l<tnz (66o/o of the country) with variãtions in ãrea of inundation, depth anã
duration. Around 80% ofthe country falls under floodplain agro-ecologicaì zones.

o

To thousands of people whose livelihoods have been threatened or displaced from a regular source of
income, inland and artisanal f,rshery appears as the occupation of the last resort. If the present rate of

fislrery-related activities (DoF 2003). Inland capture fisheries, inland culture fisheries,
and tlre marine fisheries comprise a water area of 4,047,316 ha, 528,390 ha and 4I,040

square nautical rniles respectively. Total fish production

of the country is

around

2563,296 MT of which inland culture fisheries, inland capture fisheries and marine
capture fisheries contribute about 39.23o/o, 41.36% and 19.4Io/o respectively. Coastal
artisanal fisheries contribute 497,573 MT (93% of total marine production) and the
industrial sector contributes 34,759 MT respectively. Although the growth in the culture

fisheries sector is appreciably positive, production in the inland and marine capture
fisheries keeps dwindling (DoF 2009).
1.2. Small-scale fishery and fishers' livelihoods
Small-scale fishings (used as synonym for artisanal fishery in this dissertation) is not only
a source of livelihood for the rural fishers, but also

an'art of living' that is characterized

by a long tradition of adaptation to the dynamics of the social and natural environment.
The fisheries are widely recognized for their divergence of locally crafted technologies,
prevalence of rich indigenous fisheries knowledge and unique social formation (Berkes et

al. 200I, Johnson 2006). Especially in developing countries like Bangladesh, the
importance of small-scale f,isheries is immense in the context of livelihood and food
security for a vast population. Compared to the industrial f,rshery, srnall-scale f,rshing is

widely considered to be ecologically resilient and ecluitable in sharing socio-economic
benefits derivecl from the aquatic resources; the fishery also deserves special attention for
population growth and industrial development continues,
'future fishers' might at least double by 2020.

t

it is estimated

the inclusion of the number of

The FAO Working Group on Small-Scale Fisheries (Bangkok, November 2003) agreed it would be
inappropriate to formulate a universally applicable defìnition for a sector as dynamic und diu"rr" as smallscale fislieries. Yet the f,rshery has something generic about it. The Worì<ing Group endorsed that ,sntallscale fisheries can be broadly characterized as a dynamic and evolving sector etnploying labor intensive
harvesting, processing and distribution technologies to exploit ntarine and inlancl water
fishery resources.
The activities of this suls-sector, conducted fulttime or part-tinte or just seasonall.y, are often targeted on
supplying fish and fishery products to local and domestic markets, and for subsistence consumption.
...While typically nxen are engctged infshing andwonten infish processing and marketing, women are also
known to engage in near shore harvesting activities ...small-scale fisheries operate it .td"ly dffiring
organizational levels ranging from self-entployed single operators through infonnal microenterprises to
forntal sector businesses- This sub-sector, thereþre, is not hotnogenous wirhin and across countries and
regions and attention to this fact is waruanted when formulating strqtegies and policies
for enhancing its
contribution to food security and poverty alleviation' (FAO 2005: 4). In the fisheries and anthropological
literature, small-scale hshing is also known as aftisanal, inshore, traditional, municipal, pre-industriaf and
subsistence fishing.

nuduring a rich cultural heritage and indigenous knowledge of the fishers (Berkes et al.
2007, FAO 2005). Small-scale fishery is viewed as a complex system (Jentoft and
Chuenpagdee 2009), and

it can be argued that livelihoods dependent on such a system are

simultaneor-rsly destined

to be complex and diverse. For most of the artisanal

f,rshers,

such a complex liveliliood struggie indicates the failure to meet basic human needs and
the denial of opportunity to live long, healthy and creative lives.

The small-scale fisheries in Bangladesh are mostly open access and urnegulated.
For obvious reasons, where labor mobility in a densely-populated society is not impeded

by legal, social, political ald other factors, low-skilled poor people are expected to enter
open access f,isheries as long as incomes from similar econorries are lower than those in
the fisheries. Most of the fishers are buffeted by numerous stresses emanating from crossscale sources, and consecluently caught in a vicious cycle of poverty. They suffer not only

from income deficiency, but also from a host of other dimensions of poverty (lack of
education, poor access

to health care facilities, poor sanitary condition, etc.). The

persistence of poverty6 among fishers is attributed not only to the overall health of the

fisheries resource, the pattern

of exploitation and the level of

catch per unit effort

(CPUE), but also how the benefits derived from the exploitation of the fisheries ïesources
are distributed among primary resource users to ensure their fundamental needs (FAO
2005). Attempts to ensure sustainable use of the fisheries resources and the livelihood

well-being of the cornmunities primarily dependent on f,rsheries are intertwined, A sense
of desperation for ensuring basic needs is usually apparent among the artisanal fishers; it

is agreed that 'exhortations about reducing pressure on fishery
hr-urgry people

will

choose, quite reasonably,

resources are

futile

as

to survive in the short term rather than

preseÍve or rebuild a resource they might not benefit from in the long term' (Ibid: xiv).

In the contemporary

literature on rural development and poor people's

livelihoods, we see a plethora of concepts ranging from basic food security to more
encompassing concepts like entitlements, vulnerabilities, community empowerment and
sustainable livelihood. Indeed, the concept of livelihood goes beyond the economists'
6

See Bene 2003 and Thorpe ef al. 2001 for differing views on poverty in smaÌl-scale fisìreries. Going
beyond the failacies 'poor because fishers' and 'fishers because poor', it is argued that povefty in smallscale fisheries is manifested in complex ways which are often determined by socio-instirutional fonns.

objective view of income povefty, ancl focuses more on qr-ralitative and subjective social
issues tlrrougir the lens of the people (Chambers 1989, I994a, 1994b; Chambers ancl

Conway 7gg2, Scoones 1998, Sen 1999, Bebbington i_ggg). These people-centred
approaches call for 'thoughtflil investigations into the workings of human societies, and
human societies are complex- so cornplex and diverse that they easily break out of any
attempt

to confine them within neatly drawn frameworks,

categories and definitions'

(Twigg and Bhatt 1998:7). Livelihood analyses capture the dynarnics of interactions and
linl<s between various positive and negative forces such as multiple vulnerabilities,

livelihood capitals, overarching policies, formal and informal institutions, coping actions,
and others which singly or synergistically irnpact the daily lives and well-being of
communities. Contemporary reseffch works on livelihoods focus on the fact that poor
people adapt strategies to make their livelihood functions smooth in the context of their

own localities (Bryceson 2000, Carney 1998, DFID i999, Ellis 2000, Shankland 2000,
cited in Toner 2003).

Tlrere are multi-stranded emtc views of poverty. Typical markers for artisanal
fishers var'y widely fi'om those of rural peasantry (see Table 3.1 in Chapter 3 for details).
There are coÍunonly agreed attributes for measuring poverty or well-being in peasantries

(like area of farming land). However, given the divergence of small-scale fishery,
developing a common set of attributes that would be applicable in measuring livelihood

well-being or ill-being for all classes of fishers (representing different ethnicity and
aquatic ecosystetns) is diff,rcult. Allison and Ellis (2001) argue that fishers' livelihoods
are characteúzed by sustainability when they display high resilience and low sensitivity
and by vulnerability when incidences of low resilience and high sensitivity are apparent.

,The 'Sustainable Livelihoods' (SL) approach provides us with a new way of

understanding

the inherent complexities of poor people's livelihoods. SL is

interwoven concept of two multi-disciplinary conceptual schools

- Sustainability

arl

and

Livelihoods. SL is one 'which can cope with and recover from stress and shoclç,
møintain or enhance its capabilitÌes and assets, andprovide... opportunitiesfor the next
generation; and which contributes net benefits to other livelihoods at the local and global
levels and in the short and long term' (Charnber:s and Conway 1992:7-8). It

is

'about

meeting human needs, or ntaintaining economic growth or conserving natural capiral or

about all three ' (Redclift 1991: 37). The concept of SL refers to both envirorunental (the

external impacts

of livelihoods on the local

ecosystems, resoltrce bases and others'

livelihoods) and sociaÌ aspects (proactively the struggle for an adequate and decent
livelihood, and reactively peoples' capabilities to address negative externalities)

in

a

more comprehensive and holistic way than any other approach (Chambers 7992,
Clrambers and Conway 1992, Sneddon 2000).

The research on SLs of the fishers obviously demands that

it has to be at the

interface of f,ishers' own capabilities and capitals, and theil adaptive strategies against

multiple cross-scale stressors that impact their livelihoods differentially. SL deals with
cefiain sociai actors living in distinct agro-ecological systerns. Linicing the livelihoods
with well-being captures both 'the objective dimensions of having to make

a

living to get

by as well as the subjective dimensions of the conditions in which one lives' (Bebbington
1999, cited ivt Marschke 2005: 8). The advantage of the SL approach over 'sustainable

development' is that

it

focuses positively on the livelihood strategies employed by

disadvantaged people at the local level rather than concentrating on the macro-level
developrnent strategies cut

off from the common peoples' lived experience

(Sneddon

2000). Further details on SL are provided in the section 3.1.1 of Chapter Three.
Srnall-scale fishing illustrates a unique complex and dynamic case of human-innature systems. It is a major concern worldwide (Lawson 1978, Kurien 1996, Pauly et al.
1998, Berkes et al.2007, Bene et aL.2004, Kooiman et aÌ.2005, Johnson 2006, Jentoft
and Chuenpagdee 2009) from the viewpoint of tlueatened biodiversity, livelihoods of the

dependent population, social justice, sustainability, poverly and resource governance.

From the viewpoint of promoting social a:rd ecological sustainability, the small-scale
fishery deserves added consideration for political arguments and commitments at the
global level (Johnson 2006). There is a critical need to aclanowledge and examine the
inherent diversity and dynamics of small-scale f,rsheries, and redesign policy instruments

in tlre context of rapidly changing contexts of the fisheries (IbÌd; 147).

It is difficult to

categorize and define the boundaries and characteristics of the

fisireries ecosysterns comprising small-scale f,rshery. Jentoft and Chuenpagdee (2009)
aptly tenned fisheries and coastal govemance as a wicked problem; they argue that rnany

probiems of the fisheries are interconnected with other bigger problems, and there
are
hardly any easy technical soiutions to those complex problems. In ail considerations, the
artisanal fisheries in Bangladesh are also complex and characterized by both quantitative

and qualitative attributes: prevalence of simple to complex technoiogies, manual to
motorized diverse crafts and gear operations ranging from a few hours to a few days,
almost zero to high capital involvement, individual to group ownership patterns, social or
caste iclentity of fishers, social and economic reciplocity and coercive dependence
on

network relationships and institutions, highly dispersed frshing areas and seasonality,
various degrees of livelihood dependence, household consumption to international
marketiug, distinct geuder roles, cultural and religious rituals, fishi¡g pressures, low to
high catch rates and targeted species, low earnings and the general prevalence ofpoverty
arnong fishers.

There are sharp variations between f,rshing communities

in all aspects of

characterizations. Thompson et al. (1983) aptly mentioned they indeed defy any over-

simplification of the general theories of social change, modernization and also the
Marxist interpretations on proletarianization. New theories for the f,rshing communities
ale critically needed for proper interpretations and analysis of their livelihoods, process
of rnarginalization and diverse knowledge base. Several arguments and conditions set the
stage for tliis study. Despite the green landscape with its immense supply of fresh and

coastal v/ater, and a wide sub-tropical biodiversity, the fishers of Bangladesh have not
witnessed significant improvement in their livelihoods. The technocratic 'quick-fixes,

like privatization of open-water fishery tluough a 'bidding system' of common-pool
resources served to promote a system characterized by short-term profit maximization for
the leaseholders with consequent negativity like over-exploitation through unsustainable
practices. It folced the shifting and clisappearance of resources from the poor to the elites,
and the demise of a highly developed indigenous klowledge system in many areas. The
economy of these fishers is primarily subsistenceT oriented, though some of them run on
7

As fisìleries literature ìargely deals with biological issues and avoid human dimensions, subsistence
fishing/fishers are little known and largely ignored or blithely acknowledged by policy-rnakers.
Subsistence
itself is a rnagic word with rnultiple connotations and contextual meanings. Schumann and Macinko (200:¡
argue that defining subsistence is difficult and tnust be a context driven exercise. In the context
of rural
Bengal, I define subsistence fishing as a lnode of production intended to fulfìll basic survival
needs usually

comnercial ventures. The coastal and floodplain ecological communities of the Bengal
Delta have developed and reshaped their ecologicai knowledge, cultur.al heritage, local
level resource management institutions, value systems ancl economic well-being tluough
a long interaction with their immediate environment. This research responded to the
needs of exploring the livelihood dynarnics of the fishers, their overall socio-economic

conditions and the cross-scale issues that irnpact their livelihoods.
The critical importance of the small-scale f,rsheries in Bangladesh can be i¡ferred
fi'onr tlre fact that almost all aspects of floodplain fisheries are traditional, and >90%o of
the tnarine catch is derived from this f,rshery, while the remaining contribution is by the
export-oriented industrial fishery. Regrettably, there

is an under-appreciation of

the

importance of fishery resources to mral livelihoods and national economic gowth by the
Government of Bangladesh and international development agencies. Budget allocations

for the development of the

fisheries sector declined over time despite

its critical

importance for the rural economy and national nutrition (Hossain et al. 2006).

The issue of f,tshers' livelihoods is wiclely neglected in both historic and recent
literature. A lirnited number of ear'lier studies on fishers have been leveled off the brand

of peasantry. Srnith (1977:2) observed tliat maritime communities have been greatly
neglected in a:rthropological literature; despite heavy reliance on marine exploitation for

most of the annual subsistence, the fishers are often placed narrowly in the form of
footnote in antluopological literature- 'after whích the author goes on to stress the landbased subsistence pattern'. Historically, only a few anthropologists like Malinowski

(1918), Hocart (1937), Radcliffe-Brown (1948), Firth (1946), Moses (rg2g), punekar

(1959), Almred (1966), Trivedi (1967) and ward (1958, 1960, 1965) (cited in
Raychoudhury 1980) have been keenly interested in studying the sociology of fishing.
Howevet, the attention to fishers' livelihood has been limited. In Bangladesh, research on

fish fal exceeds dedicated works on the livelihoods of small-scale fishers. In recent years,
sorne useful research outputs are evident from the works of Alam (1996), Kleih et al

(2003), Alam (2001) and Rashid (2005).

with typical coercive or reciprocaì production relations and cultural orientation mediated within cornplex
social-nature relationships. Both subsistence hshing and fishers are characterized by resilience, labòurabsorption, iudigenous knowledge, povefty and chaotic manageìrìent.

1. 3. Research questions and objectives

Understanding fishels' iivelihood dynamics in their own local contexts is important. I

\/ant to irypothesize that 'an understanding and appreciation of

fishers' livelihoods
dynamics within theù' sftuated soc:io-polÌtical-cultural constructs play critical roles in

planning

for

empowering comnntnities, betterment

the

of livelihoods, and

ølso fi.sheries

resource nlãnãgeme¡z¡. Within the purview of this hypothesis and given the prevailing
socio-ecological complexities in the floodplain and coastal ecosystems of Bangladesh,
tlris study examined the following broad research question: 'What can be learnt about the
complex and dynamic nature of livelihoods within the domaÌ.ns of artisanal fishery and
the 'fishantry'B as a dislinct social class (see section 4.2 of Chapter Four for a detailed

anal¡ical treatment on f,rshantry), and whar are the links of strch a lctowledge

base

for

improving fishers' livelihoods and empowerment, and planning for fisheries resources
sustainably?'. To address this broad research question, I studied two fishing communities
(caste-based Hindu f,rshers and new entrant Muslim fishers) representing two distinct
ecosystems (floodplain and coastal) and fisheries. The following four specific research
questions have been formulated to substantiate the principal research question and the

immediate objectives of the study.

d.

Wltat are tlte sociul nnd economic structures and processes operating in the

flootþlain antl coastalJislting villages of Banglndesh?
'What

are the salieú features

of the f,rshers, and where are floodplain and coastal

fishers positioned in the socio-economic continuum? What are the characteristics of the

social structures and hierarchies in the frshing villages? What social institutions are in
place and what loles do they play? What about the gendered roles of fishing women?

What are the socioeconomic and socio-cultural processes and production relations that
keep most of the f,rshers poor?

8

In it, classical sense,'fishantry'as a socio-culturally defìned class embodies at least four distinct facets:
Indigenous lcnowledge and culture tuned to the way of life, and the ecosystem tuned to the aquatic

l.

ecosystems; 2. Use of physical labor of self-and-family and relative simplicity of technology; 3. Complex
of socio-economic subjugation to powerful outsiders; and, q.

production relations and proneness

Professional identity marked by social groups or specific castes. Within the broader framework of
fishantry, this research focused on the livelihood capitals and capabilities, the drivers of change and the
coping strategies in two differing ecosystelxs.

i0

b.

llltat capitnls ond cnpnbilitiesJishers

do hnve to ntnke a líving?

What are the social capitals that determine fishers networking abilities?
What
economic capitals do fishers possess? What natural capitals exist upon
which fishers,
livelihoods prirnarily depend? What are the indigenous k¡owledge capitals
and how do
the fishers use this knowledge? What are the rituais observed in the fishing
villages and

what distinct roles clo rituals play? What kind of political networks and complex
negotiations do fishers maintain?

c. þI4tat are the cross-scnle stressors that impactfishers, livelihoorls an¿
entitlements? How do thefishers cope with multiple adversities?
'Mrat
are the social and natural sources of vulnerability? How do aspects
of food
security vary seasonally? How do the existing economic institutions and coercive
patron-

client relations impact fishers' livelihoods? What are the coping actions that f,rshers
unclerlake? What livelihood strategies do fishers adopt for diversifying incomes
and how
do they spread risks throughout their livelihoods?

d. wltat are the policy instruments øndJishery management approaches?
What are the fishery policy narratives? How are fishers' entitlerrents impacted
by
policy instruments? What are the conditions of the fishery fiì.anagement i'stitutions
and

institutional partnership

This lesearch

pr-o

is

grarns?

intirnately linl<ed

to

sustainable development thoughts and

plactices, and it takes social, economic and environmental objectives into
consideration.
Among the social-economic objectives, the most irnportant ones are equity, access
to
resources, livelihood security, share of food fìsh and active participation
in resource
management. Environmental sustainability objectives are addressed'through
the use of
indigenous knowledge capital (human capital) and practices for ecological
restoration and
resource management. From the heritage point of view, documentation
of time-tested
cultural knowledge and endogenous technology deserve significant attention.
Obviously
fishers' empowerment and their active and sincere participation in the management
process can help to ensure a sustainable resource base and resilient
management system

that buffers a great deal

of

change

or

disturbance, and complies

with ecological,
economic and social sustainability. One with low resilience has limited
sustainability
(Malschke and Berkes 2006, Berkes 2007).
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1.4. Organizúion of the thesis

This thesis comprises eight cirapters that are choreographed to provide distinctive
contributions in fulfilling the obligation of the research objectives.
Chapter One sets out the context of the research, the research questions and
objectives, and the structure ofthe thesis.
Chcrpter

Two narrates the rnethodology with a focus on the philosophy

significance of participatory approach.
adopted for the selection

and

It also reflects on the research plan, the process

of study villages and an experiential view of some of the

participatory techniques.

Chapter Three, after reviewing the existing body

of literature,

examines the

sustainable rural livelihoods debates.

Chapter Four introduces a new analytical domain - 'fishantry'- for examining the

socio-cultutal, economic, technological, evolutionary, and ïesource governance aspects

within artisanal fishery. It explores the ecological settings and social institutions of the
two stucly villages, and critically observes the gendered roles of fishing women.
Chaprer Five explores the capitals and capabilities of the f,rshers that they employ

to make a living. Going beyond the contemporary livelihood frameworks, it incorporates

political and cultural aspects of fishers as capital. The indigenous knowledge base of
fishers and the cultural capital of fishers are given special attention.

Chapter St¿ adopting an emic perspective, explores the multi-stranded drivers

tirat directly or indirectly impact the livelihoods of the fishers. As perceived by the
fishers, some pertinent drivers emanating fi'om social and natural sources ale analyzed in
cletail.

It also analyzes the coping strategies

adoptecl by fishers and aspects of livelihood

diversif,ication in the f,rshing villages.

Chapter Seven examines the policy perspectives related

to aftisanal fisheries

lnanagemerf in Bangladesh and the local level resource management initiatives.

Chapter Eight concludes the thesis. . Following

a brief

comparison between

floodplain and coastal villages and fisheries, this chapter synthesizes the key findings and
contributions of the research.
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Chapter Two: Methodology
'I don't know the academic things involved in your research,
but I can realize your
aspirations. Wat I lçtow is that you try to know about us and we try to know
about
you' Thus, we become intimate friends like brothers by the samá mother. If
the
minds don'r adiust well, nobody ß likely to get ory orihrntic information'rJdvab
Jal adas, Presi dent, Cox' s B azar Fisherfolk'Wèl fare Foundati
on, Moheskhali island.
2.1. Introduction

This chapter begins with an explanation of the importance of adopting a participatory
approach, and subsequently provides justification of the methodological approaches
adopted

in this study.

Some specific anal¡ical techniques are examined. Research
planning and data analysis processes are also appraised. Finally, the process
adopted for
the selection of the study villages representing two distinct ethnic communities and
agroecological systems is analyzed.
2.2. Philosophical orientation for participatory research
Researchers usually employ their own research approaches persuaded by many
other
social scientists to arrive at rules for conducting research. In doing so, they either

'identify themselves' or 'are identified by others' as working within certain theoretical
domains (Hessler 1999). For my reseatch,

I

have used both qualitative and quantitative

rnethods (with more emphasis on the former), and each approach has served different
but
complementary roles.

For decades, quantitative and qualitative purists have formed distinct schools of
thought. While drawing on strengths and minimizing the weaknesses of both, a
new

'mixed method' approach (Creswell 2003, Johnson and Onwuegbuzie 2004) evolved.
Quantitative purists powerfully uphold that enquiries in the social discipline should be
objective, emotionally detached, and uninvolved with the objects of study in much
the
same way that physical scientists treat physical phenomena. Conversely, qualitative

purists assert that multiple-constructed realities abound, and time-and-context-free
generalizafion of the realities is neither desirable nor achievable.
Qualitative research is
Írore concerned with the what, how, why, where and. when of the things under query with
a 'reflexive inquiry', while the quantitative approach tends to be confined to the

amount

or number of things being investigated. The digital divide among the paradigms
is also

l3

evident: quantitative methods are gradually becoming more dependent on
high-tech tools
in many of the advanced societies, while the qualitative methods seem to represent
lowtech disadvantaged communities.
Practitioners adopting the qualitative route examine the humans in different
social
settings - their relationships to other biotic and abiotic things through their socio-cultural
constructions. It assumes that human expressions of what they say and do are
the mirror
images of how they view their social world, and human behavior largely depends
on a
process of continuous learning rather than the biologically cletermined instinct
(Cooley
1902, Blummer 7969, Dewey 1930, Mead 193g, cited

in Bery 2004). often it is not

possible to remove cultural elements from their corrtexts. Thus qualitative research
demands a systemic and long-term immersion of ethno-methodologists in the
specif,rc

field of interests as the cardinal principle of sensing the interpretations of people,s
behavior along with implicit and explicit social rules (Sillitoe et al. 2005). In the case
of
real life-worlds, qualitative researchers try to focus on the naturally emerging languages

and meanings that individuals assign to experience (Berg 2004:11).
quantitative methods usually 'have the merits

of

in

contrast,

generali zation, testing and validating

already constructed theories about how things happen, and generating sets of numerical

data which can be processed using statistical software. Survey method is typically
deductive theoretically and relies heavily upon a well-though and pre-tested research
design (Williamson et al. 1982).

There are different schools of thoughtl and praxis about participatory researqh.
Development practitioners have been proceeding in an entirely different direction,

utilizing various approaches collectively known as 'Participatory Rural Appraisal,
(PRA), the origins and strands of which have been aptly and popularly described
by
Clrambers (1994a, I994b, 1994c). PRA has been considered as

a combination of

approaches that provides people an opportunity to reveal and analyzetherealities
of their

' There are quite divergent opinions on the qualitative and quantitative research approaches. Dabbs (19g2)
remarks that the two approaches are not distinct; the notion of quality is essential toìh.
nutur. of things aná

tlre quantity is elementally an amount of something. Fred iierlinger claims 'there is ,o ,"r;";ä;;'^
qualitative data; everything is either I or 0'. D. T. Carnpbell mentions that'ail research
ultimately has a
qualitative grounding'' Qualitative research refe¡s to the meanings, concepts, definitions,
characteristics,

metaphors, symbols and descriptions of things, while quantitative research refers to counts
and measures of
things (cornpiled from Berg 2004). However, it is irnportant to consider the merits of both
approaches.
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lives and conditions, to plan themseives what actions to take, and to monitor and assess
the outputs (Chambers and Blackburn 1996). Participatory ïesearch strategy is more
responsive to exploring complex phenomena like artisanal fisheries and fishers that
are
situated and embedded locally.

With due attention to the holistic nature of generating information, participatory
research is truly unique in content, focus and form (Ragin and Becker 1992, Hesse-Biber
and Leavy 2006).It is a praxis

rh¡hm of action-reflection where generated knowledge
supports local actions; it seeks to de-elitise and demystify academic research, thereby
transforming it as an intellectual tool which common people as 'organic intellectuals, can
use to promote actions for their own desired change (Tilakratna 1990). participatory
approach allows a reversal of leaming from local people directly, on the site, face-to-face,

and such learning is rapid and progressive with the scope

flexible use

of

of conscious exploration,

methods, opportunism, improvisation, iteration and cross-checking

(Clrambels 1994b:1254). PRA embodies a paradigmatic shift from specialist-centred
ego
to pro-people thinking. An importanÏ antecedent of PRA is 'Rapid Rural Appraisal,

(RRA) (e.g., chambers 1981, Mccraken et al. lggg), which makes it a quicker, more
accurate and less expensive tool. In practical terms, RRA is extensively used as a didactic

tool for development planning and evaluation in many developing countries. The
difference between the PRA and RRA continuum is shown in Table 2.1.

Table: 2.1 RRA to PRA continuum
Research Drocess

RRA

User communities

Time of evolution
Main innovations
Mode
Ideal obiectives
Long-term outcomes

Information

PRA

Donors, academicians
Late 1970s,1980s,
Methods, teatn mauagelrent

Elicitive, extractive
Leaming by outsiders
Plans, proj ects, publications

Sustainable

local actions

and

strengthening of local institutions
owned

and analvzed bv

Usr"rally outsiders for their own
professi onal interests

Methods used

Mostly oral tools

S o u rce

Development NGOs. ethnosraohers
Late 1980s, 1990s
Ìehavior, experiential training
Faci litatin g, participatory
Empowerment of local people

: Mo difi ed front

C hamb

Local people for self-assessment and
developing action plans
Both oral and visual tools

ers (1994a: 958- 959)

To examine complex and dynamic issues, the advocates of the mixed research
methods, better known as the 'third wave of research movement', find a new discourse
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for

methodological piuralism

by mixing and matching quantitative and qualitative

research techniques, methods, approaches, concepts or language that provides the square

chance of exploring research questions. As an expansive and creative form of research,

this third wave includes the use of induction (discovery of patterns), deduction (testing of
theories and hypotheses) and abduction (uncovering and reiying on the best set of
explanations for understanding one's results) (Johnson and Onwuegbuzie 2004).In my
research, the quantitative research provided me a gross scenario of what was happening

inside the fishing villages, while the participatory techniques allowed me to get some
answers of why things happened like that. The basic assumption is that things may not be

as they seem, and hence, in-depth inquiry is demanded for understanding

the

knowledgeable 'case', rather than generalizing it to a population at large (Atkinson et al.

200r).
There is obvious fuzziness in the unit of analysis in this research, as field research
spanned from individual

to households to community. One of the advantages of the

livelihoods approach is it makes no assumptions about 'community' (Allison a¡d Ellis

200I:385). Farnily, household and community

are the concepts, research tools

a¡d foci

of concern for social praxis that are central to social organization and social-ecological
explanations

of human behavior. Clay and

Schwarzweller (199I:

2) argue that

the

'domestic group'- individuals that constitute a 'household' through sharing of productive
and reproductive activities and living arrangements, and the 'kin group'- individuals who

relate to each other tluough common ancestry and marriage ties, may not be necessarily
governed or guided by the same nofins of behavior.

I use households

and farnilies as interchangeable descriptors assuming that the

boundaries between household and family are fluid, and both refer

to a physically

identifiable residence and are organized tlrough kinship lines and rules in the fishing
villages. In the context of rural Bangladesh, household (HH) is considered as a composite
social and economic (also cultural and political aspects of reproduction) unit consisting of
one or more individuals who live together, and share both the 'roof and 'the pot,; (i,e.,

dwelling place and food), income and labor for ensuring that'mutual sharing exists and
continues'. HHs are not static but extremely dynamic. Every HH serves basic functions of
consumption, biological reproduction, social networking and distribution across members
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as determined by sets of ideoiogies and values. The
expansion and dispersion stage of
pool HHs in the course of their domestic cycle are very
critical in terms of exposure to
vulnerability' i have seen that femaleheaded HHs in fishing
villages, following the death
or severe injury of rnale heacl, are usually forced into aprocess
that can be termed as the
'feminization of poverty'. I purposefully choose individuals,
households and the whole
cornmunity as a social and economic class as units of analysis,
sliifting seamless between

these levels

of aggregations. In situations where production and ownership

relations

within the community or institutions are complex, interwoven and
multi-layered with
competing irferests, I have surfed beyond trre boundary of
trre study vilrages.
The two villages selected in this study represent two distinct
cases of ecosystems
and communities' To have an in-depth scenario of livelihoods,
I selected five coastal and
four floodplain families as 'cases' from the two study villages. This gave
me a good
understanding of the micro-level livelihood dynamics. Case
study is considered as an
important way of doing social research (Yin 2003), involving
an in-depth longitudinal

examination of a single instance or event (a case) without following
a rigid protocol of
variables' The case study approach (Yi¡r 2003,TeIlis1997, Stal<e
1995, Ragin and Becker
1992) is particular, descriptive, inductive and ultimately heuristic
as it seehs to illuminate
tlre reader's understanding of an issue (Parlett and Hamilton
1972, cited in Stark and

Torance 2005). To Yin (2003), case study is a 'research strategy'
that demands an
empirical real-life for gathering multiple souïces of evidences
including even quantitative
evidence' This systematic and focused way of looking at subjects
allows
researchers to

gain a sharpened understanding of why the instance happened
as it did, and hence to
'buìld upon theory, to prod.uce new theory or to challenge
theory'(Tellis 1997). The
strength of the case study approach is that it engages not only
qualitative techniques, but
it benefits through a mix of quantitative and qualitative evidence also (yin
2003).

After spending sufficient tirne with the respondents and developing
a sense of
intimacy and trust, the researcher can generate a process of active
dialogue that helps
people in collective decision-making and action. It is quite
evident from what

one of my
key responderfs says: 'if the minds don't adjust well, nobody
is likely to get the authentic
inforntation' (pers. comm. Udvab Jaladas, Gorakghata, Moheskhali,
Tg March 2006).I
was aware that it is irlpossible to collect data and information
on a cross-sectional single-

t7

shot survey where shatp seasonal fluctuations (income, catch etc.) exist. So I adopted
year-round observations and data gathering techniques. This helped me to know the
actual rather than the hypothesized activities of the poor fishers, and how they changed
over time.

During the field wotk, as a PRA practitioner,

I

was aware of the humanly

qualities2 and driving demands needed for facilitatìng participatory research. Considering

the intricacy of the existing power structures, social relations, authority and gender
relations, I created an enabling, friendly and open environment during my field work with
the communities so everyone could share his/her knowledge and opinions in a friendly
environment without any hesitation. Berreman (1962) in his classic monograph (,Behind
Many Masks') on a Himalayan village mentions that 'impression management' in .the
field' through creating particular effects among the potential respondents by conveying
cerlain iruman roles and reciprocality is important for the ethnographers. Not all the
research events were equally

a time

fruitful. In working with fishers, I remembered that 'there is

for creating

amid the rush and push of other things...there is a time for producing
with plenty of resources and a time for producing with none. And there is a time
for

working in trouble and a time for working

in peace '

(Hiltary rgBZ: 205).

2.3. 'Menu of the methods'3: An experiential view

This section highliglits the most frequently used participatory techniques employed in the
exploration of local knowledge and livelihood perspectives. Table 2.2 shows the
frequency of the techniques used and Table 2.3 reveals specific techniques for exploring
2

Serendipity plays a critical role in field research. Incidentally, one bag of my o+ bìood for a poor
fishertnan 'Jogendra Jaladas' was irnmensely heìpful in establishing my irnãge as á fi-iend and well-wisher
among the Hindu fìshing comrnunity of Cox's Bazar. The patient was a victim of maltreatment. I helped
him take legal action against the quacl< doctor and managed compensation worth Taka 75,000 (around US$
1100) for the victirn. Such humanitarian services were something unexpected for the fishers; it was quite
unexpected and mind-boggling for the caste-based fishers that an educated person from a so-called higher
caste and social status would donate blood for a low-caste fisherman. The services I extended to the victim
lnade me easily acceptabìe and popular in the colnmunity. V/hat a helpless cormnunity it is indeedl Later I
established networks between a voluntary blood donation group and fishing communily's organizations,
so
that these neglected fishers could access to blood in case of an emergency. As I worked foithe Food and
Agriculture organizations (FAo) of the United Nations, I was able to channel resources for establishing
schools, a village resource centre, small-scale business, organization building and cogrmunity
empowennent in the fishing villages of the Cox's Bazaar district through the UNDP funãed ,Empowerment
of coastal Fishing communities for Livelihood security project', BGDlgl/}ll..
3

The term was fi¡st used by Chambers (1994b: 959)
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certain knowiedge.

I

used the tape recorder

some inhibition about

initially, but soon discovered the

fisher-s had

it,

as they tended to conceal authentic information for some
unl<nown fear and hesitation. Realizing this situation, I abandoned the idea
of using any
electronic device except for a digital camera, the output (see Appendix 5, plate
A) of
which the fishers enjoyed to watch.

In the course of interviewing, I remained vigilant about the f,rshers' sentiments. I
lanew that elder fishers do not like to see strangers wearing sunglasses (considered
a
source of audacity to the seniors) or a hat (sahebi rttpi). In most cases,

I wrote field notes

quickly and elaborated on those the same day or night so no irnportant piece of
information was lost from memory. I allowed sufficient time to show sympathy when
soÍleone talked about the bad moments of life. There were situations when it was
difficult to take field notes and I considered it wise to just listen and not to write
immediately. Each interviewee is a unique character and

I

adjusted accordingly. At the

end ofeach interview or group discussion, I had a quick ocular scan on the field notes
to
assess

ifI

have covered everything properly.

2.3.1. Pnrticipant observation: This technique appeared to be the most useful, effective

and straightforward way to learn about people's livelihood dynamics, motives, values,
beliefs, interests, and their indigenous knowledge directly and confidently in a
natural/social setting through immersion into the local cultural milieu. The participant
, observer comes

to a social situation with the purpose of engaging in activities appropriate

to the situation and observing the activities, people and physical aspects of the situation
(Spradley 1980). Activities like voyaging with fishers, carrying out need-based
complementary roles

in the fishing

operations, and attending numerous rituals

in

the

fishing villages lielped me immensely to become a part of the real world of fishers. I
observed that fishers are more generous and participatory in their responses .on
boat,
than 'on land'; they appear more thoughtful iri the evening and night. The night halt
with
the fishers in the haors and the sea proved very useful for directly learning about their
indigenous ecological knowledge.

2.3.2. Semi-structuretl key informant intervi¿nrs.' Along with an eye for participant
observatiotl, developing an ear for interviewing is essential for field research. The
most

r9

impor:tant infonnation in research comes from semi-structured
interviews if one knows
wlrat to ask, how to ask and whom to ask (Pido et al. 1996).I
kr]ew that all fishers in the
community are not equally knowledgeable on social,
cultulal and indigenous knowledge
aspects; it was therefore irnportant to identify the
key informants. The criteria I set to
identify key informants are: 1' at least 10 years of fishing
experience, 2. dependence on
fishing for livelihood, 3. reputation in the fishing community
as knowledge holders,

4' willingness to share. I

a'd

conducted open-ended interviews

to gatÌrer information on
issues ofvulnerability, coping strategies, livelihood
diversities, fisheries resources, gears,
indigenous knowledge, conflicts, changes in fishing regulatio¡s,
local institutions and
other factors' one advantage of the key informant interview
was i could read the
respondent instantly. Interviews are best conducted when
the interviewees have
no

diffìculty in remembering or describing something related to
their field. For these
reasons' fishing boats were found to be the best places
for interviewing the fishers. To
tall< with women' I avoided entering the house in the
absence of male
counterparts as an

obvious way of showing respect to the social customs. Most
of the time, I tallced with
thern while they were cooking, chasing head-licea or doi¡g
other household activities in
the open backyard areas of the homesteads.

I

also learned from informal chats ('aadda')

in

tea stalls, where fishers talk

spontaneously while they take hot tea and cookies. Tea
stalls, rendezvous of common
people, are thus the most appropriate public places to verify
information in the presence
of experienced fishers. I always seized the opportunity to share and appreciate
their
cotntnents, and at one stage involved them in the desired
discussion with another round
of toast and tea' Passing or throwaway comments sometimes provided
important
information and new thoughts.

2'3'3' Focus group discussíon (FGD): FGD is now widely used
in participatory
research' In organizing FGD, I took into consideration the 'existing
relationships,s among
a

chasing headJice in a group is a social activity of the women
in the fishing village. usually they do not
use any tnedicine to get rid of head-lice. They apply
coconur oil on head to Jhase hãad-lice eásily.
Fishing
woÛlen claim tìlat the activity enlances 't.nt" oiôoidiality'
arnong the neighbors (Annex 5, plate 5A5).

'ln the fisìring villages,.tliere are familial disputes on some material issues among some fishers. If invited
together, these fisìrers who were hostile to eac-h other
rnight .x.hanç iot *oro, when they get chance.
one
tries to underl¡i¡re and challenge information given by
another withïhom s/he is not friendly.
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lnelllbers. This technique yielded a substantial amount of interactive information from the

talget grottp. The scope of error ol bias is comparatively less, and as a group view, the
information .is more reflective and accurate for the whole target group. FGD was

effectively used to collect and validate information related to production relations,
changes in livelihoods, coping actions, livelihood diversity, rituals, social and economic
institutions, and indigenous knowledge. A small group of 5 to 7 fishers was effective;
however, for opinion judgment, larger groups were consulted.
2.3.4. Houseltold level cuse studies: Case study as an approach to research has been fed

by many different theoretical tributaries and sciences giving far more emphasis to the
'objective observer' for in-depth study of'the case'. In the process of'I see the case and

I am seen', a friendly relationship is built with

the participant, a:rd developing a pleasant

lelationship is important for collecting detailed authentic information.

As mentioned earlier, selective case studies were carried out at the household
level, considering each household as a unique case. The cases

I

selected repïesent

prototypes tliat highlight more general characteristics of the villages. They allowed me to

know about household stories, vulnerability, coping strategy, conflicts, pains, happiness
and daily struggles. As I was curious to have in-depth knowledge on the aspects of
fishers' livelihoods,
lronselrolds

I made repeated

visits to each of the 5 coastal and 4 floodplain

for i4 months (Table 2.2). As a result, their livelihood struggles, coping

mechanisms and effects of seasonality in their lifestyles became vividly apparent to me.
Special arrangements were made to communicate with some key informants in the years
2008 and 2009 as and when further clarity on certain issues was needed.

At the initial

stage,

it was not

a welcome scenario

in the

cases of the Volarlcandi

village women, mainly due to the traditional social conservatism of rural Muslims.
However, things changed quicldy in less than two months. Sajeeb Ali (48) of Volarkandi

village articulated his concerns:
'My whole life's valuable experience is known to you in a
few months,. rhe
documentarion will benefit you; people will know you; you will earn
reputation home and abroad; ...the hisrory of our poverry and our knowledge
on fishery will be a capiÍal for you; the 'upper class' survives on 'lower
class' this way. Still, we trust you and thank you for your concerns for us.
Who comes to see us if there is no self-interest?'
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In a process of triangulation between narration and observation, I obtained a reallife sketch of the fishers, which could not be obtained from a one-sitting case study. At
the later stage of the field research, I tried to pave networks between village organizations
and different development agencies to relieve their liveiihood burden.

Tabf e 2.2: Major events of field research spread over a period of

2l

months

Techniques

Coastal

Floodplain

Remarks

I(ey infolmant

45 fishers

27 fishers

Each Ifl interviewed 2-5 tirnes for
several hours; totai interview

23 events

19 events

interview
Focus group discr-rssion
Voyage with fishers for

5 niglrttinre and23

19 day-long

direct observation
In-depth HH level case

daytirne vovages

VOVASCS

5 families

4 families

t1

l5

Baseline survev

78 families

Mini-workshoo

5 events

60 families
3 events

studies

Interviews with DoF
and NGO personnel

frequency is around 250
With varyìng number of
participants and on varvins issues
Duration of each sea-bound
voyage ranging from T-36 hours
Total frequency around 125 over a
period of I4lnonths
Frequency ranging from 1-2 with
each personnel
Socio-economic attributes

Validation of information

2.3.5. Otlter particípatory techniqu¿s.' The seasonal calendar illustrates the complexities

and dynamics of fishing and rural life during different months of the year. Resource
mapping techniques helped me to depict the resource or capital of the viilage/community.

It is an important step to go further for comrnunity-based planning for the management of
different resources. The SWOT (Strength, Weakness, Opportunity and Threat) analysis
provided comparative statements about formal and informal institutions, and NGOs and
money lenders. Wealth ranking was helpful in categorizing community members on the
basis of wealth; matrix ranking allowed me to see the options available against perceived

problerns; time-line analysis and an impact diagram provided an understanding of the
history of cerlain events or changes. These were carried out in small groups.
2.4. Specific analytical techniques
Table 2.3 provides an analysis of specific tools used for gathering specific information.

combination of tools was used in each case for the purpose of validation.
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A

Table 2.3: Some specific tools for attaining research objectives
Contexf

Research issues

Complexities
and contexts

Demographic condition (farnily size, co,np-sition;setagq
religion, dependency ratio or civilian labor force); ,o.Iui
hierarchy and institutions, social and econolnic organization
of fishing, kinsliip analysis, gender role, fishing technology,
production relations and exploitation.

Fishers'

Techniques

FGD, PO, KI, P,
C, SWOT, survey,

MW

capitals

Physical capital, financial capital, .eio.,r"" use pattern,
political aspects of powerlessness, fishing tecl-rnology.

Survey, FGD, KI,
PO,'aaddal MW

Belief system

NruneroLls pre-voyage and post-voyage rituals

PO,

Fishers'

Indigenous ecological knowledge, resour"ã-ìÇad.tion-

l<nowledge

issues, natural t'esources and their fluctuations.

Economic infonnation (incorne w@
soLrrc.es and divergence, main and subsistence sources,
contribr-rtion fro¡n fisheries and agricultural sources, debt
sitiration); sets of vulnerabilities, coping strategies, livelihood

Livelihood
aspects

diversification and moral econolny.
Intensive household level study
Fisheries
policy and
management

I(I, story
telline
PO, FGD, KI, C
Survey, FGD, PO,

KI,C,'aadda',
resorìrce rnapping,
seasonal calendar,

story telling, MW
PO, C, story

Current status, changes over time, leasing sysG-, corrrrrrunity
participati on, local rnanagement efforts, policy analysis,
resolìrce control and power, local management initiatives

Key PO- Participant observation, K

telling
FGD, PO, KI,

MW
C-

Case study, P-Photogt'aphy, SWOT-Strength, Weakness, Opportunities ond ihreåts
analysis, 'aadda'
Tea stall based informal discussion, MW: Mini-workshop

2.5. Research plan and process

Initially, the field study was plamed for one year. Subsequently, it became clear to
me
that developing a clear understanding about fishers representing two different
ecosystems
and fishers' groups would require more time. Eventually the field research
was
extended

to 21 months. The research was planned and conducted in three stages: 1. recoruraissance
sulvey' scoping and learning-gathering, 2. in-depth field work and 3. triangulation/

verification.

I

started full-swìng field work in late January 2005 and continued up
to
September 2006' Prior to that, I visited some fishing villages to get primary
ideas about
tlre potential sites (Table 2.4).

At first I started investigati'g at the community level to get a broad overview of
the concerned phenomena; the search was made tluough small focus group
discnssions.
After sensitizing the community about my research, I entered at the individual level (key
informant) and household level for gaining in-depth information. Such a slow
but gradual

¿J

with the fishers proved effective in my research. After field-testing
in other
fishing villages, I administered a questionnaire suruey among 7g coastal
and 60
floodplain households (see Appendix I for the questionnaire) to get
an overall
engagement

perspective

of livelihood issues. However, the prelirninary long

questiomaire was

curtailed and simplif,red to suit the local contexts and vernaculars. After
that, i focused
flilly on participatory teclniques and direct participation/observation. Detailed data
analysis was carried out including frequency and cross-tabulations,
and shared with
fishers in mini-workshops. Whenever I obtained conflicting information
on any issue, I
sat with the expert elders from the same and nearby fishing villages
to learn more and
valiclate the information.

I

studied marine sciettce, aquaculture and fisheries resource management
in
different universities of Bangladesh, United Kingdorn a¡d Canada, and worked
with the
fishing communities for more than a decade (being involved with development
agencies
like cornmunity Development cenrre-coDEc, DFID and FAO/LJNDP). I am
implying,
ffry knowledge was used in the study as an independent observer, both in
the sense as an
input to the findings and also unavoidably as a basis of reflection. The
hybrid between
disciplines and field works heavily influenced me to flexibly run for
interdisciplinary
approaches, thus surrendering my earlier reductionist academic orientation.

This being the case, I already had profound knowledge and experience
about the
fishing communities and different aspects of the Bangladesh fisheries. I had
intimate
relationships with mally village leaders and hundreds of fishers,
and such friendly
relations proved useful in the whole tenure of rny field research. To learn
from them, I
demanded hundreds

of fishers of different

became tired and said

ages myriads

of tirnes to the extent that they

'no' to me. I was trusted with many kinds of personal information

that I ever wanted to know. I never used the 'standard official language,;
rather I used
local dialects in both the communities to retain information or ideas
intact in the course
of translation, to keep the discussion lively, and to maintain frie¡dly environment.
2.6. Data analysis

Given the fact that

I

conducted the research

in two .villages representing two distinct

ecosystems and social groups at multiple scales spanning from
the household to the
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colnmunity level, a voluminous information base was generated. In writing a
cloctoral
thesis based on my long field works with the fishers, i faced a struggle of representation,
enranating frorn

an oscillation between two epistemological

stances-

the ,emic,

perceptions andvoices on infinite cornplexities of fishers andthe 'etic'impartial
views of
facts ancl findings of the researcher. Sufficient time was taken to patiently organize

unbiased information

into different categories of knowledge. I relied on

simple

alithnetical methods for analyzing quantitative data. Each chapter is a conglomeration
of
a rallge of data, important quotes, community perceptions, a:rd my own observations
wherever applicable as an independent observer. Maps and other community-drawn
pictures were redrawn exactly and scanned to fit paper size. As generously permitted
by
the fishers, quotes have been cited properly with their name, respecting their perception

on certain

issues.

I

maintained anonymity and confidentiality wherever deemed

necessary.

Rather than organizing formal workshops,

I

conducted informal mini-workshops

(five with coastal fishers and three with floodplain key informants) with a view to
validating important information gathered from individ¡als. The genuineness of the
information plesented makes this thesis an authoritative interpretation about fishers,
livelihood dynamics. I receivecl suppolts from my networks a¡d friends in DoF
(Department of Fislieries, Goventrnent of Bangladesh). In essence, this thesis relies
soleiy

on coÍrmon people's infonnation (i.e., emic perspectives, etics used to examine

the

emics, in researchers' words).

2.7. Selection of the study villages

Using a comparative case study approach, I exarnined the livelihoods of fishers of
floodplain and coastal areas with corurected attributes. The selection of the studyvillages
was a leaming process too. Purposively

I developed

some criteria (Table 2.4) for the

selection of the study villages.

To cover the diverse ecosystems ranging from freshwater to coastal peripheries,
I
visited a number of sites in Bangladesh during November-December 2004. My
supervisor and one of the committee tnernbers also visited some of the primarily
selected
sites. I also shared with personnel of locally active NGos (coDEC, CNRS,
ASC, BRAC,
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Proshika and MUKTI), ECFC and CWBMP projects, WorldFish Center, DoF, local
school teachers, fish traders and community members to get impartial igrpression about

fishing villages. After an examination of the pros and cons of different sites (Table 2.4),
'Tlrakurtala' of Moheskhali Island and 'Volarkandi' of Baralekha upazilla,Moulavibazar,
were finally selected (Figures 2.1,4.1 and 4.3) to represent different ecosystems and
socio-religious patterns (see section 4.3).

Table 2.4: Matrix of decision making for final selection of the study villages
Potential sites

Time-tested
knowledgeable
respondents *1

Community
cohesiveness
& attitude *2

Location &
'ecosystem

Livelihood &
professional

community'

diversig

attributes *3

Prevalence &

functioning of
local institution
*4

Gender
sensi.

Personal

familiarity

tivity
*5

-p

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

I(aibartapara,
I(Lrtubdia

+++

+++

+++

++

+++

+++

++

Maizghona,
Chakaria

++

+++

++

++

++

+++

+++

Ahmediakata,

+

++

+++

++

+

Mohesklali
Volarkandi.n

+

+

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

++

++

+

+

++

+

+

++

+

++

++

+++

++

++

+++

++

++

+

++

++

+

+

+

Thakurtala
Moheskhali

Borolekha
Gobindapur',

i(ulaura
Pabijuri,
Borolekha
Shaldighi,
Bololekha

*l ruoderate, * minintw¡t
*lPret'alence of oldexperiencedfishers, storyteller,
aclhtefisþsÌ'5 ofrtaryingøge, availabilityforinterviettt

Note: +-l+ Highest,

'F2 Contnunity functìons, connectedness, joint riltrals, posititte attitztde, y,illingness to
share
'r3 Distance front vaterbody, dependence on natut'al resources
livelihood
for
+4 Traditional leadership, Iocal resource
managetnenr systenl
'F5 Ilonten's distinct prodttctive role, villingness to share, degree of social consen,atistn
*F-Finally selected as study ttillage

Howevet, in rny quest for the indigenous ecological larowledge and socio-cultural
cliversity, I interviewed some experienced fishers of different neighboring fishing

villages. Some of these villages are PabijurÌ, Shaldighi, Kontinala and Juri in ïhe
floodplains, and Gorakghara (Moheskhali Island), Boroghope (Kutubdia Island), and
Maizghona, Boalkhali and Tarasghata under Chakaria upazilla (Cox's Bazaar district)
and Selntipzr fishing village under Sitakunda upazilla (Chittagong district) in the coastal

region. Section 4.3 of Chapter Four deals with the salient features of the study villages.
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Figure 2.1. Map of Bangladesh showing the floodplain and coastal study areas
(S our c e : http //ge olo gy. c om/w orld/b an glade s h-s atellit e-intage. s html)
:

I(ey:

I . Hakaluki haor of Moulavlbazar district, Sylhet division representing floodplain zo¡e

2. Moheskhali Island representing coastal ecosystern
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Chapter Three: Conceptual Considerations
This research examines the complex and dynamic nature of livelihoods
within

the
domains of artisanal fishery and the fishantry as a distinct
social class, with a view to link
the lessons and knowledge base for improving fishers' livelihoods
and sustainable
planning for fisheries resources. In doing so, the sustainable
livelihood framework
provides an over-arching anal¡ical tool.

This chapter first examines the conceptual underpinnings of
rural development,
and then proceeds to discussiorls on the sustainable livelihood
framework. Valuing the
cultrue-spe cific emic approach to examining the local-level
livelihoods is important
as the

facts and information come from the members of the fishing communities.
The emic/etic
blend is very useful for providing anal¡ical treatments to the
locally-specific facts using
different conceptual lenses. Hence, along with the etic perspectives
of livelihoods in the
contemporary literature, the emic views are also reiterated
to bring into view local
perceptions and realities. It is argued that the contemporary
livelihood frameworks which

put heavy emphasis on peasantry do not fit well to provide a comprehensive
analysis of
the small-scale fishers. The intent is to develop a Sustainable Livelihood
Analyticat
(SLA) framework for studying small-scale fishers as a particular
social and occupational
group different from other generalized rural inhabitants. Fishers
as resource-dependent
communities are largely dependent on politically-mediated decisions
that impact the
access to and control over natural resources. The SLA
framework that put forward
here

benefits from the conceptual lenses of vulnerability, entitlements,
livelihood strategies
and resilience.

3.1. Development paradigm and sustainable Livelihood
Analysis (sLA)

Developmentl as a concept is often viewed sirnply as the progression
of human life.
Pretes (1987) argues that development as perceived in the Western
worldvieu/ has no

rRigg (t984,
cited inPretes 1997) found 72 definitions of development in political
econony

literature

and the term
'developtnent' has largely replaced terms such as 'progress' and
'evolution'.
tenns like 'change,, ,gowth,,
_some
'transformation', 'westernization', 'industrializar.ion'and 'modernization' are
closely linked to the idea oi åeuelopment.
To him' in social science at leâst, 'the word typically suggests
the evolution of human social systems from simpler
to
tnore cotnplex, mature or higher forms....in all domaini,'development'has-to
do with a very general process of
unfolding designed to realize or display something'.
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it is infinite and continual in nature. In practice such an understanding is deeply

encl:

rooted'to the Western cultule, and development practices in the deveioped world involved
control over and transformation of nature to serve human needs. It is understood that the

by Western philosophy largely faited in many
countries like Bangladesh to invest in peopie to make them capable of

development paradigm influenced
cleveloping

obtaining basic needs and then gradually improve their quality of life. Consequently,

a

'culture of poverty' developed among the rural inhabitants of Bangladesh characterized by

attributes like a strong feeling of deprivation and rnarginality, powerlessness, personal
unworthiness, the prevalence of caste-based 'low-classness' and fatalism, a belief in male

superiority, deeply-embedded loyalty extended

to

leaders and religious institutions,

of

class consciousness, and conflict among different institutions. As an
alternative to the Westem classical and neo-liberal development paradigms, Chambers'
absence

(I997b: 1 1) interpretation of development as \"esponsible well-being by and
for all, with
notions of well-being, livelihood, capability, equity, sustainability, and social justice

strongly represents the 'neo-populist' development paradigm. This

is how

the

envirorunental issues are intimately connected to the social ones; such interconnectedness
asks

for a broader interdisciplinary perspective transcending conventional institutional

and professional domains (Blaike 2000).

Concern over sustainability - as applied to development, societies, livelihoods and

of additional social, economic and ecological activities - has recently emerged as a
rnajor development issue. The concept of 'sustainable Developrnent' (SD) profoundly
a host

promotes a middle discourse for reconciling the discordance between finite resource
bases and emerging environmental and social problems

on one side, and infinite

development and economic growth on the other. There are several interpretations of this

new development approach, but the common line of agreement recognizes there is

a

certain ecological carrying capacity of the planet that necessitates ecologically legitimate

growth. The now famous and much popularized Brundtland Commission (WCED 1987:
43) defines SD as 'development that meets the needs of the present without compromising

the ability of future generatÌons to meet their own needs'. Two key propositions are
2Pretes

(1997) remarks that the pra.ris of Western developrnent has presented itself in two ways: first as a process
of
controlling and taming nature (deemed separate from humanity) forthe benefit of society; andsecond as aprocess
of
blinging all other societies into the Western worldview.
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inherent within this definition: 1. the concept

of 'basic needs' of the world's poor to
which overriding priority should be given; and, 2. the idea of 'limitations of nature,s
carrying capacity' to meet ever-increasing present and future needs. The concept urges
that growth rnust be revived in developing countries because that is where 'the links
between economic growth, the alleviation

of poverty and environmental

operate most directly' (WCED 1981:43-51). Sachs (1997) views SD as

conditions

'a maryiage of

developntentalism and envÌronmentalism'. Sneddon corutents that the concept of SD has
reached a conceptual dead-end (2000:521).

Within the concept of SD, there is a central tension between advancement in
human well-being and environmental conseruation for future generations (eizilbash
2001). UNDP's (United Nations Development Program) view of development builds on
the work of the 'basic needs' school (Stewart 1989) and Amartya Sen's well-known

definition of development as a 'capability expansion' (Sen 798.4, Igg0, ßgg). Naess
(1989) focuses on ecological sustainability; and Pearce et al. (1988) focus on achieving
social goals. Barbier (1987), Tolba (1987) and McCormick (1991) view SD as a concepr
that is more concemed with securing livelihoods and reducing dire poverty of the worlds
poor and aiming to halt resource depletion, environmental degradation, cultural disruption

and social instability. Munn (1989: 50) argues that development, to be sustainable,
requires profound changes in political, social, economic, institutional and technological
order, including redefinition of relations between developing and developed countries and
a succession

oftechnological breakthroughs (also see strong rgg2).

3.1.1. Development to sustainable rural livelihootl continuum

This section examines both the emic and etic views of livelihoods, focusing on the
def,initions and operational aspects of the two views. Detailed analytical treatments on the
sustainable livelihood framework follow in section 3.2 of this chapter.

The emic perspectives of livelihood and poverty: The word 'livelihood' signifies
diverse meanings to the fishers of different wealth categories ranging from 'just a meal to

living with dignity' Çibika, beche thaka, onno songsthan, khaoa). Some emic views of
livelihoods are expressed by the fishing community rnembers:
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'the stt"uggles lo manage two meals a day with
fantily ntembers' (Shamsul Islam, 50,
extrerne poor, Volarkandi fìshing village, Baralekha)

'i[ is a mechanism of st'rviving; just breathing and ntere living with whatever
little

foods I can managefrom the village and outside; a 'sharee'foiwearing and a small
cluilt in the winter ' (Padnraboti Jaladas, 65, a destitute wornan, Thakurtali
'a beÍter qualityfood, housing and sleeping
at night; no huntiliationfor caste identiÍy,
(shimul Jaladas, 24, poor carpenter, Thakuúara fiirrrng viilage)
'better curries

for meals, a little saving, a regular incotne flow, dignity (maan-ijjot), no
crisis during lean period'(Mridul Jaladas, 45, medium rici fisherinan, ihakurtala;
'an income source

for rcgular meals in all seasons, better medical facilities and
survival with dignity '(Aroti Jaladas, 55, poor wor'ì1an, Thakurtala fìshing village)
'living with honort doing sontethingforfuture generations;
living a better life without
tension (Jhamela/chinta)' (Sunll Jaladas, 47, moneylender, Moheit ¡u¡¡

While the issue of decent living is also an ambiguous and unquantifiable matter,
tlre issue of 'making meals'- i.e., food. security- has been captured widely from the
response of the fishers. For one of my destitute respondents, it is not only
about life but
also about death, an early death3 which can put an end to her sufferings. Livelihood
thus
irnnediately represents a temporal framework to respondents: living at present
and

sustaining in the future. To the destitute, livelihood means just to survive somehow,
whereas it is living with dignity and sustaining wealth for future to the socioeconomically well-off class.

Much of the livelihood interpretations in corfemporary literature are linked with
income povefty and human povefiy, both in absolute terms (a naruow material
sense

as

the inability of individuals to ensuïe very basic needs and a minimum standard
of socially
acceptable living) and in relative terms (in a broader sense, generated from
cross-scale

social and institutional inequalities resulting in an inconsistent allocation of resources
needed for livelihoods) (Khan 2005). The classification of the fishers strictly
based on
'wealth category' appears to be problematic. Poverty of the poor fishers
is evident from
their poor tneals, housing, physical appearance and clothes. However, livelihood
standards might not be necessarily reflective of the wealth status.

A few wealthy

boat

owners kept a low prohle in terms of basic amenities to avoid local hooligans
and pirates

' one popuìar saying is often heard fi'om the oìd people in rural Bengal- 'hori d.into gelo sandhya holo
par
koro antaare 'meaning 'oh God, my days are gone, iiis evening no*]g.t me carried
to the other side of the
l'iver soon'. This saying connotes a deep sense of helplessneis, otáãg. suffering, and
the
necessities

lack of basic

oflife.
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'watching them'. In the contemporary poverty typology, phrases like .chronic
poor,,
'extLeme poor'', 'always poor', 'hardcore poor', 'poorest of the poor,, .ultïa
poor,,
'destitute' and 'most vulnerable' are in use. While these typologies describe
some aspects

of poverty, they canlot

capture the multi-dimensionality

of povefiy. The economic

condition of fishels that we intend to label might change even within days.

I

argue that poverty has cross-scale variation ranging from the individual

to the

community level. First, at the individual level, those who are victims of accidents,
old,
physically or mentally handicapped, and attacked by diseases are poor. Second,
at the
lrouseholcl level, families usually characterized by old persons, sick family
members,
deceased income earner, widow as family head, too many children, too many girls
ready

for social mariage, less or no male members and less educated/skilled members are most
vulnerable to impoverization. Third, at the community level, the communities
characterized by low social and caste status, religious minority, geographical isolation,
poor infrastructure and political powerlessness fall behind other communities of the
same

region. There is also a well-built temporal dimension of poverty: some are born in a
vicious cycle óf 'old poverty', while some are 'tomorrow's poor', whose status might
change depending

on the dynamics of

stressors and

level of resilience.

Some

interpretationsa of the poor available in the literature were difficult to apply to the
fishers
(see the footnote for details).

o

Ruhu,oun (1995) defines'poorest of the poor'as those forced to subsist on an intake
of <1740 l(callday
with a per capita income less than three-fifths that of the poverty line. Bangladesh Bureau of
Statistics

(BBS) and the World Food Progratn (200a) dehne 'absolute poor' ãs those witñ an average
intake of <2122
I(cal/day, wìrilst 'hardcore poveffy' is refered to an average intake of <1805 I(caVãapitJaay.
BRAC
(2001) views 'poorest of the poor'as those having characterisìics like: possession
of 0.1 acres of land, full
dependence upon seasonal labor, recurring food insecurity, having no o. u..y low productive
assets, living
in very poor quality houses, depending on a single-in"oro".u.n..lferrale-heâded household),
and having a
dìsabled husband. PROSHIKA (NGo) views 'extreme poor' as people with up to 0.5
acrás of land, and
landless nrale and fernale-headed households and those who sell Iator.

Tìle Government of Bangladesh defines those women as vulnerable who are widow, abandoned
or

divorced, functionally landìess (<0.5 acre land), earning <Taka 3O0/month (around US$ a.5);
reliant on
ilrcome fi-orn daily manua-l labor; without productive assets and not members of any other
deíelopmental
prograln. Hulme et al (2001) define'chronic poveúy'as'inter-generationally transmitted,and.always
poor' as those with continued landlessness, few assets and continuãd poor health and the ,usually
poor, as
those wlio continue to have low levels of assets and continue to lack opporrunities to
accumulate. UNDp
views poor as tirose with <1US$/day (synthesizedfrotn lftan 2005). Which source of data
one can rely on?
BIDS (Bangladesh lnstitute of Developrnent Studies), using quantitative methods, estimated ïhat
47,J/o of ïhe
rural households in Bangladesll were poor, while in thé same year, adapting participatory poverty

)z

To get a picture of the conditions, I adopted the antluopological
approach of using
an 'insider view' of fishers ('emic approach') to classify the
poor. In a series of interviews
and focus group discussions with the adult fishers, I asked
them to lielp me understand the
meaning of poor in their villages. Going beyond the conventional
income-based poverty

lreasurement, they came up with a variety of innovative
and unconventional ideas and
indicators' The entic classification of rich and poor are furnished
in Table 3.i. The way
fishers use the Berigali terms to denote different levels of poverty
do not necessarily
correspond to the literal classif,rcation of the poor. Some
corresponding typologies bearing

different conlotations, like 'nissho'(having nothing), 'oshohai'(helpless), ,dustho/moradhorct' (destitute), 'kamla/ gour/ poLmna' (physical labor-based), ,vadhaimma/
bhodai/
bekar/ niskorma' fiobless) and, 'vikkuk/
fokir' (beggar) are in use. Additionally, I got
some simple interesting markers of the rich ancl the poor
from a group of childr.en from
the fishing commnnity:

RichJìslters: 'keep maid servant; talkwith'loudvoice',.can afford
to eat anything
they wantì can enjoy soft drinks
when
thirsÍy,have multiple
_'Co_ca-Cola/Pepsi'
sources of inconte} have links with
'big nrnr, oj the society; use toothpaste
and
brushì use perfunte, cell phone and lelevisiori horn own sanitary
latrine and
tubewell in the homestead areas; drink tea with milk; have multiple
s'ets of dresses,.
sleep on beds| eat brealcfast with loaves; eat square nteals,
can eat chicken when
they want| get 'social invitations'; spend a lot'for dowry and
marriages,.ride on

riclrshaw instead of warking short dislance,.

use

shoe and pants,.

Poor.fishers: 'thin; work as laborer ('Kamla,)
for the rich,. often rentain hungry,.
pale looking and body does not shine and rook orctercorrporrd
to age; do not have
separate kitchen and necessary cooking stffi
sickfrequently,.
uie'ntango leaves
fall
or 'neent' wood for brushing teeîh,.
torn or ¡åaeà ¿oílr,rr,. lroii 7"70rnr"a
^wear
houses with leaþ roof; girrs waÌtingfor
sociar rrorríogr,. do not have to use ,toilet,
regularly as their stomachs remain enlpty,. no ,ngìlo, source
of income; keep
walking as they can't afford to ride oi ricl<shaw'-(excerpts
of discussions with
stnderrts, age group 7-12, Thakurlara fisrring viilage, Feiruary
2006).

It is apparent from Table 3.1 that, unlike peasantry, f,rshers

have little dependence and

orientation on land ownership as a source of wealth and sociai
prestige. Rather it is
owrership and the types of crafts and gear that make a difference
in the wealth category.

assessments, 'Sharnunnay' (research focus NGo) showed
15yo

2002).
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of

fhe rural households were poor (Ralunan
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Catesol T

CI assrilcalton
ifi ti otfhnomestea ds baset on
Incl icators- coastal site

Rich (dhoni,
paisat,ala,
boroloke, jamider,
bohoddet',

raggyaban,

londoní or
dubaitpala)

Mediurn/higher'
mediunl
(ntoddhyabitto,

najhari grishosto,
ul.hÍi g'ihosÍo,

sochol, noya
bohodder)
Poor/ usually poor/

cyclically
poor'/seasonal poor

(Gorib, dukhi,
sontbolhin)

Extlernely poor/
ultra poor'
(hotodoridt'o, khub
gori b)

Destitute/ helpless
(Dustho, nisho,
oshohay/ vikkuk)

cilteria loca

develoDed

fishen llUS$= Taka 651
fndicators- fl oocl¡rlain site
Have urecharized boat with higheL engine power.; multipGìumbe,ìt gear; l-lave newibig/good
quality boat(s) and nets; leased snrall to
luroderate to good housing conditions; conteut with basic amenities with 3
medium sized beels (<100 acr.e) from the governnrent; family
squale nreals irrespective of seasons; good connections with businessmen and member(s)
as rerlittance earner; arable land of > 1-2 acres;
local adrninistration; contlolling powér on comrnunity; not under current debt socially dignified
and power.ful with good connections to
except business transactions; usually no unnatural sick persons; befter access to government
offices and police/courts; brick nrade or full tin
education; independent

of econonric safety nets5; socially dignified; no serious
business; incorne always much Iiigher than expenditure; can
engage fisliing labor; annual familial inconre above Taka 200,000 (us$ 3077);
ability to rgpail or improve house annually; befter family literacv.
Have boat(s) mechanized (low HP) or non-'rloio'izeo; mutt[GìumGiorgea,;
rnoderate housing condition with tin roof and bamboo walls; sorne form of usual
debt; higher social status, r'ising econornic growth in the last decade; lnore or
less content with basic arnenities with 2-3 meals irr.espective of seasons or crisis,
can save frour incorne, occasional dependence on econonlic safety hets; usually
depend on family labol or can engage seasonal fìshing labor; annual farnilial
income around Taka 60,000 (us$ 923); repai' o' irnprove house after 2-3 years;
better fqrnily literacy.
0-1 old net, no or usually old non-rnechanized srnalr boat; no arabie land except
holnesteads or even no hornestead land; vely poor housing with pol¡hene/
thatch/ bamboo; engaged as laborer in other's boat; usually one or half meal or
even starvation during crisis; annual familial income less than Taka 25,000
(us$ 385); always in debt; presence of sicl</handicapped/traurnatized member;
one or more 18* girls waiting for rnarriage, fail to repair houses as needed.
Lives and dies in debt; poor farrily literacy; absolute dependence on labor sale.
Have almost nothing to clairn or sell; no boat ol costly gear at all, might have a
few traps o' push nets; poor physical co'dition; sick or handicapped farnily
r¡ember (s); no regular eal'ner or access to regular income; one or more girls
waiting for marriage; poor housing conditions and inability to repair house;
always eat less than two meals a day; rnostly dependent on economic safety
downtrend

in

nets; annual familial incorne <Taka 10,000 (US$ 154) in perpetual debt;
functionally landless. Born, lives and dies in debt, poor health status.
Absolutely landless; hardly any income; depends mostly on economic safety
nets ol' othel''s melcy

for food,

clothes and shelter; sick

or

physically

handicapped in rnany cases; long queue of girls waiting for rnarriage; born, lives
and dies in debt; only thinking about a rneal; declared inability to pay debt,
broken health status.

houses; annual falnilial income above Taka 300,000 (US$a615);
rnuch highel incolne than expenditule; independent ofecononlíc
safety nets; substantial atllount of deposits in banks; anrple food
and clothes; better fanrily Iiteracy.
Have mediulr to large boat for. fishing; sub-leased beels fronl
original Ieaseholders; locally connected with diffel.ent offìces
and NGOs; rising farnily and no economic crisis in the last 5
years; no scarcity of basic amenities; at least one l.emittance
earner among kinship though not farnily; arable land of < lacre.
supplernentary incorne fr.orn duck and cow ranching; good
housing and ability to r.epair as needed; annual familial inconre
around Taka 80,000 (US$ 1230) ol. more; befter familv literacv.
Small boat; little arable land of 5-20 decirnals; bad housing witlt
thatched roóf and jute-stick walls; alrnost absoÌute depenience
on fishirrg and gathering front haor; no renrittance ear.ner in the
family or kinships; girls waiting for nrar.riage; usually two meals
in crisis period bLrt hardly starves; poor family literacy; depend
largely on labor sale.

May or may not have snlall boat for transpoltation; a few traps
or cast net for seasonal fishing; no a¡.able land except
hornesteads; annual far¡ilial inconte al.ound Taka 12,000-20,0d0

(US$ 185-300); depends on haor resources; one or nrore girls
waiting for marriage; poor housing conditions with thatch/ jute
stick/polythene sheet; lives and dies in debt; poor. farnily
literacy; poor health status.

Physically sick or handicapped; hardly any access to l.esources
or any regular source of income; depends mostly on othe¡.s for
meal(s) and other anrenities. Born, Iives and dies in debt; broken
health status.

These usually include cows, buffalo, goats, pigeons, poultry animals, coconuts, trees etc. that can be
sold in the time of crisis. Usually rural wolnen tend to take
care of sucl.r household properties.

'
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Eticview of livelihood: To analyze

and understand livelihood aspects,

it is necessary

to

define livelihood first.

'A livelihood comprises lhe assets (naturctl, physical, human, financial and social
capital), the activities, and the access to these f,rr"a¡rt"¿ øy ¡;s
relations) that together determine the living gained by the indiriduol o, hornrhold,

(Ellis 2000: 10, emphasis nùne); a livelihood ìs sustainable which can cope with
and
f'om shochs, tttaintain or enhance its capabilities and assets, ànd provide
sustctfuable livelihood opporlunities for the next generation' (C!"tanbers and ôon*uy
1992:7).
recover

A

sustainable and vibrant livelihood system enables people

to

pursue robust
livelihood strategies that provide, in effect, 'layers of resilience' to overcoffre .waves of
adversity', consequently enabling people to deal with and adapt to changes, and even
transform multiple adversities into opportunities (Glavovic et al.2002, cited in Glavovic
and Boonzaiet 2007). Contemporary literature covers diverse aspects of livelihoods
at the
household and community level. The sustainable livelihoods analysis, as a relatively
new
concept to the family of developtnent approaches, goes far beyond the constricted

econornic ideas

of ernployment and income, and attempts to bring multi-dimensional

issues ancl complexities centering around the ways of living to the focus of attention.
Sustainable Livelihoods (SL) literature (Sen 1981, Chambers 1983, 1987; Chambers

and Conway 1992, Scoones 1998, Singh and Laurence 1998, Bebbington 1999, Ellis
2000) induces us to conceptualize issues revolving around poverty and livelihood
dynarnics through the 'lens of the poor' for an enhanced resource productivity, and
secure
ownership of and access to assets. Most of the SL approaches evolved in the mid-nineties

(World Banl< in early 1990s, OXFAM in 1993, CARE in1994,LINDP in 1995, DFID
and
FAO in i998, EC and EFAD in 2001, compiled from the websites of the organizations)

fi'om their primary sectoral focus. There are ambiguities in the understanding and
interpretation of the notions of sustainability and ways of community
development/empowerment, mainly due to the objectives and interest of the agencies.

Livelihood systems entail sets of complex economic, social and physical strategies.
However, all the contemporary SL fi'arneworks put significant focus o1multiple capitals,
human capabilities, muìti-level links and flexibility in development actions.
SLs are achieved through developing peoples' capacity and competence to exercise

choice, access resources, and use them sensibly for livelihoods in ways that do not
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negatively impact on the options for others to make theil living at present or in the future.
Sustainability has much to do with social equity; the relationship is linear. Helmore and
Singh (2001: 7) comment:
'To be sustainable, livelihoods must adhere to lhe precepts of social equifit; that is
Íhe way one household or contntunity makes its livelihood nlust not disrupt options

others to ntake theirs. l4/henever possible, one fornt of livelihoàd ihould
enhance other livelihoods, as in relationship of trades, exchange, and
services...however, countless exploitative relationships throughot¡ the world,
where the livelihoods of one group- from ntoneylenders aid middlenten to

for

Iandowners, industrialists, and other employers- are often based on practices that
restrict, hanrper, or threaten the livelihoods of others,.

There are important relationships between ernployment, well-being, capabilities,
adaptatiotl, vulnerability and resilience which deserve ftirther exploration. The notions of
'well-being' (Chambers 1995, 1997a) and 'capabilities' (Sen

Ig84,Igïi)

provide a wider

philosophical dirnension along with other concument development issues like common

people's participation

in the decision-making process, capacity building, gender

mainstrearning, adaptive strategies, good governance and policy reform. Sen (1990) sees

capabilities as 'what people can do or be with their entitlements', a concept surpassing
material conceïns of food intake or income that allows people to do things.

The concept of vulnerability recently emerged as a powerful analytical tool for
rurfolding states of susceptibility to negative attributes like harm, powerlessness, and
rnarginality ernanating frorn both physical and social systems. Entitlement-based
explanations of vulnerability focused almost exclusively on the well-being and social
realms of institutions such as class, social hierarchy and gender as important variables.

Vulnerability research aims to build on integral knowledge of environmental risks and the
associated human responses with focus on geographical and psychological perspectives in

addition to the embedded social parameters of risks (Adger 2006:268-270). The human
ecology traditions attempted to explain the reasons for which the poor, especially in the
cleveloping coutfries, are the most at risk of natural hazards (Hewitt 1997,Haque 1997).

According

to

Camey (2002, cited

in Glavovic and Boonz aier 2007), the SL

it is people-centered, holistic, multi-level, flexible,
participatory, and empowering as it provides serious considerations to the

approach has some normative ideals:
responsive,

needs and well-being of the poor;

it is predicated on sustainability,
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and takes an e¡during

vision. It is the primary responsibility of the goveïnment to follow an appropriate political
discourse fol creating an enabling environment for the poor a¡d guide its institutions

towards tire materialization

of the SL concept

(Chambers and Conway 1992). The

policies and regulations need to be directed in a pro-poor way that ensuïes the poorest
communities are not discriminated against, but instead are socially prioritized when it
colnes to appropriating assets. SL, being a holistic approach, demands the exercise
of
cross-scale negotiation with a variety of stakeholders as fundamental to any intervention

process (Scoones 1998). There

is the criticisrn that SL

ignores long-term spatial

climensions, and hence, the construction of a livelihood has to be seen as an ongoing
process

in which the dynamic nature of the elements is captured over time and space

(Ellis 2000: 10).

As we focus on the literature available on the livelihood of fishers, especially of
Asia and Africa, we see that poverty equates with artisanal fishers. I mentioned this

briefly in Chapter One of this thesis. Drawing on contemporary literature, Bene (2003)
aptly mentions there is a belief that the debate on livelihoods in artisanal fishery has been
reduced to an almost universally accepted perception-'fisheries rhymes with poverty'.

Two dominant paradigms are obvious for the analysis of poverty in the small-scale
fisheries: l . the 'old paradigm' with the perception that poverty in the fisheries is largely
influenced by natural factors (fishing resource, level of exploitation, aquatic ecosystem

functions, etc.), and

2. llte socio-politicai,

econornic and institutional dimensions of

fisheries including rules and regulations (forrnal and informal) governing access to and
exploitation of f,rsheries resources (Bene 2003). Going beyond the Malthusian perception

of poverty, he argued that the cross-scale socio-institutional dynamics play important
roles in the 'maintenance, alleviation or aggravation of poverty' among the small-scale
frslririg communities (lbid: 950). Supportive of the laner view, FAO (2000) states that
poverty in the artisanal fisheries is likely to continue so long poverty exists in the country.
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Going beyond the mere economistic view of poverly analysis objectively in terms
of
ittcome, expenditure and some other quantitatively defined indicators, the SL
framework
as a new development lexicon, seeks to understand and analyze the livelihoods
of the

poor through the lens of the poor and then undertake appropriate poverty reduction
strategies (DFID 2000). The participatory research methods offer the best
means for
assessing poverty and capturing what people themselves
dimensions, indicators and ways of exit (Chambers 1981,

1

identify as its principle

gg4b, 1994c; Charnbers and

Conway 1992, Ellis 2000).
The SL analytical framework has some inherent notions: 1. people have resources
(endowmerfs or capital) which they use to make a livelihood,2. the resources
are not
homogenously distributed across members of the society and hence, there are
intrinsic

competitions over access

to and control over those resouïces; 3. one's capability

transform rnultiple resources

for livelihood

to

goods and services determines one,s

livelihood r'esilience and status in tire society; 4. people are subject to a process of
interaction among different social actors, and there are obvious influences of policies
and
rnulti-layer institutions in determining one's property rights and well-being; and 5.
households are subject to rnultiple sources of man-made and natural negative externalities

tlrat irnpact upon well-being and ill-being (Chambers and Conway 1992, DFID 2000,
Clarlc and Carney 2008).

The SL analytical framework (Figure 3.1) organizes ideas under some manageable
categories linlced through critical pïocesses and dynarnic interactions. These approaches

are built on people's capabilities of responses in unfavorable situations with whatever
endowments they have, rather than the narrow view of measuring what they lack.
All the
frameworks formulated so far (e.g., Scoones 1998, Bebbington 1999, Reardon and
Vosti
1995, Moser 1996, DFID 2000,2008; Clark and Carney 2008, Ellis 2000) examine

the

cornpetition for and translation

of limited assets into a workable livelihood

strategy

influenced by sets of external factors. Such a framework can be applied to a multi-scale
layet, ranging from as narrow as households to higher entities. The contemporary
SL
franreworks tend to put equal emphasis on multiple assets, and such a generalization
of
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the application of capital is problematic for a professional group like fishers who depend
largely on the availability ofand access to natural resources.
The question arises here: do contemporary SL frameworks fit well for the analysis

of livelihoods and poverty of artisanal fishers? It is observed that small-scale fishers as a
professional group are almost solely dependent on access to and availability of natural
resources like hsh, sluimp and crabs (see Table
reasons, an imbalance or disequilibrium status

5.ii

and 6.72 for details). For obvious

in fisheries resouïces and ecosystem may

have direct and severe consequences on the livelihoods of fishers. That is why

I

put

natural capital at the centre of other capitals which singly or together may influence the
natural resource base (Figure 3.1). Contemporary SL frameworks also do not give due

considerations

to political and cultural capitals, which l

consider significant in

determining one's rights and capabilities, and shaping the world-view associated with

fishing operations. Gravitating around Sen's entitlement approach and contemporary
frameworks of livelihood, I modified the SL framework to make it specifically applicable

to the rural artisanal

f,rshers. The basics

of Sen's entitlement approach are synthesized

here to lay the ground for understanding livelihood dynamism of fishers.

Arnartya Sen

in his groundbreaking

Entitlement and Deprivation' theorizes

'Poverty and Famines:

An

Essay of

:

'A person starves either because he does not have the abitity to command
enough food, or because he does not use his ability to avoid starvation;...a
person us reduced to starvation if some change occurs either in his
endowntent (e.9., alienation of land, loss of labor power, itl health) or in his
exchange entitlement (e.g., fall in. wages, rise in food prices, loss of
employment, drop in price offoods he produces)' (Sen l98l :45).
Sen's fundamental propositions are: 'there is indeed absolute poverty, seen at its
starkest in famines, and we nonetheless need a socially disaggregated view of poverty,

ald must distinguish different groups in terms of their
of their

access

degree of poverty and the security

to basic necessities' (Gasper 1993: 681). Sen's entitlement approach is

instituted on three basic conceptual categories: the endowment set, entitlement set and
entitlemeff mapping. An individual's or household's endowment set is the blend of all
legally-owned tangible and intangible resources that may be transformed into food and

cornmodities through production and trade, while the entitlements constitute

all

the

possible cornbinations of goods and services that a persoll can legally obtain by using the
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endowment sets in a society, using the totaiity of rights and opportunities
(Sen 19g4).
Entitlement rnapping is the 'relationship between the endowment set and
entitlement set,,
i.e., the input-output ratio in the fan¡r production system, and the actual
wage rate as a
function of wages ancl the price of food (Osrnani 1995). The entitlement
mapping thus

reflects the rules, conditions and processes which affect how one's entitlements
are
derived frorn one's endowments. Extending beyond legal riglrts and obligations,
the use
of public goods and other social rights and obligations are referred to as .extended
entitlements' (Dreze and sen 1989: 10, cited in Gasper 1993: 6g3).
Sen's interpretations of differential entitlemerÍs mirror that individuals
belong to
cerlain social classes predisposed to differential means of livelihood, and
hence, the
exchange entitlement is reflective of one's position in the economic class
structure and

modes of production (Sen 1981). The concept of entitlement holds the fact
that food
insecurity and persistent hunger is an indicator of livelihood ill-being

or very low
livelihood resilience of the poor who lack the requisite capacity either to produce
sufficient food themselves or the financial ability needed to purchase food in a
sustained
lrìanner, althougli food might be available in the market (Sen 1981, 19g4; WCED
19g7).
Apploaching the concept of erfitlement, livelihood can be viewed as strategies
employed by households to sustain the well-being of members up to a socio-culturally
detennined livelihood standard through banding together multiple forms of entitlements.
A household rnay have access to different sources of entitlements, the amount and
degree

of which

together determine well-being and ill-being.

In this

interpretation, those

households are vulnerable that fail to comply with culturally detennined
minimal needs
over the annual cycle. For labor-dependent communities, Sen (1981, 19g4) views
health
and nutritional status both as an input to the process of impoverishment
and a product of

poverty. Sen's capability approach is value-laden from human rights point
of view. It
well-places the issues of gender disparity that women suffer, for example: discrimination

in

accessing resources and opportunities, educational deprivations, the rejection
of
recognition of productive roles of wornen, humiliation and frequent insults to
bodily

integrity (Nussbaum 200 6).
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CONTEXT OF LIVELIHOOD OUTCOMES

Poverty and livelihoods

-

-

income level
seasonalitv
family_wetÉbeing
capabtlity
resilience

- mangroves, swamps/forests
- optimum vield levei
- soil/ land hualifv
- social equity aíd justice

SOURCES OF VULNERABILITY

DRIVERS IMPACTING ENTITLEMENTS

Natural sources

- geographical settino
- intensitv of flood - cycloneís, tornado
- water logging
- iano eroston,
- sedimentation
- biodiversitu loss
- geomorphôlogy change
-

-

Political environment & resource

- pro-fisheroolicv
- bfficiency ín imþlementation
- power, empowerment process
- access pattern
- good governance
- cooperation of service agencies
- we[are commitment

-

water quality
salrntzatt0n
loss ìn productivity

la

Societal sources
- dowrv
- diseáses, poor heallh
- socio-reiiqious turbulence
- multiples-ource oollution
- class exoloitatioil
- debtcrisis

- ethnicity and social qroups
- patron-client produc-tjon ielatjons
- market oractjces and control
- kin-rela[ions
- gender and aoe
- exclusion/maiginalization

^

KÑ))
\y

lnherent sources
- Malthusian overfìshinq
- industrial overflshinq "

- deforestation
- destructive fishino
- change in technoYogy

Local institutions

-

-

YfiY
NR based activities

-

-

civic security

Social networks

rules and customs
local knowledqe svstem
NGOs and mõney lending institutions

Cross.scale issues

- macro-meso economic
- population orowth
- globalizatioir

trend

Non.NR based activities

Fishino
collech'on of aquatic resources

small-scaleculüvation
poultry/livestock rearino
post harvest activitìes

-

small scale cottaoe

- laborsale
- small trading/vending
- mrgfaüon
- remittance
- services

Figure 3'1: A framework for analysis of livelihood rlynamics of fishers (modified
from Ellis
2000, scoones 1998) using the entitrement approachãrs"n (19g1,19g4,
1999)

Aparl from natural calamities, r,ulnerabilities may emanate from human-induced
or social dimensions which are sustained through social obligations such as
dowry,
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weddings and funerals. Household's adaptation renders positive
when it is by choice and
adcls positively towards livelihood security; it is negative
if it is by inevitability and fails
to deal with r''ulnerability (Ellis 1998). Further concepts that are

useful in refining the

concept of vulnerability are those of resilience and sensitivity,
which originate in agroecology and natural resource management literature (Ellis 2000;
Berkes et al. 2005,
Berkes 2001)' Most rural livelihoods aïe more or less dependent
on the sustainability

of

the natural resource base. The seasonality of a resource base is an
important determinant
ancl inherent feature of rural livelihoods. It is now evident that
some rural villagers find
opportunities in other agricultural or informal low-skill sectors and
u'dergo circular
or

permanent migration for income with their networks

of friends and kin. This is just

another way of saying that 'families usually don't put together all
the eggs in a box,
(Dercon and Krishnan 1996) to spread out risks.
The ability of a livelihood to be able to cope with and ïecover from
stresses and
shocì< is central to the tireme of livelihood resilience. Those households
not resilient
enough to cope with short-tenn or long-term adversities eventually
fail to make their

livelihoods sustainable' Poor people are impacted grimly by shocks and
stresses
emanating from a host of external factors like markets, globalization, politics,
law

and

order situations, and environmental changes, many of which are simply
beyond the
control of poor communities. For different categories of people, iliverse
types of shock in
tum rnay result in different types of responses which include 'avoidance, repartitioning,
resistance or tolerance mechanisms' (Payne et aì. 1994: 15).Interestingly,
the theories

of

capabilities and entitlements provide us insights into the concept of livelihood
resilience:
individuals or households with higher levels of entitlements are anticipated
to hold higher
levels of livelihood resilience. In the ecological literature, resilience is viewed
as

an

etnergent property of a systern that exhibits the capacity to deal with
shocl<s and stresses,
capability of self-organization, and the ability of learning and adapting
(Holling

197g,

Holling et al' 1998, Resilience Alliance 2007, Berkes 2001). All these salient
features of
resilience thinlcing make it well-corurected to the theory of complex
adaptive systems
(Holling 2007,2004; cited in Berkes 2007:2g6).
The resilience of the aquatic ecosystems on which fishers primarily
depend for
their livelihood has much to do witli livelihood security. A family

or cornmu'ity
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is

logically expected to be livelihood lesilient so long as the ecosystem and resources
nuftured therein remain in a maximum sustainable level on a long-term basis. Built on

this argument, a iiuear relationship between fishers' livelihood resilience and

the

sustainable use of fisheries resources can be put forward (again this has much to do with
managelnent policies, collective actions of communities, and so on). Gibbs (2009: 324)
argues that resilience thinì<ing focuses holistically on the behavior of a system whether

it

be a large rtarine ecosystem or a coastal community as resouïce users, and this is in
'contrast to many classical natural resource management approaches that hold a
reductionist view' (e.g., single-species fishery management). The resilie¡ce

of

both

biophysical and socio-economic systems is inherently a social issue given the dominant
presence of humans for obtaining goods and service s

(Ibid.

330).

In social-ecological systems, change is the rule and so are the conditions of one,s
endowments, entitlements, and on the whole livelihood systems that are amenable to
several endogenous and exogenous drivers. If the concept of resilience is transformed into
a livelihood system, then

it

can be viewed as the capacity

of iridividuals (or higher scales)

to tolerate shocks and stresses without compromising livelihood status, and devising
strategies for aclaptive management and retaining memory tluough learni¡g-by-doing
(Resilience Alliance 2007, Berkes 2007). Conceptually, SL, livelihood well-being and

livelihood resilience are interconnected and complementary concepts

to

our

understanding of livelihoods.

The SL frameworl< strongly speculates that people and their assets are subject to

multifarious shocks and stresses, and

it is equally important to examine how people

respond strategically to offset the negative externalities. A positive situation (livelihood

well-being) prevails when people using their sets of capabilities and endowments can
come back to their normal path of livelihood, while a negative situation (livelihood illbeing) characterized by unsustainable or poorly resilient livelihood prevails as people fail
to get back to normalcy over a period of tirne. This notion of 'time' is an important
determinant here. Hypothetically,

it

tends to be infinite for the sustainable and resilient

livelihoods, and rìoves towards zerc

in

cases when negative situations prevail or

dominate-
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L: f (t,c,s,) (where L :

livelihood function, f : tirne,

c: capital or endowment sets.

and s¡ indicate multiple stress factors)

L(Lt) > 0 or Lt(L > 0) -+

.o (a positive situation of sustainable, resilient
livelihoods

with

syrnptoms of well-being)

L(Lt) < 0 or Lr(L > 0) -+ 0 (a negative situation of unsustainable

or poorly resilient

livelihoods with symptoms of ill-being)
Households rely substantially on their sets

of

capital

to

address waves of

adversities, and hence, depending on the level of exposure to favorable
and unfavorable
titnes, a household's assets can be enhanced, eroded or even totally wiped
out by natural
calamities. In the case of a resilient livelihood, 'the quantity, quality
and mix of assets are
such that adverse events can be withstood without compromising
future survival a¡d this
requires flexibility and substitutability between assets, (Ellis 2000: 45).
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Figure 3.2: Diagrammatic presentation of livelihood resilience

Household livelihood strategies (HLS) usually bring into play an image
of
collective behavior where members of households, as part of their parental
or marital
obligations and emotional attachments for providing necessary amenities,
contribute
differentially in their complex and multi-faceted areas of income, expenditure,
power,
influence and decision-making processes, as culturally appr-opriate for their
age and
gender. Davidson (1991) argues tliat HLS in effect produce and
reinstate wider social
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relations such as class and gender, and as such, societal
opportunities and constraints
manifest variations through the particular structural position
of the household. In the
fishing villages, these household strategies are neither uniform
nor static: rather the HLS
(conscious or subconscious, tacit or deliberate) change
over time to become more
competitive ald effective in dealing with the numerous external
stressors. In fact, in
'we
analyzing HLS
begin to visualize hottseholds as groups in which rhere
is a high
density of acriviry ' (wilk ancr McNetting 19g4, cited inDavidson

l99l:

22).

Livelihood diversification is extremely imporlant for-the fishers
who are often
considered not suitable for jobs other than manual and
frshing-related activities.
Diversification supporls households to insulate themselves from
multiple envirolmental
and economic shocks, and access to the fisheries resources
remains critical for such
communities, sometimes even more so as a result of vLrlnerability
(Baum an2002).Again
job
the
opportunities for this category of 'mono-skill' professional groups
are intricately
Ielated to the overall health of the macro-economy, political stability,
good governance,
and human capital in terms of risk-taking attitude, experience
and developing new sets of
skills' I provide a separate analytical treatment on livelihood diversification
of fishers in
section 6'4 of Chapter Six' Several ernpirical studies demonstrate
that rnoving out of

poverty is a slow and cumulative process, often achieved through
minute increments.
Assets are scaled up gradually quantitatively and qualitatively:
for exampìe, from smallscale entetprises of chiclcens to goats, to cattle, to land or livestock
(Ellis ald Mdoe 2003,
cited in Ellis and Allison 2004).

It is argued that conceptualizing

capital or assets into the frameworl< tends to
reduce thern to some forms of neoclassical economic concepts
and is actually an effort
to

'capitalize'every aspect of people's lives (Beall2002,
cited in Toner 2003). There are
some cross-cutting issues which may be analyzed. using different
lenses. Creating a
distinct boundary, especially for human, social, cultural and political
capitals appears

cliffrcult and hence, some fonns of overlapping among these capitals
are logically
expected' In the rut'al context, access to multiple sources
of capital not only helps people

to

tnake a living commendably, but also adds importance to the person,s
world,
encompassing one's capability, moral strength, dignity,
sustainability of

1iving,
empowerment process, and the ability to challenge or change
institutional aspects. All the
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capitals melltioned in the fi'amework have a distinct role
and significance, although some
scholars put more emphasis on human capital6. sen (1997)
notes the possession of human
capital not only rteans people produce more and more
efficiently, it aiso gives them the
capabilityT to engage them more
frttitfully and nteaningfully with the world, and most
ínrportantly, the capability to change the worlcl. Another
school of thought (putnarn 1gg3,
2004) puts the emphasis on the functioning of social capital,
which is not always tangible
ancl therefore difficult to understand and assess.
Scholars differ in their views about political capital.
Baumann and Subir (2001)
suggest that political capital should be given equal status
with other capital assets, but
Toner (2003) argues that a sotmd definition of social capital
would necessarily include a
considelation of power and political relationships. Horvever,
there is no denying that rural
livelihoods have become ever more politicized, and heavily
impacted by cross-scale

institutions. Some scholars, demonstrating a rights-based approach,
argue that it is the
differences in the holding of political power within a given
society that may be held
responsible for food and livelihood insecurity (De waal
1989, Keen 1994, cited inyaro
2004)' without a clear understanding of the political capital,
elucidating ideas about
political economy and political ecology would also become difficult
at the micro-level.
Most of the SL fi'ameworks give poor treatment to power and politics,
and one
recomntended solution is to incorporate 'political capital'
into the SL framework
(Baurnam 2002:31), so the political negotiations and
underlying processes of the

rights
and access to natural ïesources become understandable
to us. An understanding of the
locally situated political capital is thus helpful in designing appropriate
development
interventions, including the risks associated with the process.
This is especially true in the
case of artisanal fishers.

u.q:]t't capability
expansion far exceeds in merit the concept of rruman
capital. The former focuses on the
abiììty of human beings to lead lives

they have reason to value and to enha-nce the substantiue
ct,oices they
have' while the later conc€ntrates on the agency of hurnan
beings- thráugh skill and knowledge as well
as
effort- in augrnenting production possibilitiãs (Sen 2003: 35). l
7
Extend.ing Sen's capability approach, Nussbaum (2006:
5g-59) provides a list of l0 central hurnan
capabilities: I ' ìife, 2. bodily health, 3. bodily integrity,
4. senses, iáJlinutlon and thoughts, 5. ernotions,
6.
practical reason' 7' affiliation, 8. other rp.ói"s
lworia or nuturå1, l.-ptuy, und 10. poìitical and lnaterial
control over one's environment.
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In the sanle way, considering the immense significance
of the different aspects of
socially-ernbedded culture, I added'cultural capital'as
an endogenous variable. of all the
lflrown capitals, cultural capital is probably the most shared
and hornogenously
distributed

among the community mernbers. Social psychologist Lewin
(1947) succi'ctly captured
tlre iclea rhat 'Ìndividuals not only think,
feel, and see things from ct personal perspective,
but also.fi"om the standpoinT of the group of which they are
a part' (Lewin 1947: cited in
Rar-Tal 1989: 2). The notion of cultural capital considers the
fact that ,individuals who
live in groups hold common beliefs which define their reality, not
only as persons, but
also as group members. This reality becomes especially important
when group members
become aware that they shale it' (Bar-Tal 1989:1). Fisliing
cornmunities, as distinct social
groups, acquire and store such group beliefs which
are malifest partly through the
observance of bountiful rituals.

The contemporary

sL frameworks

show positive tone towards livelihood

outcornes (like livelihood well-being, better ecosystem health,
social equity and justice).
It is argtred that such a genenlization is difficult, and livelihood outcomes
might
be
'ot
necessarily positive, especially in case of the marginalized
section of society. Under
negative extemalities like ecosystem health degradation, macïo-and-microeconomic

instability, lack of good governarlce, and antagonistic roles of the
formal institutions,
livelihood outcomes of the poor would inevitabìy become ,brittle,.
overall, this chapter lays out the anal¡ical foundation for the
present research.
The sL framework can be viewed as an integrated, people-centered
holistic approach that
portrays what people do to make a living with the endowments
they have command

subject

to positive and negative influences

over,

sternming

ffom

cross-scale political,
institutional, economic, envirorunental and social arenas.
It focuses moïe on people,s
strengths, abilities and capabilities than on their weaknesses.
Given the

dynamic, complex
and heterogeneous nature of a community, livelihoods also
revolve as dy¡amic, flexible,
diverse and adaptive in both time and space as outcomes
of responses to numerous
conflicts' The livelihood framework that I propose for fishers (Figure
3.1) emphasizes

their access to and control over the natural resources, and their
inherent abilities,
knowledge, and creativity to construct and shape the world
around them. Based on the
extension of sen's entitlement approach, the idea I defend
here is that it is difficult to
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clraw simple iinear relationship between the growth of population, availability

of fisheries

resollrces, production from the aquatic ecosystems and poverty in the fishing villages
(Bene 2003: 959). The socio-political mechanisms within and outside fishing villages

have tremendous influence over the access, control and redistribution of the benefits
derivecl from natural resources.

Cornplementary to the conceptual analysis in this chapter, the next chapter will

introduce a distinct anal¡ical domain 'fishantry' for the fishers from various viewpoints.

It also introduces the ecological

and social setting of the sttrdy villages

on the ernbedded institutions and gender relations.
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with special focus

Chapter Four: The Distinct Characteristics and
Institutions of the Fishing Communities
4.1. Introduction
'You have defÌnitely experienced
Jloods. During the floods, you

will see that the
s¡nall creature 'ants'fornt 'small balls' that roll on tne
flood waters. Within the
ball, ants keep changing their positions so that none is cJrowned in the water,.
they
keepfloating and surviving. On the other hand, big anitnals like cows and goarc
díe
as they can't form a group. For survival in this complex world, the poor
fishers
have to roll like ants. Onlyfishers know what afishàr's life is'oboui.,Horimoni
Jaladas, 55, Thakurtala, Moheskhali.
'There are crocodiles in the water, tìgers in the jungle and moneylenders
in and
around the fishing villages; all these creatures iait
chanles b devour.,
for
Radhakanta Jaladas, 47, Thakurtal a fi shin g vi ll age, l4oheskhali.

Horimoni's realization about 'keeping together like the ants' and Radhakanta's
understanding about intimidating creatures are significant. The connotation is
that fishers

live in a hostile world, and the moment tliey go outside the fishing village, they are
subject to some form of subjugation, humiliation or exploitation. Staying together
with a
strong sense of community feeling is rooted in the social institutions, they
share and
maintain. For peasants, Shanin (1990: 51) comments that 'peasants are a mystification,;
the same reality applies to fishers also. Some of the mystical features of the
socio-cultural
aspects of fishers

will

be apparent in Chapters

4,5

and6. For instance, the observances of

pre-voyage rituals and the mental mapping of celestial navigations are quite
unique to the
coastal fishers' It is difficult to understand fishing communities and their livelihoods
without a thorough understanding of the socio-cultural setting they live in, the institutions
they interact with, and the ecosystems they depend on for their livelihoods.
The fishers of
these two villages see the world differently through their individual behavioral
lenses and
socio-cultural constructions which are impacted heavily by their immediate environment
and livelihoods.

From my empirical observations and decade-long work experience with the
fishers, I realized that many aspects of the fishers as a social and occupational group
do
not correspondingly fit well with those of peasants. This chapter argues there are
reasons
to treat fishers as a distinct social entity, and such distinctiveness made me realize the
need for a conceptual innovation. Accordingly, a new analytical field for
small-scale
fishers is put forward' This chapter introduces the two study villages; it provides
a
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comprehensive account of the social institutions of the villages and the social
hierarchies
therein as an inherent product of caste identity and social groupings. The idea is
that the

fishantry cannot be understood well without a comprehensive understanding of
the
general social and ecological settings. It is also argued that fishing women,
unlike other

rural women, play distinct roles in the critical circuits of the family economy and in
rnaintaining the traditions of small-scale fishing.
4.2. Fishantry
'A

fisherman is a fisherman; fish in our thoughts; fish in our dreams,. fishy smell
from our skin; fish is in our every discussion... we are gambllng þr fish
throughout lfe; we are crazyforfishes. Everything infishing andþshing ititages rs
peculiar. 'Sitaram Jaladas, 56, Thakurtala.
cotnes

While exploring some literature on peasantry,

I

noticed that the ñshers' ideas about

nature, their social relations of production and their livelihoods have been neglected
in the

vast and growing scholarship on peasantry in the colonial, post-colonial and even recent
periods. Trying to find a conceptual framework suitable for fishers provided me with

a

methodological turning point in this research. Bene (2003), from the analysis of a World
Development Report 'Attacking Poverty' (2000-01), showed that the keyword .fish' (to
include fish, fishers, fishing, fishermen, fisherwomen, etc.) appeared only three times in

266 pages, and there was only one case study of fishers out of the 35 cases on cornmon
propefiy resource issues. Historically, fishers have been widely overlooked and many
anthropologists relegated or leveled off different rural producers like fishers under the
general category of peasantsl. However, field-level realities tend to disprove the
generalized positions of many scholars who worked on peasantry. The very
word

'peasant' tends

to

exclude fishers from

its

self-determined domain. Eric Wolfs

chatacteúzation of peasants depicts this reality: peasants are the 'populations that are
existentially involved in cultivation and make autonomous decisions regarding the processes

of cultivation ...This category...does not, however, include.fìsherman [emphasis mineJ or
Iandless laborers ' (Wolf 1969: xiv).
' There are very few studies on rural communities including peasants and fishers in the pre-independence
period of the Indian subcontinent (i.e., pre-i947). Gururnurthy (1982) claims ttrat auring the
colonial
period, urany contributions by British scholars (Main 1870, Bedan-Powell 1896, Griorsoi
1926, Wiser
1930 in Gururnurthy 1982) aimed towards knowing the natives to administer them better with
the least

amount ofexpenditure and disturbance, so the expìoitation ofnaturaì resources by the colonial power
were
not disrupted.
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In the rural areas, there al'e other non-farming
distinctions

in their

professional groups with

professions who contribute significantly

to the local production

systems. Without these supplementary sectoïs, a purely terrestrial
agricultural system
would have stagnated and failed to address the multiple needs of societies.
Along

with

famers as producers of rice, fishers also deserve identical attention as suppliers
of fish
that together make the well-known 'r'ice-fish' dietary habits of the Bengali
community.
The importance of small-scale fisheries in terms of employrnent generation
and supply of
animal protein has been mentioned in section I .1 of chapter one.

In the literature, peasantry has transformed as 'more than a piece of intellectual
nostalgia' (Shanin 1990: 2I) and there are many ways peasantry is understood
by

scholars.

It is widely viewed as a distinct class, concept and social process, yet it

is

difficult to capture all notions of peasantry by asingle concept. The large diversity
within
the category of peasantry in different regions and most rural communities seems

to

militate against the notion of generalization (Shanin 1987). Redf,reld (1g56:1g)
effectively
captures the dilemma on the internal heterogeneity of the peasantry as group
a
and

the
'peasantry
fluidity of the concept:
as a rype is not as distinct as birds are
from mammals,
or colloids from crystals'. Scholars have viewed peasantry using different alalytical

lenses: as a societal group and way of living

(wolf

1966, Tung 1g46, Redfield 1g56, Saul

and woods 1987); an economy (Galeski 196g, Dumont 195'1, Alavi 19g7,
Rahaman
7987, Hariss 1987); a culture (Dobrowolski 1987, Berger 1987, Bailey 7966,Scott
1976,

ortiz

1987), and class (Marx 1950, Hobsbawm 1959,

Tilley r9g2, Scott 19g5, Alavi

1973' Shanin 1987, Wolf 1965) (compiled from Shanin 1987). Some essential
features of
peasantry are: peasant families are the basic units of social organization;
land husbandry
practices are the key means of livelihoods; specific cultural patterns are
linl<ed to the
ways of life; and peasants usually have the 'underd.og' position in society (Ibid;
3-4).

As an econotnic and social group, there are some similarities between the peasants
and fishers of Bangladesh arid elsewhere in Southeast Asia. Both depend considerably

on

manual labor, and have their own indigenous sets of knowledge appropriate to
their
immediate ecosystems and profession. Both the professional communities are
subject to

the increased forces of globalization (Pers. Comm. J. Buckland, Sept. 2¡¡g).point
is: if a
peasant's entity can be conceptually frarned by the term 'peasantry',
then fishers as
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another age-old professional group sirnilarly cleserve to be clesignated with
a separate
concept, wliich l intend to label as'fishantry'. For describing the'peasant
economy,

of the Malay fishers, Firth (1966) acknowledges that the economy of a fishing
community has some special features arising from its specific technical conditions,
aspects

although

it

shares many of the general characteristics of an agriculture economy. pi-

Sunyer (1977: 43), for describing the Catalan fishermen-farmer coûlmunity (Gerona,
Spain), mentioned'.'given these arüïude ro farming andfishing, the close linkage
between
the two occupations, and ün economic srt"ategy based on a balanced exploitation
of land
and sea, it seems reasonable to approach the fi.sherntan...as basically a variant of
Catalan peasantry'. Laler, in response to the criticism of the 'anthropological ploy,
of
treating fishermen as a sub-type of peasantry, he mentioned about the intension
of
a

particular adaptation

in

transition (Pi-Sunyer 1987: 377). Mintz (Ig73) argues for
cleveloping typologies for different rural socio-economic groupings rather than
abstract

definitions of peasantry.

on

For peasantry, Shanin (1990: 71) argues that 'no concept should be retired simply
the grounds of its representing only some aspects of reality. Every concept
is

systematically selective, and therefore carries necessary blinds and limitations...No
concept should be retired on purely deductive and/or logical grounds without a thorough
investigation of the insights into realiÍy... '. These propositions are supportive of laying
the foundation for the new concept of 'fishantry' that appears to f,rt well for fishers
as

a

distinct professional community and fishing as a profession.

I will elaborate on some

distinct aspects for justification of the f,rshantry. Shanin's (1990) conceptualization of
parallel realities ofpeasantry can be considered and rephrased for approaching
fishantry
(Table- 4.1)' Some typical attributes (worldview and social, economical, technological
and ritual features) prevalent in both peasant and fishing communities are considered
here.

Hypothesis

l: No dístinctiveness.'To

remarkably different set

assume that fishers do

not possess

of related characteristics, thus leaving no

a

scope for

applying a separate anal¡ical treatment, conceptual signihcance and theoretical
justifications concerning their aspects.
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Hypotltesis 2: Distíttct but not signifi.cant enough: To assume that
fishers differ
consistently from non-fisirers in ways which are socially significant,
but the set of
particularities can and should be fully explicated within the existing
school

of

thor-rghts on peasantry by extending its application, and

Hypotltesis 3: Distinctive and signiJicant chørøcteristÌcs: To acknowledge
that
fishers possess distinct characteristics compared to non-fishers, and
hence there is
a

critical need for conceptual innovatio'and treatment.

Table 4.1: Analytical justifications for fishantry
Characteristics

Hypothesis-I

Hypothesis-2

Hy¡rothesis-3

Remarl<s

Worldview

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Some

Social attributes
Cultural attributes
Economic attributes
Technological attributes
Cerem oni

allritual attributes

Theoretical distinctiveness

Yes/No

Yes/No
YesAIo
Yes
Yes/1.'lo

No

Yes
Yes
Yes

variations

ntight be

observed

between

representing

fishers

dffirent
geographical areas
and ecosystems.

Source : Modified fronz Shanin (I g g0)

Based on practical situations and empirical knowledge, this study pursues
the idea

that fishantry as a social and occupational group possesses distinct characteristics
relative
to peasantry. One simple reality is that fishers have survived for generations based
on
their fishing and f,rsheries- related activities. It is argued that fishers' *uy
of life is not the
salne as that of peasants, and that fishers represent a unique social-economic-cultural
domain witirin broader society. Table 4.2 provides the salient features
of commonalities
and differences between peasantry and fishantry in the context of Bangladesh.
Despite some similarities in the labor-intensive mode of production, seasonality
and deper-rdence on a natural resource base, the fundamental line of difference
lies on the
issue of ownership over the mealls of production. Peasantry (at least a certain
portion) has

legal entitlement over certain areas of land, whereas fishantry mostly depend
on cornmon
property resources that are usually legally regulated by state agencies.
This fundamental
difference in the pattern of ownership over important means of production largely
dictates

the production relations and the sharing of associated benefits generated from
the
economic system. Most of the activities of peasants are land-oriented, while
those of
fishers are centred on different waterbodies ranging from wetlands to littoral
zones to the
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deep sea, although some activities like organization, pïocessing, transportation
and
marketing are land-based. The resource management systems are different,
and there are

different degrees of risks and uncertainties involved in both professions.
Between the
peasantry and fishantry, there are also distinct differences in
harvest and post-harvest
tecluroiogies, types of the produce, social and economic organizations
of the production
systems, gender aspects in labor distribution, fi'equency and types of

rituals, political

consciousness and level of interactions with the wider society (Table
4.2).

Fishantry as an occupational category itself
divergence and intricacies.

is likely to

encompass extensive

It is anticipated to cover the intricate production

relations

prevailing within and outside communities, unpredictable complexities that
exist in the
resource management system and the behavior of the aquatic ecosystems
and resources
therein, and on the whole, the sets of complex behavior of how the fishers
respond to
these compounded complexities for their livelihoods. There are horizontal
sub-groups

with wide variations in ethnicity, technology used, capital endowment,

production
econornics and power control. Fishers, because of their distinct socio-cultural
adaptations
and relationships with their immediate aquatic environment, have a very

rich

and

variegated socio-cultural traditions characterized,by regions, religions and
local cultures.
For example, the hereditary Hindu fishers of the coastal areas celebrate the worship
of the
Goddess Ganga (the goddess of the sea) with utmost devotion, while the
fishers

belonging to the sarne religion in the floodplain area worship other goddesses
that they
deem more suited to their local culture.

A distinct interplay

and trade-off between peasantry and fishantry tuned to the
flood-pulse in the floodplain areas is apparent (see Table 6.3 for details); a small
section

in the fishing villages switch frorn agriculture to fishing or vice-versa. As we know
existentially about the distinct characteristics of coastal and inland fishers relative
to
peasantry (see Table 4'2),hypothesis 3 of Table

4.I

canbe considered most appropriate

for approaching hshanlry. 'Peasant society and cuhure has something generic about it;
it
is a kÌnd of arrangement of humanity with some sitnilari[ies all over îhe world'(Redfield
1956: 25). Similarly, small-scale fishers in Bangladesh also have something
in common
with each other. These are: dependence on the natural resource base, conflict over control
and access to productive fishing areas? the relative simplicity of crafts and gear
of the
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fisirery, use of farnily iabor, uncertainty of catch and sale, perpetual dependence on
irfermediaries, and a general prevalence of poverty.
Fislrantry here is defined as a social entity with distinct social-economic-political

and cultural characteristics tuned to the complexities of small-scale
fishery, who using
simple equipmenl and mostly famìly labor capture fish and other aquatic organisms

for

household consumplions qnd sale

for

income, work as paid laborers and/or remain

engaged as coerced laborers on share basis

for serving

the owners ofproducrion units.

I

must reiterate here that fishantry as a professional entity is not a single or homogenous
entity, but a complex dynamic mix of different sub-groups, forces, attitudes and responses

within the apparently hornogenous community.. A study of the fishers transcending
clisciplinary boundaries with a focus on their social structure, economy, history,
dynamics, culture and other factors can be put under a new area- 'fishantology', as similar

to'peasantology'- (Shanin 1990). Rather than viewing fishantry as an extension of
fishelies science, it would be better to find its roots within the social science boundaries
as fishantry is

primarily concerned about what fishers are and what they do.

Indicative of the livelihood pluralism for incomes from multiple sources

(see

Table 6.12 for the types of professions and their relative importance), we see seasonal and
even diurnal changes in occupations at the individual level. In some rural villages, a
person can be a farmer in the morning with his cattle and plough, and a subsistence
fisher

in the evening with his cast net or other simple fishing gear. Thus there are subsistence,
part-time and full{ime occupational groups; there are both caste-based (Hindu fishers are
'organically, socially and culturally' defined fishers), and newly entrant social groups
of
Muslim fishers; and there is family level to large-scale labor involvement. There are also
falmers-cum-ftshers whose profession gravitates between farming and fishing as they
produce both paddy and fish simultaneously or cyclically from the same area. There
is

mountiug evidence of social subservience and widespread economic exploitation by the
well-to-do and politically powerful class. Most fishers are very poor. These issues of
exploitation and state of poverly are discussed and supported by evidence in section 6.2.6
of Chapter Six. There is a wide disparity in capital involvement and income among
fishers and other stakeholders involved with the fishery.
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Table 4.2: Compal.isons between peasantry and fishantry
Issues

Ownership
over resources

Peasantry

Fishantrv

of farmiug land;
however there are marginal or landless farmers who
depend on the land of others for sharecropping. The
pattern of ownership over laud largely deteunines
'the production relations and sharing of benefits.

Lack ownership o' legal entitlerrert over t¡e irpottãi rr."rs or
production; usually Ilarvest fro¡r the sea,/coast that are coulmo'
properly resources and regulated by state ageucies. However, in
the floodplain, legal e'titlenrent is bestowed for ce¡1ain per iod
through a competitive leasing pr-ocess. Only a few fisheis can
enjoy such legal entitlement. Despite the de facto community_

Usually owus ceftain areas

Occasionally,

fallow lands (Khas jomi)

are

distributed anlol'tg landless fanlrers by state agency.
Seasonality

based territorial mauagelnert of ceftaiu areas, rrigher level
institLrtions can challenge sucll rights over territory,

Yield takes weeks to months fi'om the time of sowing
to harvesting; the growth of the produce is visible and
can be estimated; the shelf-life of the produce is

Harvest is often a regular activity on an hourly to-aity uasis¡t is
often unce¡1ain and highty fluctuating; fish and prawrìs are highly

natural calarnities. Large plodt-rcers are also subject to
exploitation by intennediaries.

for the presence of a series of inter.mediaries. Fish breeding, growtli

perishable with a short shelf-life and hence require irnmediatè
usually longer. Fal'mers usually liave domestic treatlnent with ice after catch. Most of the slnalr-scale fishers usLrally
facilities for storage. Crops are . often subject to lack long-term preservation facilities; sorne convert the wet producti
damage by flooding, drought, infestation and other into solar-dried or fermented products. This perishable aspect
asks

Planning

Requires mid-term to long-term planning for
accumulation of land, seeds, irrigation, plowing,
feft

Gender and

hired labor

iIi

zers, storage faci I iti es and

d

i

stributi on.

Mostly male dominated, but \ryolren also participate
directly or indirectly in several stages of planning,
preparation, glowing-ont, harvesting, post-halest
activities, rnarketing and associated rituals. Depending
on size of land, there is scope to engage hired laborer
on cash or sharecropping basis. Tend to confine to kin

and distribution are favored by floocling.

Planning required

for capital accurnulation tor

.èpui.l,.tg

una

purchasing crafts and gear, hiring of labor, access to certain fishing
areas (in case of inland hshing) and rnarketing.

Catching fish in the floodplain and coast/sea is p."dornina,rtly a
male pursuit; wolren participate in post-harvest activities,
marketìng, and preparation of the fishing equiprnent and associated
rituals. Depending on size of boat, there is scope to engage hired
laborer on cash or share basis. Fisherwornen are perceived to enjoy
better mobility compared to wornen in peasant villages.

relations.

Social,and
economic

Number of rituals relatively fewer (nabanna-new rice
is widely observed); peasants enjoy relatively better

attributes

social hierarchy. Land has highel value owing to
appreciation. Agricultural equipment undergoes
depreciation. Both fishers and farmers participate in
colnrlon rituals apart from their identical rituals.

Higher nulnber of rítuals observed as the perceived level of list, is
very high. Both Hindu and Muslim professional fisl-rers are socially
neglected. Fishing equiprrent undergoes depreciation over years.
Interrningling between fishers and fanners is col¡rnon, rrut man.iage
is quìte restricted to caste-based fishers (Hindu) and similar social
groups (Muslim).
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Interdepenclence

Botli farmers and fishel's form impoftant parts of the
wider rural econony. Farurers produce staple foodlice; they ale lelatively independent of tlie main foods
needed on a daily basis. Farmers lnay tllrn to paft-tirne
fishing for subsistence and farnily consurnption. The
profession does not necessalily require geographical

Technological
attributes

isolation and farnilial segregation. Both fishers and
fatmers substantially depend on kinship obligations
for manasernent of production.
Still largely dependent on rnanual labor for most
stages of production. Physical risks associated with
agriculture are negligible or less; the profession is not
life-threatening; flood damages crops, usLlally not the
land; erosion causes land degradation.

Geographical
location

Usually tend to live close to their fanning areas.

Fishels ploduce cheaper bLllk sources

of

pr.otein

for

self-

consumption and ivider society; depencl on agriculturists for r-ice as
staple foocl item. Fislienlìen ol'their female counterpalts can engage
themselves for rice and vegetable production. Both farmers and
fishers have their own sets of traditional knowlecrge base that are
usually ecosystem specific and time-tested. The profession requires
geoglaplrical isolation and farnilial segregation in most of the cases
for days to several rnonths.
Floodplain fishing units are still widely non-lnotoliz"d, r"llile tllos.
on the coast are undergoing rapid rnechanization for covering rnore
sweeping areas and handling increased nulnber of gear. Fishing in
the sea or coast is highly risky; often boats are capsized; there are
fi'eqr-rent incidences of lives Iost dr,rring turbulent weatlier. The
number of early widows is much higher in fishing villages.
Fishers lrave higher level of dependence on aquatic waterbodie.s and
resoLìrces for livelihood, spiritual, cultural and other needs, and

hence tend to live close to waterbody. This does not t¡ean tl-rat
people living close to waterbody are all fishers. There are fisherc
living in peri-urban and urban areas also, wlio are lnol.e involvecl

with marketing.
Political
attributes

Relatively mol'e conscious and active compared to

Cultural

Many of the cultr-rral activities relate to plantation and
harvesting cycle of paddy and other irnporlant
produces. Hardly participate in any cultural and

Much of the cultural and leligious activities relate to the r-isks
associated and production from the waterbody. Distinct sets of

religious activities relating to risks in water.

prior to fìnal harvest from the waterbody in the floodplain. Number
of rituals relatively higher.

features

Policy
instruments

fishers.

Peasants

are relatively advantaged

in the legal

structures like constitution, policies, regulations and
suppofis from the governtnent.

Fishers are seen to be less involved in political activities, probably
dr-re to theil geographical isolation and natur.e of the job.

rituals obseryed in the pre- and-post-voyage phases on the coast, and

Fishers are often reiegated in the legal and policy instruments. Their
roles in the aquatic resource management are often denied by higher

institutions.
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Srnall-scale flsheries are prevalent in both the floodplain and coastal
ecosystems
with a characteristic variation in catch and biodiversity temporally and spatially.
This
characteristic heterogeneity in artisanal fishery and fishantry is rooted
in the miscellany

of

the

ecosystems, resource base, and socio-econornic-religious-cultural
and political
attributes (some more thouglrts, evidences and arguments follow in the
later sections

of

this chapter and also in Chapters 5 and 6). In practical terms, the f,rshantry

is

comprehensible not from one analytical dimension, but from a complex,
intertwined,
overlapping and inseparable web of dimensions. Now I will provide a brief analysis
of the
different analytical dimensions of fishantry with a focus on similarities and
differences
between peasantry and fishantry. Under each of the following sections,
some indicative
comrnents are macle which are elaborated with evidences in the following
chapters of the
thesis.

4.2.1. Socio-political dimens¿a¡2.' From the Marxian notion of 'social class,
and Eric
V/olfs (1966) work on peasants, we see fishers are mostly characterized by
powerlessness. For peasants, Marx pointed out that incorporation

of peasants into

a

capitalist system does not necessarily entail a transformation from traditional peasa't
society and culture in the direction of moderni zation; rather such incorporations
have
irnpacted to reproduce themselves as proletarians as well as peasants, and
keep them
locked into their socio-politically conservative ways of life (Keesing 19g1 :440).
Wolf
(1966) emphasizes that these rural producers are subject to the 'demands
and interest of
power holders' who use and redistribute the surpluses to retain their elite positions.
Thus,

the systems of production generale a fluid or strong existence of social and class
hierarchy. As prevalent in the Bangladesh peasantry (Adnan 1983), the fishantry
also
operates within the domain

of a post-colonial state disti¡guished by the influence of

externai powers, unequal exchange and systems of dependence, and holdi¡g
on to many
of the erstwhile colonial relationships in thinly disguised forms. Probably an inevitable
aspect of the fishantry is the existence of dyadic relationships and interdependence,

typified by some form of reciprocity and exploitation within and outside the communities.
The issues of social hierarchy and caste system prevalent in fishing villages are
elaborated on in sectio n 4.4.1.
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Historically in the Bengal Delta, small-scale fishers' way to use resources was
more flexible, slcill-driven and not impacted by naüow. profit-making or ,economic
determinism', as it is the case for industrial fishelies. Fishers allege that in the last two
decades, they have been exposed to different kinds ofexternal pressures, market
relations,

values and entitlements which resulted in revised social power structures and sharp
inequalities among the wider communities (details in section 6.2 of Chapter Six). The
process

of expropriation of the produce frorn aquatic ecosystems is passed onto

the

relatively powerflil section of the society, and thus leads to a further concentration of

wealth and polarization

of

class structure. Because

of the increased

forces of

globalization, ltshers' self-contained and closed-in kind of subsistence economy became
more interactive and complex as they started producing more for the wider societies. It is

important to examine how fishers behave with all their apparent social and cultural
conservatism in this transformation from closed one-sidedness of production to more
open and competitive two-sidedness of economies. Following

Wolfls (1966) explanations

for peasants, it can be said that what makes and keeps fishers as fishers is their exposure
to different facets of exploitations; because of the societal hierarchy, they are subject to
the demands and interests of the small section of power holders.

The boat owners and moneylenders, usually positioned at the top of the socioeconomic hierarchy, grant protection and material advantages for mere subsistence to the
submissive fishing laborers to the extent that theil power base and dominance are not
challenged by the laborers either individually ol collectively. These relations seem to be
tlre outcotne of a transfonnation from rnostly non-motori zed,,localized, subsistence based,

kin-organized unstratified fishing

to

mechanized, surplus producing, class-stratifìed,

prof,tt-oriented and larger territorially-organized fishing. The corollary of the emergence

of new powerful social groups (through the process of leasing and the introduction of
powerful engine boats, among other factors) is that the kin-based institutions, culture and

values rnight be

af

stake through tire cumulative processes

of

social exclusion,

rnarginalization, disempowennent and globalization in the near future. Hence caste-based

fishers are assumed

to

rationalize and obfuscate social, economic and political

relationships with the newly ernerged powerfui Muslim fishers within the wider society.
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In the fishing communities, it is the family that is the centre of production,
consumption, reproduction, socialization and welfare. For peasantry,
Shanin (1990)
argues that the lirnitation of the agriculture production itself puts limits
on the de'sity
and

concentration of population. This observation does not necessarily apply
for the Bengal
fishantry' Rather, the forces of patriarchal society along with poor family planning

activities and fatalism about birth determine the size of the family. From
rny field
experience, I can assert that socially and culturally, the caste-based Hindu
fishers tend to

be isolated from mainstream society with an apparently somewhat conservative

and

inward-looking worldview revolving around the fishing aspects and their communities,
though a small number of them maintain inter-and-intrapersonal relationships

with

the

This discussion would remain deficient without a brìef examination of

the

dominant social and economic structures.

political aspects of the fishantry. Historically, peasants (raiyats) of rural Bengal played
an
active role in resisting the deprivation caused by colonial rulers2. However, the
role of the
fishers within the class 'peasantry' in the past rnovements is not clearly reflected
in

literature, and hence remains an issue for further research. My experience is that
fishers in
Bangladesh, as a socio-political aggregate, have not been able to bring forward
any

reformist or revivalist movement, mainly because of a lack of class consciousness,
vibrant
leadership, confidence, solidarity, cross-scale networks, and isolation from the
mainland/
mainstream' Further in-depth studies are needed to explore what issues made peasant
cohesiveness a potential basis for political class formation, and what factors
are

responsible for the failure of a similar class formation in the case of the fishers.

4.2.2. Economíc dímension: Raymond Firth's (1966) work on the Malay fishermen
a¡d
their peasant econotny, and Alexander's (1995) work on Sri Lankan fishers reveal typical

' Sorne of the remarkable peasant resistance against the agents of the British East India Company are , Fakir
Sannyashi bidroho'(literally, proletariat resistance, from the 1770s to the 1780s) led by
the ieligious leader
Majnu Shah (and ìater by Balal<i Shah of Bakerganj, I(alu shah of Comilla, Syed Aga Muhainmad
Reza
Beg of Syllret); fribal 'Chakma' (Jhum peasants) guerilla warfare against company policy
to levy cash rent
(culrninated tìuough the sìgning of the peace accord in t787); Íitu It¡ir's- rebeilion
in lg33; Sherpur
Rebeìlion led by Tipu Shah (1824-1833) populariy known as'pagal bidroho'(Mad's rebellion);
Rangpur

peasant rebellion of 1783 led by Dhiraj Narayan against Devi Shing; 'Indigo resistance'
and,santal
rebellion' of the ìate 1850s Faraizi peasant resistance led by Dudu Miãh; 'no-rent strike' (dharmaghat)
of
1873 and also lnovetnents Iike 'Tevaga', 'Nanker', 'Tonk' wlich all characterize the
rnoveÀent spirit of the
peasantry. The outcome of the peasants'grievances was the'Bengal Tenancy Act,
lgg5'tharhelped in
refonning the code of the Permanent Settlelnent and restoring the rigits of the peasanis.
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Asian fishers'economies. However, Firth (1966) used the term'peasant, for agricultural
and non-agricultural 'countrymen' who share the social life and values of
the cultivators.

I

would like to disagree with Fir-th's generalization, as I observed that the values
shared
by the peasants and non-peasaffs are not always sirrilar and hornogenous. I argue

that
fishers form a typical type of econorny that may be diverse, ranging from simple
familybased self-ernployment to complex forms involving multiple actors. As the production
process turns towards a high-cost complex form from its low-cost subsistence
character,

it

involves rnultiple actors and stakeholders and extended lelationships beyond fishers,
social territory, which together demand a transformation in the traditional form of patronclient relationships. With the growing presslrre of unemployrnent, the traditional
experienced fishers are eventually forced to compromise, adjust and survive
in a new
competitive deal, what Wolf (1966) describes for peasants as their continued efforts
for
retrenching and renewing social relationships with the power-holders within a
narrower

orbit. The technological shift among the fishantry in Bangladesh has occurred in

a

relatively faster fashion compared to the terrestrial agricultural production teclrnology
of
peasants (see Khan 2003 for details on the evolution of the production
technology of
peasants). This issue has been elaborated in section 6.2.1 of Chapter Six.

The penetration of the 'new capital'3 and associated market forces inevitably
has
impacted tlie fishantry as a social class and as a way of living. In the floodplains,
most

of

the hshers own low-cost fishing equiprnent. In the coastal artisanal fishery, only a
small
number of the coastal fishers own efÍicient means of production, while most of them
end

up as coerced laborers in a semi-capitalistica mode of economy. To many of them,
fishing

' New capital penetrates rnainly through the process of lnassive mechanization. Such massive
mechanization has been chiefly reinforced by the international donors. Non-fisher elites
usually take full
advantage of such opportunities. Following the devastating cyclone of 29 Apriì
1991, a cooperative scherne
distributed around 200 mechanized boats to the fisìrers; fake fisherrnen's cooperatives gr.ew
up overnight to
take advantage of the schelne and ironically, after a decade, llone are in tìre hands of gãnuine
fishers. Some
genuine fishers who 'put thumbprint and signature' for 'something i¡rportant',
neve-r did see their boats.
Instead they now receive repeated notices for ,loan repayrnent,.
'' Drivell absolutel,'- b1" cotntnercial logic, thís
kincl of privatell.'-ownecl prqcinction s¡rsîenr

ensut-es

that t¡e

nevv fishillg technologv ancl social organization of the laborers âre utilizect to nlaxinriie
profìts ancl rneet the
increasing demand of the rnarket. In the artisanal_fishery, both capital and cornmercial
exchange existed, but

the distinction is this mode of production depends substantially on cheap sources of fishing
làtors and does
not usually lead to large-scale capitalist industry. It competes more with the non-mecäanized
mode of
production rather than the industrial rnode of fishing.
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is considered an occupation of the last resort. Sucir economies can
be analyzed in two
ways: 1' thlough the lens of serni-feudal subjection, considering
small-scale fishing as a'
intelrnediate state between classical dualism

of

plimitive/non-commercial and

modern/industrial fisheries; and 2. as a persistently negotiated entity
cross-cutting both of
the fonner'views, where the fishers' rural institutions manage
to develop a deal with the
powerful external agents. The latter form is prevalent among the
floodplain fishers where
they continuously negotiate with the politically powerful leaseholders.
Because of this mutual interdependence among different actors
in such complex
social and economic production relations, fishantry can neither be purely
reducd to a
primordial fonn nor to capitalist mode of productions, despite the presence
of many
capitalistic characteristics like the use of wage labor and positive
responses to market
prices' The pluralistic nature of the locally-ernbedded social organizations
allows the
small but powerful classes to make the most of manifold cleavages amongst
the majority
subordinate classes in terms of communal, religious, caste, ethnic,
linguistic and regional
segrnentation (Adnan 1 9S3).

4'2'3' Culture, knowledge øntl institutional dímension: This angle emanates
from the
school of thought illuminated by the works of Johannes (197g, lgg2,Iggg,2002),Berkes
(1993, 1995,1998,2003,2008), Berkes and Farver (19g9), Berkes
er al. (2001), Berkes et
al. (2003), cordell (1995), pinr<erron (19g9), ostrom (r990),

osrrom et al. (r 994) arñ

other scholars who view fìshers' strong cultural traditions, ideological
solidarity, local
institutions, etllrographic knowledge base and the utility of traditional
knowledge for the
pursuit of sustainable resource management, The very essence
of these scholars, views is
that fishers possess invaluable local knowledge, and if this knowledge
base of the fishers

witlrers away, the very existence of the fishers and their livelihoods
might be th¡eatened.
The traditional ecological knowledge is quite diverse and distinct from
that of the
peasantry. This

poi't is detailed in section 5.4 of chapter Five.

Fishing rituals play significant roles

in building a

sense

of

solidarity and

enìrancing psychological preparations for risky ventures. Among
scholars writing on
peasants, Redf,reld (1956) also puts signif,rcant emphasis
on a cultrue that holds society
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togetlrer. Redfield's definition of peasantry as'ct tt"aditional way

of tife'also holds true

for fishantry. This parlicular view of the relationship of peasant culture and society
is
compatible with a variety of theoretical positions such as those that emphasize
values or
worldviews, those primarily interested in social relations, and those that see
society or
culture as systemic or integral (Silverman 1983:14). I will elaborate on
this issue in
Chapter Five under the section 'cultural capital,.
Especially true for the older generations of fishers, their value system,
stance
towards hearkening to age-old traditions and fatalisrn show vividly the pathological
side

of fishantry. Although it is generally believed in the wider Bengali society (reflected
tlrrough a host of novels and other literary works), that the fishers' worldview
is
handicapped by their social-cultural conservatism, inward orientation, frustration
about
cleclining catch and incotne, it is equally true that historically they have not
been granted

proper 'bundle of riglits and power' by the state, as they failed to raise
their voices
concertedly given their geographical and political isolation. Also, their traditional
resource managelnent institutions have not been recognized and nurlured, and
hence
historically the fishers' capacity of building institutions and networki¡g with other crossscale institutions remained poor.

4-2-4. Teclznological dimension: This dimension has been elaborated on by
Kurien
(2003). Political leaders of many developing countries in Asia, Africa and
Latin America,
during the post-independence periods in the latter half of the 20tl' century, adopted
capital
intensive large-scale fishing techlologies for maximizing catches for the betterment

of

the econorty, health, and employment of the socio-politically tired countrymen. The
ideology of rapid technological enhancement has similarities with the ideology
of green
revolution where biochemical innovations and the mechanization

of production
technologies were expected to promote a higher level of production and be
beneficial to
all classes of peasants.
Such shifts in the production technologies, promoted by development agencies,

and donors have impacted negatively upon the conservation-driven resource use
principles, property rights of genuine fishers, their diverse indigenous knowledge
and
techlologies, eventually culminating

in the disernpowerment
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and rnarginalization of

smail-scale fishers (Ibid)' Despite the immense importance
of small-scale fisheries in
providing food security and livelihoods, fishers are largely
sidelined in the management
process (Jentoft 1989, Kurien 2003). National policies
worldwide often favor the largescale industrial fisheries ovel' small-scale traditional
ones (Crosoer et aL 2006,Ghee and

valencia 1990, FAo 2003, cired in Hauck 2007). However,
especially in the remote
floodplain areas, the peasantry remained relatively unaffected
by the impacts of
modernization in Bangladesh.
There is no doubt that with increased mechanizations,
the effrciency of the fishery
in terms of the catch volumes and distance covered for f,rshing increased
significantly. I
argue tirat such technological changes fail to benefit
the rnajority of fishing communities,
and hence are not neutral. However, a srnall section of
the fishantry readily accepts new
changes while the rnajority takes a cautious pragmatic
view from their own direct

observations and cultural conditioning. These opporrunistic
dominant groups, usually
external to the fishantry, impose new effìcient teclinologies
to ensure a quick return, and
in this way the local production system increasingly becomes subordinated

to

the

monopolistic control of transnational interests, where decisions
about quality and quantity
of production are increasingly dictated by powerful non-fishers.
Usually the poor fishers fail to accept and make the use of
new technologies. one
irnportant aspect of the technological infusion into the artisanal
fishery is that the access
to new technologies being differentially situated in society disrupts the
traditional
relationships and generates unequal po\¡/er and a domination-veiled
persistent form

of

exploitation' Tliis induces the formation of a typical fishing
economy that reduces the
rnajority of artisanal f,ishers to a social entity of comparatively ,low-classness,.

From
some cases of Southeast Asian small-scale f,rsheries (Bailey
lggT), we see that rapid
mechanization fails to sustainably benefit fishers as the profit
maximization tendency
eventually ruptures the ecosystem and resouïce base. The
investors may opportunistically

withdraw capital in a low-income situation while ruining the
long-term fate of thousands

'From alrtost no trawler in the early

1970s, now 45 shrimp trawlers and 75 finfish trawlers
are in
operation' in the artisanal coastal fishery, there are 9152 marine
set bag nets (MSBNs),3417 longlines,
25453 estuarine set bag nets (ESBNs), 558 beach seines ând
400 trammel nets in operation (source:

,accessed20June2007).Thenumberoftrawìerslras
of a politically motivated decision without

increased dramatically in the last few years.as. a result
considering the standing stock and sustainable yìeld.
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of srnall-scale fishers. Although the fishers in a more commercialized artisanal fishery
become techurologically rnore capable than their predecessors, they are eventually
put to

series

a

of disadvantages (such as a decline in the resource base, wholesale marketing

controiled by a few powerful persons external to the fishery, etc.).

4.2.5- Evolutiott dimension: This dimension can also be partly justified through
the
teclmological and economic angle or a combination of both. It was already mentioned
earlier that new technologies and capitals were infused in the artisanal fishery sector
in
the last two decades (see section 6.2.1. for details). As discussed in the preceding
section,
a process

of 'defisherization'and marginalizalion of traditional fishers through

capitalization and mechanization

is

apparent

aggressive

in the small-scale fishery. Given the

situation, the question arises- will fishantry survive?

In this context, the 'disappearance' and 'pennanence' theses of Araghi (1995)
used for peasantry may be considered. The disappearance thesis assumes that capitalism

will

lead to the dissolution of the peasantry as individuals become wage laborers in
urban

areas and capitalist farmers in the countryside. The permanence thesis, by contrast,
argues

that peasant societies do not necessarily cornply with the commandment of individualistic
capilal, and have a 'developmental logic' of their own that positively impacts the survival

of both the peasantry and the colidition of its production (Araghi 1995, cited in Johnson
2004). Within the domain of peasant studies, the disappearance thesis draws on Marxist
thouglrts, the works

of

Durldreim and Weber, Kaustsky's work on 'The Agrarian
Question' (1899) and Lenin's work on 'The Development of Capitalism in Russia (1g99),

while the permanence thesis draws on the works of Nicolai Chernyshevskii, Aleksander
Herzen and Chayanov's work on 'The Theory of Peasant Economy' (i966) (cited
in
Johnson 2004). Specially, Chayanov focused on an economic system comprising
land,

farnily labor and the means of production as the only possible sources of family income
(Archetti and Aass 1978). This family labor-based assumption holds true for subsistence
agriculture but can be challenged in the case of the artisanal fishery, where the labor
requiretnent can be addressecl thlough the recruitment and social mechanisms

of

rnobilizing kinship relations. In the case of the fishantry, it can be argued that some form
of fishantry would persist and still retain some of its salient characteristics. My stance
is
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in favor of the 'persistence thesis' for the Bengal fishantry with some degree
of sociodemographic and cultural transformation in it.

I propose that the concept of 'defisherizaíion'usually interplays as a consequence
of tlre population boom, urbanization, moderni zafionof fisheries and livelihood
diversity.
If defisherization is considered as a livelihood coping mechanism, it is clearly indicative

of an outcome of

increased marginalization

for a section of fishers in the rigorous

cornpetitiveness, low catches and threatened biodiversity in the small-scale
fishery sector
(details given in section 6'2.1 of chapter six). Given the divergence
of the fishantry,
generalizalion about the def,rsherization process is clifficult. As
evident from peasant
tlreories, scholars diverged on the charucterization of peasants. For
Karl Marx, it is the
ownership of agricultural land that fundarrentally separated peasants
from the proletariat

class' What is definitive about the peasant form of production is that
regardless of the
ownership of agricultural land, the logic of production is mostly subsistence
(Johnso'
2004)' But there are clear differences in fishantry as there are fishers
who produce not
only for their family needs, but also for profit-making,
The process of defisheúzationand an evolving nature in favor of the
powerful and

the capitalist is evident in both the inland and coastal fisheries. As mentioned
earlier, in
the case of floodplain fishery, the leasing of waterbodies in favor of powerful
leaseholders led to the removal

of genuine fishers. on the other hand, in the open access
coastal fishery, hereditary Hindu fishers struggle to persist as a functionality
of
compromise

or

adjustment

with the growing forces of capitalism. As prevalent in

peasantry (Johnson 2004), there are two ñlndarnerfal characteristics
in f,rshantry: the logic
of subsistence and the retention of at least some control over the means of
subsistence.

Economic and social differentiation is not sharply hierarchical in the
floodplain,
while that is the case in the coastal and marine sector. There are coastal
fishers working
as wage laborers who are in fact the proletariat group in Marxist terms,
as they fail to
reproduce themselves from the ecosystem and in essence represent the
disappearance
thesis. I assert that defisherization as a process is never complete. hi
my observation, it is
in the category of the middle-order non-motorized groups of coastal fishers where
the
'persistence thesis' is largely situated. Even if individuals
switch conveniently to other
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professiolts, the retnaining household mernbers still tend to retain
some control over the
lneans of production' Thus a pattern of subsistence fishing persists that
may lead to
'refisherization'.

The concepts of defisherization and persistence become more complex when
we
consider that fishers frequently become victims of socio-political relegations,
numerous
clisasters, and environrnental and resource degradations. Defisherization
is also linked to
globalization. Global capitalism irnpacts in a way where increasingly larger
segments of

the world's population are systematically excluded from the process of effective
participation (Hoogvelt 200i, Bernstein 200I). Using this thesis, defisherizatio¡
and the
persistence of fishers can be seen as a manifestation of the social exclusion
process
and

tireir inability to participate in the wider global market. Fishers using traditional
fishing
teclinologies assert that the 'external pressures' are increasingly felt through the pressures
of capital and teclmological infusions and an increasing demand for fish and shelìfish.

I

want to mention that the very nature of the small-scale fishery and its species
composition supports a segment of fishers. Artisanal f,rshery is multi-species and
usually
dominated by poly-breeders. Irrespective of size, quantity and commercial value,
at
least

some species are available to f,tshers. For example, the once dominant Indian
major carp
in the floodplain areas has been replaced by low-value poly-breeder minor carp and
some
other floodplain resident species. It means that while the income from the valued
largesized species has declined substantially, the marginalized fishers are still attracted
to lessvalued imrnature fish for the sake of subsistence. This assertion is supportive
of the view
of fishers' persistence.

4.2.6- Procluction uncertainty and exploitntiott climension: One issue that
is certain
about artisanal fìshing is its inherent uncertainty and unpredictability. In case
of the
peasantry, a farmer can estimate his production because it is visible on the
land surface.

Sirnilarly, pond farmers and aquaculturists can also guess about total production
from
watelbodies. But ftshers catching fish frorn an open waterbody cannot accurately predict
their catch levels. This unpredictability and the associated risks provide the ruling
class
rooms for exploiting and subjugating fishers.
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Fishers are usually tuned with the uncertainty and rhythm of
nature. In the course
of adjusting to uncertainty, low productivity and many other sets of vulnerabilities,
they
have to surrendel eventually to the powerful group fol support
and building upon social
capital. We can postulate that 'fishcmtry is about crn uncertctin way
of living, based on the
vagaries of nature to which fishers' lives, social organizations and culture
are tuned to. As
witlr tlre peasantry (Shanin 1990:27), fishantry is broadly a pre-industrial
social entity that
'carries over into the contemporary society many specific
elements of a different
and

older social structure, economy and culture'. The way fishers survive

in

extremely

unfavorable situations and manage those who manage them, with the
help of social and
rnaterial resources unrecognizable in most policies and formal analytical
schemes deserve

proper attention.
Fishantry requires some common interest services for day-to-day
survival, socialeconomic-cultural engagement, safety, etc. which together make up
a highly traditional
and conformist culture. The collective behavior of the fishantry is
noteworthy. Beyond

the tladitional functioning of families for survival, it is the village that provides
an
influential framework for production and well-being. When the labor input
of a single
family for certain activities (lilce marriage, cremation/burial, erecting a damaged
house
after a cyclone, etc.) is not enough, the kinship ties and institutional
reciprocity of the
village work together.

4'2'7' Resource governúnce dimensio¿: The resource management pattern
under the
peasantry and fishantry is distinct. Usually peasants are bound
by an identifiable spatial
boundary, while fishers widely enjoy fishing in waterbodies as long
as major restrictions
are not imposed by government or leaseholders. Small-scale fisheries
are often open
access with little or no control because of the vastness and dynamics
of the ecosystem
and

lack of sufficient human, tecirnical and financial resources, while cultivable
land is mostly
based on private management with distinct pattem of ownership
and individual or
collective managerlent. Historically in Bangladesh and elsewhere in
Southeast Asia, the
issues of fishers' customary rights and fìsheries management attracted
less attention from
the ntlers compared to the issues of land administlation. I
Chapter Seven.
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will

discnss this issue more in

My

The fishantry framework can benefit frorn tire entitlements theory of
Sen (19g1).
opinion is that small-scale fishers' low 'catch-per-unit-effoft' (CpUE) is
not

only

a

of 'fish availability decline', but also emanates from a rapid decline in fishing
entitlements, i.e', the ability and right to fish appropriately to ensure food
for a family
state

frorn a designated zone. Such frshing entitlements are intricately linked to morality,
conservation values, functioning of the informal institutions, and belief
systems of the
fishers that are central to sustainable fisheries management and liveÌihoods.
For fishers,
fisheries resources, apart from their economic roles, are also important for social,
cultural,
spiritual and communal identity.

For floodplain resource management, we observe some donor-driven initiatives
(e'g', Community Based Fisheries Management projects- phase 1 and 2) thaï
involve

a

section of the fishers through capacity building and granting property rights.
Though the
'New Fisheries Management Policy' of Bangladesh is supportive of collective actions

of

the fishels, the macro-and-meso level institutions and legal structures do not favour
the
poor fishers' entitlements and their local institutions6. Becaus" of poor political
exposure,

fislrers and their organizalions have little or legally no recognized role in the centric
expert-centred fisheries management. There is evidence from many corners
of the world
that, when left to their own ways of management, under certain conditions fishers

can

successfully regulate access and enforce rules through community-devised institutions
and social practices to use fishery resources sustainably (Hvidi¡g and Larsen
1993,

Ruddle I 994, Johannes 2002,Berkes 2008).

In summing up, this section introduced fishantry as a new conceptual entity and
analyzed it from seven different dimensions. It is apparent that the arlisanal
fishery
deserves a separate body

of analytical treatment for the complex and dynamic nature of

its production, power relations, social structlrres, resource rnanagement, worldview

and

indigenous knowledge. Fishantry as a professional class is distinct from that of peasantry.

As a social entity with relatively low-classness, it is about marginalized fishers that
6

can

The 'collective action'school of thought (Baland and Platteau 1996, Agrawal and Gibson
2001, Berkes et
1995) on institutions takes into consideration the existing rules, informal
norms,
conventions, social interactions and dynarnisrn embedded within the local cultuie,
whiie the functionalist
'new instituionalisln' school of thought puts more emphasis on minimizing transaction costs
for resource
monitoring and 'rules in use' in society (Ostrorn 1990).

al' 2003, Berkes
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be ideologically framed by the notion of 'smallness' also. Its subsistence
mode of
production is characterizedby inequality which, as Abdullah et al. (l
976) viewpeasantry,
is assumed to be 'tolerable, domination veiled, and the stratif,ication obscured
by kin-ship
and quasi-kinship formation in which dominance is legitimized tluough
extra-econornic
personalized sanctions' (cited

l¡¿

Raharnan 1986: 3). These issues will be discussed more

in

sections 4.4 and 5.3. Fishantly itself faces fierce competition owing
to growing
dernographic pressules, resulting in the transformation of age-old socio-cultural
structures

ancl values. The corollary

is that within the artisanal fishery, a process of fragmentation
and differentiation, created primarily through economic and political processes
alnong
many other causative factors, is more active than ever before.
4.3. The bio-physical settings of the two study villages
'The

fishy smell from the body and clothes of

the fishers will tell you who a
fisherman is and who is not. Fishing villages are villages of the fish álso, live or
dead| these areas are distinct and designated
for the poor creatires, not for rich
gentlemen. ' Shoshanko Jaladas, 67, Thalurtala fishing village, Moheskhali
Island.

'In the preceding section on Fishantry, I argued that the f,ishantry is distinct from other
rural occupational groups in the sense that they behave as a social unit with ceftain
of ethnocentrism and stratification, as an ecological unit, as a mental or cultural
unity, as holders of a collection of institutions, as typical way of life, and as a
social
degrees

process. There are both commonalities and differences between the two
study villages.
Both villages represent typical shanty characters of rural areas of Bangladesh,
but neither
represent the pinnacle of fisheries modemization. Strong fishy smells and poor
hygienic
conditions were prevalent in both the study villages.
Inhabitants belong to their own village

in a way they belong to no other social

entities. On any definition of community, 'the village is a community- a social group
with
lnany functions, not all of them explicit, and to which people are committed by
birth or
ntarriage, and bound by rnany ties' (Stirling 1965, cited in Shanin 19g7: 3g). Villages
are

usually composed of patrilineal and patrilocal households with distinct lineage groups
forming clusters. The main functions of the lineage are to cooperate in livelihood
activities and provide protection in social conflicts.
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Fishing villages maintain web of group relationships with like-minded
villages
(inliabited by sirnilar caste or social groups) for selving a rnultitude
of social, economic,
political and religious ftinctions. The villagers exercise absolute de
facro pasture rights
within the village. Almost all the men and more than half of the women are bo'r
in the

village, thus giving impetus to patrilineal relationships. The rights and duties
of villagers
are not precisely defined and are particularly variable; however commonalities

are

in the participation of common village-level rituals. A person,s position is
determined by his/her involvement and hierarchy in informal institutions,
sex, age,
observed

wealth, urban contacts, possession of indigenous knowledge and linkages
with political
and administrative institutions. However, in most of the rural settings, ownership
of the
agricultural land is an irnportant determinant of social honor and power (Jensen
l9g6).

Fishers are usually considered as being proverbially conseruative, but development
efforts of NGOs and donor'aided projects and the great increase in communication
with
the outside world make them amenable to changes.

Most of the houses in the villages are in poor condition; houses are mainly
thatched or covered with cheaper roofing materials like polythene and dried
coconut
leaves; the ramshackle appearance of the homes become worse in the rainy
season. The
kitchen is usuaìly located inside the house; however open cooking outside the home
during dry months is common. For most of the families, household utensils are
mostly

lirnited to a few pieces of cooking pots, mugs, rice plates, storage bins, sieves, pitchers,
chopper, small spades, kerosene lamp, broomsticks and mats. Hindu fishers
usually use
'Lungi' or typical white 'Dhuti'
@lain loin clothes), while Muslim fishers wear ,lungi,

only' While in festive moods, the young fishermen prefer to have typical hairstyles,
sunglasses and cheap blue jeans. Married Hindu woman apply vermilion (Sindoor)
at the

parting of the hair. Both Hindu and Muslim fisherwomen wear 'Shari'7,bùtthere
are
intricate differences in their dressing pattern and composition of the 'shari'.
Family ('Paribar ') is the basic unit of social and economic organization in the
village; by and large it is used polysemically to ffrean aggregation of members dining
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Shari is a simple but supreureìy elegant dress of the Bengalis. It is a rectangular cloth
measuring about 67m a.nd colnes in a profusion of coìors and designs. There are several ways of"drapingshari,
uruully pleated
4-5 times at the centre and then tucked into the iaist.

7t

from otre cooking lnit (Khana, chula, meaning hearth

roof. Tire term is also used to mean one's wife.

I

gror-rp) who

live under a corrunon

found six types of families (after

Kolenda 1968) in tire fishing villages: 1. nuclear family (rnarried couple with
or without
children), 2. sub-nuclear family (a widow living with her children), 3.

supplementary

nuclear farnily (married couple living with widowed mother/father and unma'ied
brothers and sisters, if any), 4. lineal joint family (a married couple and
married son and
other ulunailied sons and daughters), 5. collateral joint farnily (two or
more married
brothers with or without a widowed mother/fatirer and unrnarried brothers
and sisters,

and

6' lineal collateral joint family (two or more married sons living with their parents
along
with other unmarried brothers and sisters).
There are relatively more extended families in the coastal Hindu fishing
village
compared to the floodplain Muslim village. This is païtly attributed to the perceived
value
orientation of staying together. It is also true that the aggregation of family
members in
extended families is attributed to serious land scarcity in the study area;
aggregatio¡ is
also useful in the subsistence mode of production, to minimize living costs
and ensure
social security. Within tlte family, it is usually the husband who is nominally
the head as
main eamer and provider of food, but the role is automatically delegated to his wife
or
eldest son at a cerlain stage. In the case of an extended family, the old parents
help to

make critical decisions in 'marriage' and rituals. In the Muslirn fishing families,
usually
the senior most women (old mother or elder brother's wife) play distinct roles in
maintaining and advocating 'purdah' for social respectability and religious
reasons.
Irrespective of fishing groups, usually it is the female head who decides on the
amount of
dce to be cooked, types ofcurries and seed storage.
Children assist their parents in day-to-day dornestic activities (like fetching water,
washing, cleaning) as appropriate to their gender roles. Grown-up girls are encouraged
to
,father-inlearn techniques of domestic activities as a preparation for tlieir manied life

in

laws' houses. Marriage is a socio-religious and economic contract and settled through
a
series of ceremonies. In both study villages, marriage is virilocal (the bride
moves to her
husband's house as the post-marital residence); she gradually adjusts to her
new social
world. Inter-village marriage is comrnon in the Muslim fishing village, while the Hindu
fishers prefer distant supra-village level comections. Local dialects and common
dav-to-
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day vocabulary in the two viilages are distinct. While people from other
districts ar.e quite
criticaì about these dialects, the villagers hold a strong sense of pride in
their own
colloquial versions.
4.3.1. TIte

flooþluín viltage,Volurknndi'

This village (Figure 4.1) represents a typical dynamic floodplain ecosystem
situated
inside the Hakalukis haor. With an area of around 2l<mz and a population
of 1240 (male
640, female 600; total 184 households- Muslirn HHs 165 and Hindu HHs
l9), the village
ís located at one cornereof the 'sujanagar' union, Baralekha, Moulavibazar
district.
Located in the northeast region, Hakaluki haor is the largest (area: 45,g72
acres,
including 72,364 acres of beels) natural wetland of Bangladesh and one of the
largest in

Asia, comprising over 238 interconnecting small, medium and large perennial
and
seasonal beels (wetlands). Geographically the haor is located between
24o35/-25o44
Northern latitude and'g2o01t-92o0g/East longitude. Witli an area of 1g,115
hectares, the
haor is connected with 5 upazillas (sub-districts) namely Borolekha, Kulaura,
Fenchuganj, Golapgang and Bianibazar with 40yo,30oÁ, l5yo, I0o/o and 5yo
of the area
respectively. Besides being a souïce of subsistence and commercial fishìng, this
haor is
considered as major source of rice, grazing ground for iivestock, fuel woods,
foods and

fertilizers for the local people. Given the dynarnic hydrological cycle, livelihoods
from
agriculture and fìsheries follow a sequential and conflicting pattern. While the productive
beels of the wetland

is

by the government, a de facto set of rights for
is exercised by the surounding villagers beyond the de jure

leased out

lralvesting natural resources

forms established in the leases.

t Tlret.

are some stories about the nolnenclature of the Hakal uki haor. The word
originates fr.om the
Bengali word Sagor' (meaning sea) that locally deviated to 'Sayor' to ' Haor' and, ,Aour'
. Some believe the
tribal 'Henkel' groups lived in the area who named trle wetrand as 'Henkeruki' (=Hakaruki
as per rocar
phraseology)' Some believe the'I(uki' leader'Hangor Singh' escaped and took
shelter in the area being
fled by the king of Tripura'Amar Manikkya'. As Hungo. singtr veitea (local interpretation;iuka')
in thË
area, the name of the area was Hakaluki (local phraseology oÌ Hungo. + Luki:
Hangorluki: Hakaluki).
Again there is a belief that a landlord named'Akha'and his civilization was demolishù
in un earthquake.
Hal<aluki might be even after the narne'Akha'. Again sorne Hindu families of pabujuri
and Volarkandi
villages believe that being instructed by a Brahrrin, a low-caste 'irnpure girl in her
pru..ty, gathered
flowers for worshipping the Lord'Shiva'. A heavy earthquake caused at the dissatisfaction
"u.iy
of Lord Shiva
created the basin-shaped depression inthe haor. Historically these remote wetlands
have always been ideal
areas as shelter for tlre anti-British rebels and fì.eedoln fighters.
e
Remoteness often has an immense irnpact on the price of essential cornmodities
and produce. one
Iespondent colrlnents: 'vvhen we sell sontething, the price is low; when we l:uy
something, the price is
higher. The businessnten addfor trcmsportcÍion costs it the¡t" y,i//' (Minu Begum,39,
Volarkandi)
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The haor has been declared as an 'Ecologically Critical Area' by the Government
of Bangladesh considering the fact it seïves as home and refuge for2B4 species of birds
(including an estimated 100,000- 150,000 migratory ducks), 106 species of hydrophy,res,
and rtany swamps and trees supporting a wide variety of mammals and reptiles).
A total
of 107 fish species, dominated by small beel resident species, major carps, small
and

large catfish, snakeheads, prawns, eels, minor carp, knife fish and exotic species
have
been recorded from the haor (of which 20 fish species are critically endangered);
around
71,000 kg of fish are caught from the haor anntally (CNRS 2002). The declining
health
of tlre haor is a rnajor concern forthe livelihoods of the surrounding villagers (A¡med
et
al. 2008); there are threats from siltation, wetland degradation, deforestation, gobbling
up
of land by powerful elites, hurnan habitation and settlement, overexploitation of aquatic

1^

resources, destructive fishing plactices and a flawed leasing process

wetlands' Arnong these, massive siltation is predominantly

of the important

a r-egional issuel0.

The biophysical setting is such that during the monsoons, different hamlets
and
households within the village take the shape of isolated patches of islands.
During the

rìonsoons, howling is the means of oral communication between houses and
hamlets.
Traditional crafts ranging from platforms made of barnboo or stems of banana trees

tied

together with ropes and small non-mechanized wooclen boats are tire means
of physical
communication within and outside the village. There is apopular saying: 'Borshay
nao,
Hentonte pao' (literally boats in the rainy season and legs in the dry season are
the

m.eans

of colnrnunication).

I observed that the haor

dwelTers have evolved a unique well-thought indigenous

practice of maintaining a 'plant canopy' to save their houses from the disastrous
waves
during the monsoons. At the outer end of the household areas, a circle of free-floating
water lryacinth (Eichornia uassipes) is maintained, followed by 'nol khagra, (phragmites
karka),'lrogla' (Typha angustata),'pati pata/mutha' (cyperzs sps.), ,hijol, (Barringtonia
aculangula), 'koroch' (Pongamia pinnata), and cane in the lower elevations and popular
frnit yielding trees in the uplands (Figure 4.2). Similar indigenous knowledge

of Jhum

cultivation (cluistianty et al 1986, Ramkishnan lgg2), shifti¡g cultivation (Alcorn
1gg4,
Barrera-Bassols and Toledo 2003), soil and water conservation techliques (Bocco
1991,
Reiz et al' 1996) and slash-and-burn (Brookfield and Padoch 1gg4) are docume

nted.

(cited

in Berkes 2008: 73-90). During the drawdown phase and dry months, villagers usually
walk for going to local markets. The village is around 2 lcm from the local market
'Azmiriganj bazar', accessible by three-wheeler 'rickshaw', but the road is so
slippery
and rnuddy that walking is the best option to reach the village in most of the seasons.

r0

I

tlie fishers and local people about the causes of siltation. Massive deforestation in the
hilly areas
Bangladesh and the Meghalaya hills of India is widely known as a factor. one
fisherman
interestingly blamed 'cement'for siltation. He explained, 'There yóu r." hills of Meghalaya,
India;
asl<ed

of both

muìti-

nationaì 'Lafarge cetnent Company' is extracting limestone from the hills usirig cnÉap laborers
of

indìgenous comlnunities like Khasia, Haiong, Mandi, Rava, Kachari and aìso local"Bengaiese.
Hills are
barren now. ..' the ext¡action of limestone has been so rnassive in the last few years tlrut *iîn
rains of a few
days, lruge silt load comes down to the lowìand haor area (Vhari elaka) tlrough rivers
ljke Surnta,
Kushiara, Mony, Dholai, Juri, Longla etc. The landscape is changing quickly due t siltation.
Earlier we
could forecast which river is carrying water causing flash floods; now preoictions are
becoming difficult,
(pers. cornrn. Mizanur Rahrnan, 55, Tahirpur).
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Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of ptant succession adopted by fishers to prevent soil erosion
Legend: I: water hyacinth confined by bamboo shits, 2: cane plants & 'khagra' (phragntites
karka), 3. 'Hogla' (Typha angustata), 4. 'Mutho' (cyperus spÐ 5. ,rã-p, tike 'hijol'
(Barringtonia acutangula),'koroch' (Pongantia pinnatã),'Barui' (Crataeva nurvala),
6.
terrestrial vegetables, and 7. fi.uit and wood plants.

The nomenclatrue of the village relates to the 'kandi' (upland) of the ,vola'
channel (note: the channel does not exist anymore; thís incidence testifies ro the dynamics

of sedintentation). The livelihoods of the village are by and large dominated by the
natural resource base of the Hakaluki haor. Volarkandi is widely known as a ,maÌmal
(Muslirn f,rshing groltp; the Persian word 'Mai' means fish) village' with a few families
known as'kishal/khiran (farmers group) who also switch over to fishing for subsistence.

It

needs to be mentioned here that the low-lying wetland

('Vati elaka') is famous for the

popular folksong 'Vatiali'; these songs have eruiched the Bengali culture. Wetland
inhabitants are proud of eminent singers and composers like 'Radha Raman,, ,Hason
P.aaza'

,'ukil

Munshi' and 'shah Abdul Karim', among many others.

One narrow tributary 'Komolakhali chorra' surrounds the village that connects the
'Madlrab chorra ' channel. Fisliers use these two waterbodies as the

route to the haor. The

Hindu comrnunities of the village stay in one small hamlet. The castes they belong to are
Das and Ruhidas. The Rtthidas descendents (socially considered as a so-called scheduled
caste) are ellgaged

in shoe cobbling/polishing, while

the Das descendents are engaged

in

a variety of activities like selling milk and custard, remittance earning, weaving mats,
gathering mud and sand, sharecropping (9HHs), self-cultivation (3HHs), carpentry
and
subsistence fishing. They maintain friendly social and economic relations with the
Muslim inhabitants of the village. Reportedly, there is no sectaria¡ co¡flict between the
two leligious groups; the Muslims as majority group assist the rninority Hindus in
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organizing their largest religious festival 'dtu,ga

puja'

Oid Muslims usually say prayers

ciaily and weekiy in congregations Çtmtmc) in the mosque; fhe 'Eid-ul-Fitr",
is the main
festival observeci after the month-long fasting (roja) in the 'Ramadan, period. Many
fislrers fail to sacrifice animals for economic insolvency during the Eid-ul-Azha
(festival
of animal sacrifice).
4.3.2. TIte coastal village 'Thakurtala'

Tlre village 'Thakurtala' (literally a place beneath the footprint of the God Adinarhl
Mohadev/ Shiva) is located on the coastal island MoheskhalirrlFigure 4.3, Annex
586).
The village is positioned in-between a nice terrain of coastal landscape and the ,Adinath
hilll2'. Moheskhali Island, with an area of 388.5 km2 and a populatio' size of around
300,000 inhabiting

in

180 villages, is located under tourist city

Cox's Bazar district. It is

separated from the mainland by Moheskhali channel that embraces the Bay
of Bengal

of

the Indian Ocean. There are 6 ice factolies, 3 salt production centïes, 178 handlooms,
I
jetty, 3 fish drying yards and 77 cyclone shelters on the island. The village

can be reached

rr

There are many stories and nyths surounding the nornenclafure of Moheskhali Island.
Some believe the
island is named after Lord Shiva or Mahesh; some believe the name might be after the
local name of
buffalo (local tenn for buffalo is 'mohis'); some believe a strong earthquake separated Moheskhali
Island
(local plrraseology of Moiscal, Moixal etc.) from the Chittagongãistrict around 500 y.urc
ago. However it
ís widely known that Mr. Cox (the British adrninistrator aftèr whose name Cox's Bázar
disîrict is named)
handed over Moheskhali Island to one of her maid-servants "Provabathi' and her generations
tlrough
'Korunamoy, Proson¡la Kumar, Khirod Kulnar and Indra Kumar' ran the 'Jamindari'
ãystern in the island

till

sometirne around I952.

tt Hindus believe
that the Adinath hill is one of the highly sacred pìaces, as the Lord 'shiva,and
Goddess
'Durga'stay here. Adinath is one of the 108 names olthe God Shlva. The ternple, built in
1612,is one of
the 52 most sacred ones for the Hindu pilgrirns. The history of Adinath is as óld-as the
relilion itseif; its
llalre as 'Moinak Parbat' is known to have been mentioned in religious scripts like 'the Ramãyana
and the
Puranas'. Flindus believe that to obtain il¡mortality, the 'l(ing Raban' on his way to
Sri ianka from
'I(ailash'dropped the statue of Lord'Mohadev', which he coulJnot lift anyurore ao* tt.1op-of .Moinak
hill'. The idol of Lord Mohadev (:Shiva) is still there.
There is a popular saying that one cow of a local Mushm 'Nur Moharnmad Sikdar' used
to discharge rnilk
on the stonetnade body of Lord'Shiva'. The ownerused to scold liis cowboy forthe little
amount of rrilk
obtained from the cow. The cowboy followed the cow one night and observed the evidence
of discharging
milk on a black stone (believed as icon of Lord Shiva). He reported to the owner and the owner chained
the
cow. After that the owner 'Nur Mohammad' dreamed the cow was divine and he should release
it. He did
so and additionally send one Naga saint to fetch an idol of 'Ostobhuja'Goddess 'Durga'
frorn Nepal by
1612.In doing so, the saint was caught by the King of Nepal. In the cóurt, the saint chalËnged
the king. Hl
asked tlle king about the color of the idol in Íìont of the judge. The king mentioned the
color was black, but
it was found that the idol turned white, changing its original color.-The king surrendered himself, and
provided all supports for placing the idol. Interestingly, tLrc Adinath ntela (lnnual
fair) is crowded by
comÌnon þeople of different religions from the locality. It is believed that for attaining
totuí diuin. blessing,
one üìust come down to the Adinath ternple after visiting the lroly sites of Hinduism.

n1

using a country boat or speedboat from Cox's Bazar in less than one hour;
it takes around
20 lrours to reach cox's Bazar from the floodprain study site.
Bay of Bengal
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Figure 4.3: Diagram of Thakurtala village

(redrawn

front sketch by villagers, 2I/2/2005)

This 'single-caste' village is a traditional fishing village inhabited by hereditary
Hindu fishers (population 650- male 300, female 350; households 78- male-headed
61

and female-headed 17)-

It is not specifically lanown when hurran settlement started in the
village, but elders claim settlement started here 70-80 years ago. Because of
increased
pressure

of

population and land scarcity

in the vicinity, the village is

transforming into a ôrammed suburban slum. Internal communication
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gradually

is by

tricycle

'rickshaw' and some old jeeps "Chander gari'13 (literally 'vehicles
towards the moon,;
redundant jeeps of the Second World War, so far).

Tìie coastal fishing communities are highly disadvantaged and resource
poor,
uneducated and extremely exploited by moneylenders. Most
of them remain indebted;
they have little or no access to institutional credit supports. They
are highly prone to
natural calamities and accidents at sea; family members remain uncared
for at least six
months per yeff (male counterparts go for sea-fishing as paid laborers)
when
women

calry exceptionally responsible productive and reproductive roles.
These fishers are very
knowledgeable about the fisheries resources and the environment.
Given the
direst

consequences of the sharp decline in catch on their income and
livelihood security, f,rshers

widely view fishing as an insecure birth-ascribed job and one of the rnost
marginal
occupations of the last resort.
4.4. Social institutions in the fishing villages

In this section, I will focus explicitly on the social identity and institutions which
have
historically operated in the fisliing villages. I discuss exclusively the fisheries-based
institutions in Chapter Seven. I will have an eiaborate discnssion on the gender
aspects in
the later section of this chapter. The economic institutions will be examined
separately in
section 6.2.6 under Chapter Six.
4.4.1. Socinl identities ancl institutions
The fishantry itself is indicative of the 'social low-classness' of Hindu
caste-based and
Muslim social groups of fishers under the existing social structures of Bangladesh.
The

caste system originated from the occupational, genealogical, and organizational
differentiation of the Indo-Aryan system of stratification with a form
of i'stitutio naljzed
inequality in which ethnically distinct social effities are absorbed into
a ranked status that

tt

The four-wheelers contribute signifìcantly in rnobilizing rural econorly.
As a cheap rneans

of
transportation, these vehicles are so well-suited to the landscapã that people
still rely substantially on them.
Space inside is tneant for a maximum 12-16 passengers, but t'he jeep^usually
carries

zs-:0 fassengers with
hardly any space ìeft anywhele- inside, top, front and back siã.s. On. can
see only the wheeÌs. While

rnoving, it looks like a scoop of men moving. one driver told me that while
crossing hilly areas, they can
touch the clouds and 'tnoon', that is why it is called a 'moon vehicle'.
The driver .unîurary r.. one side of
the road and depends on instructions received frorn his assistant fi'om the
back side about the directions and
situations on the road. Speedboats are costly and are for rich people and
tourists, people like fishermen can
hardly afford to ger on a speedboat.
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is primarily endogamous, birth-ascribed and kin-based (Ghurye 1952, citedin
Berreman
1983)' Ftuzzettt and ostor (1984) identifiecl the following different schools
of tho'ghts
on caste:

a' the transactional theory (Maniott and Inden view the caste system as
both moral
and natural),

b' the exploitation theory (Joan Mencher

argues the divisions

of labor of

the

untouchables mask the functioning of a 'socio-economic system,);

c' the stratification theory (Dumont

argrìes that caste system leads

to differentiation

of power and status in a hierarchically arranged system of social inequality);
a'd,

d. the production theory of caste (taking a Marxist approach, A¡rdre Beteile
that political and economic changes have not replaced power for ritual
status
low

argues

for the

caste).

I

follow the stance that not a single theory explains well the compounded crises
related to social positions. The hereditary Hindu fishers are thumped by
both economic
exploitation and birth-ascribed low-classness in the wider society, while the
Muslim
fishers face a different kind of socially-ascribed low position. In the case
of hereditary
Hindu fishers of the coastal fishing village, singly or together the transactional
theory and
exploitation theory fit well, while in the case of floodplain Muslim fishing
village, the
stratification and production theories explain the characteristics better. However,
I must

mention that generalization

is difficult,

as there are variations within and

across

communities.

The level of flinctioning of the social institutions is indicative of the strength
or
weaknesses of social capital. Tlie theory of functionalism put forward
by Malinowski
(1922) states that the needs of the individuals in a society are satisfied
by the social
structure of his culture, whose function is to satisfy human needs; to meet
basic human
needs (biological, instrumental and integrative needs), the society develops
institutions
that dovetail not only with the needs they fulfill, but also with each other.
The structural

functionalism put forward by A.R. Radcliffe-Brown argues that various aspects
of
society can be examined closely in terms of their institutional functions (cited

in
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a

Bates

and Fratkin 2003: 45). Adger et al (2003) put forward the notion of power relationsla.
They explain that the powerftil in society manage to hold their privileged position
by
legitimizing it through a system of rules, conventions and institutions in their favor. In

any corlmunity, individuals with varied interests and motivations tend to generate
conflicts with each other, breach the orderly pattern of events, or even create unwanted
situations confi'onting the common intelests of the community as a whole (Fraser 1966:
41). For tackling sltch situations, leaders and seniors often sit together to arive at an
acceptable solution' I(rjslina (2002) found that the existence of rural leaclers to
mediate

multifarious conflicts was necessary to keep social capital vibrant and make it more
conducive for economic development, cornrnunity harmony and democratic participation.
For around 80% people of Bangladesh living in the villages, social institutionsespecially the informal or indigenous institutions- are veïy significant. Anthropologists

and sociologists view 'institutions as an endurable status and role, sets of which
collectively shape the behavior of a group of people' (Wallis 1985, Jary and Jary 2000,
cited in islam 2002); institutions often serve as clever solutions to many trust-orierfed
social problerns and rnalfeasance in the arena of natural resource management and rural
economy' However, institutional economists view institutions as rules of the game in
a
society or more fomally, as the societal constraints that structure and shape human
interactions Q'Jorth 1990). Westerners have long viewed the rural institutions of deltaic
Bengal as the ones usually unlike the corporate institutions, what Tepper (Ig76) terms
as
'institt'ttional atomisation'. Other scholars view these infonnal
institutions as the product

of the deltaic ecology,

dispersed rural settlement and openness (Khan 1996)

of

the

'elusive villages' (Bertocci 1970).

A brief discussion on the 'Bengali Samaj' is a must for an understanding of the
local institutions. The prevalence of 'samaj '(etymologically meaning to live together
or a
residential brotherhood) as a traditional social iustitution for collective actions (with
or
without conlections with formal institutions) rnanifest the irnporlance of ,sticking

'o The process of gaining and exercising power is interesting in the rural areas. Hopkins (i964) in his
'theory of irrfluence process'rnentioned that'the higher one's iank, the greater one's
centrality; the greater
one's centrality, the greater one's observabitity; ... the great", ol"', centrality, the gíeater
one,s
confornti4t' (cited in Creswell 2008: 53). Later we will obsãrve that the leaders pláced at ihe
top of the

hierarchy also enjoy sorne fonn of sociaì conformity.
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togetheÏ foÌ better or worse' in the day-to-dayparlance
of the villagers. It is like a small
cornmunity and a rnorally-defined symbiotic institution
that is horizontally larger and
distinct than one's farniiy and kin gïoup. The 'santaj' as
a holistic concept crystallizes
and represents hierarchically-linì<ed groups of people demonstrating
afflrliations to
colrlmon socio-cultural and ideologicalls roots. Some
historic accounts of 'samaj' are
available from the works of wilson 1855, Maine 1871
powell
and

1g96

(ciled inKarim

1990)' Many South Asian studies on the political anthropology
of rural leadership and
power structure categorically reveal an anal¡ical dichotomy
between traditional and
emerging leadership (Beals 1969, Islarn 1974, Jahangir
1979,Arens and Beurden 1977,
Kalim 1990, Aclnan 1gg7).Its social control mechanism is psychological
coercion or

manipulation according to socially constructed notions
of honor and shame (Bertocci
1996:17).

Depending on the plactical need of interaction,

a

'samaj' may or may not have
vertical and horizontal linkages with neighboring 'samaj'
and other cross-scale higher

'shatish' (village judicial system) is
an integral part
helps to rnaintain normative disciplines through the leaders'
exercise
formal institutions

'

of ,santaj, that
of adjudicating

power ('khomota ') confer:red on them by villagers. The
interplay between the old and new
values in the process of social change and the demonstration
of the correspo'ding
changes in political and ritual roles and relations
have been aptly mentioned by Epstein
(Epnstein 7961, cited inKalÌm 1990).

The exercise of social power is important in determining
one,s position and
acceptance in society. oscar Lewis (1958) claims that
factors lil<e wealth, family
reputation, genealogical position, education, connections
and influence with outsiders and
age are critical for caste-based 'Jat'leadership. Jahangir
(1g7g) argues tliat land holdings
constitute the most irnportant source of power in village
leadership. However, I found
there are some more critical determinants of power in the
fishing villages (Table a.3).
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Tìre Bengali literati like Nobel Iaureate Rabindranath
ragore and ma'y others viewed ,samaj,as a ,social
and moral regttlator' from the viewpoint of the 'religion"
and .urt"-ùur"¿ class, (like Brakmoh samaj,
literally society of the Brahmins)' Tiey viewed the iidepend
ence of sarra¡ is greater than all forms
of
independence' The literati's view tonro¡ u, an unchanging
of Indián lif! that is uÀampereo uy
political transfonnations (source: Cupta ZOOe;.
"rr"nr.

o1
OL

Table 4.3: Determinants of porver ancr readership in the fishing villages
Determinants

Econonic

Specific attributes
Floodplain village,Volarhandi'
Coastal village,Thakurtala'
Ownership of land; leaseholder of Ownership of mechanized engi,r"
boatg
waterbody; rernittatce fl ow
engine power; moneylending
Mernbership in the local elected
body- 'Uniou Parishad (UP)',

village colnmittee and rnosquebased institLltion

Political

Linkage with CBFM, DoF, CNRS.

Relieious

Iice and Lrpazilla administration
Attachrnent to ulosque colnrniltee

Institutional/
organizatioual

fishers
Linkage with politically pow"rful local
Muslims, UP chairmau aud ward members

Menbership with CBFM; Iinkage
with DoF and CNRS-Ied resource
n1ar.ìagelnent collmittee

Affi liation with UNDP supportedlro¡ecg
Iinkage with upazilla administration ard
DoF/ ECFC-led resource llallagetnent

Owners of brick-made houses;
lelatively better Iivelihood pattern
Educated or basic liter.acy, farnily
melnbers go to school, vocal, loud

committee
Owners of semi-pucca house ana-uUã*"t¡
Iittle showiug off for security reasons
Educated or basìc Iiteracy, farnity mãnbers
go to school, vocal, bad mouthed, capacity

nt abilit

Cultural

business
Caste-based social position; putrili*ally
ascribed village leadership - 'sarder'
system that is unique for the caste_based

Not applicable

Ritual perfomrers
Physical strength, height,

Physical strength for fighting,

'village diplomacy', height

attractiveness

"o.trug"

u,rd

Key:

DoF-Department of Fisheries, CBFM-Co¡nnntnitv-based Fisheries Management project,
CNRS-Centre for
Natru'al Resou.ce Stttdies, ECFC- UNDp fimded project titled 'Empowerntent
of Coastal Fishing Communities for
Liyelihood Seuu"ity'.

source: Field observations andfocus group discussions,

2005

and 2006

I

observed that the hereditary/genealogical roles followed by ownership
of
mechanized boats and command over moneylending businesses are important
in the case
of Thakurtala. On the other hand, involvement with mosque-based affairs, access
to land

and remittance, and lobbying with higher political and administrative
institutions are
irnportant attributes in determining leadership iri the case of Volarkandi.
As common in
peasant villages, thele are no special patronymic titles (like
Mollah, Sarker, Syed, Miah,
Chowdhw'y, Sheikh)

in the Muslirn study village that reflects

someone's desig¡ated

power and authority. Now I will discuss specific village-based cases.
n. Floodplnin Jis hing communifit

The community in the floodplain area is Muslirn in religious faith. Rather
than examining
what constitutes a Muslim in the classical orthodox sense, I tried to understand
the

Muslim fishers from their own social context. Based on my field experience,
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I would

argue that the consciousiy perceived 'umn1a

muslima'or 'all ernbraci'g brotherhood, of

the Isiamic faith does not necessarily correspond to the realities of
rural society. Though
not grounded in religious praxis, a'class-based fluid system of stratification,
exists in the
Muslim-dominated tural areas, deeply rooted to social and economic ineq¡alities.

Among the Muslims, social groups hî<e Mahintal/Maintal, Dalatya, Dhawa,
Khatwcu", Jiani, Abdal, Doharia, Nikari, Mahefarosh, Bepari, paikar,
chaklai,
Baidya/bebajiya, Dont-Patni and Ktmjarct aÍe recorcled to be engaged
profession (Pokrant et al. 1997). Discussions on the respondents'social

in the fishing

status were dealt

with much care and sensitivity. The existence of socìal groups is quite distinct
in the
district of Sylhet' The dominant social groups ('khandan', high status lineage)
are

'Chowdhury', 'Talukder', and 'Syed'; they are known to be socio-politically
powerful
and affluent because of their primary connection to U.K.-based remittance
earners.
Khandans are known to maintain a separate pond (or at least a protected
side) for the
worlen and separate room (baithokkhana or Kacahri Ghor) for the outsiders.
There are
hardly any socio-cultural relations between these higher and lower order social gro¡ps;
however, the fonner groups approach the latter for casting favorable votes
during

elections and for occasional labor employment.

The fishing corrlmunity of the floodplain village belongs to 'maimal, social
grollps. 'Maimal' as a professional community is in the lowest strata
in the
society;

'lcishai' as an agricultural farming community enjoys a higher- social
status than
'tnairtals'. Interestingly, with the full written name of a'maimal' fisher,
it is difficult to
guess his/her social status. It is known that Muslim societies
are divided into three
gl'olrps: 'Ashraf'(noble born, perceived as 'Arab' descendents), 'Atraf,(low

born) and
Reportedly, the 'maimal' fishers belong to the ,Azlaf or
Atrafl category in the stratified society of greater Sylhet. Inter-group maniage and
socio'Azlaf'

or 'Arzal' (lowest status).

cultural relationships are almost non-existent. One evidence will suffice to prove
such
tyranny of status: the only graduate (Bachelor of Arts) 'siddique teacher,

of

Volarkandi village, a son

the

of 'Maimal Muslim', failed to get married to an ordinary

woman from the so-called upper status 'Chowdhury' or 'Talukder' groups.
He ended up
marrying a'maimal' giri.
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There are diverse opinions on how these social groups became
fishers. Here is
comtnent:

.

a

'When our g'andfathers came here, they
sau¡ that the Hindu fishLers live well out
of fishing- They thought that what the hann u,ould be if they also did
the same;
fish u'ere plenty in the haor then; in reality alntost everybody catch fish. The
upper society levels tts as 'maintal' as we
fi.sh for making a'living. iishing is
considered a hobby i"f the rich catch
fish and a tow plofesstoi i¡ the poor
fish...Now, fishing has becon¡e an inherited professÌon. I fish-becauseLarning the
same (lmount of ntoney v¡ith the same labor and skill is dffictilt in
other work.'
Kashem AIi, 56, Volarkandi.

Interestingly, the Sylhet region as

a whole was l<nown to have the highest

concentration of fishers in the country with the dominance by Hindu
fishers, as per the
1872 census (pel thousand of population, 8.2 in Sylhet, 6.7 inKhulna,
3.3 in Barisal,2.4
in Noaldrali and 6.4 in Chittagong) (District Gazeneer 1970, ed,. Rizvi Lg70). This
is

attributed

to the fact that bounty fisheries

resources

in the haor afiracted human

population to settle there. The historical root is linl<ed to the fact that
the famous Muslim
sait1t 'Hazarat Shalijalal' popularized Islam in the region from A.D.
1303 Ma'y Muslims
started settling in the region including those who converted to the Islamic
faith. What is
significant in the above quote is tliat fishing has furned to become an inherited
profession

in the Muslim fìshing villages in less than a half-century,

as

it is prevalent in the

case

of

Hindu caste-based f,rshers. The upper society views them differerfly.

In relation to local institutions, like many other typical Muslim fishing

and

peasant villages, the fishers of Volarkandi are remarkably influenced
by their S-member
'mosque committee' (Mosjid committee). Fraser (1966) provided
an account of ,Orang

batk' (motally good men) frorn 'Rusembilan' (a Muslim fishing village from southem
Thailand), who tlilough experience, skill, knowledge, good judgment, and generosity
have come to be sought out for their advice and leadership on a wide
rangi¡g problems.
They perfectly exemplify the adult values which parents str-ive to instill
in their children.
The mosque committee in Volarkandi, utilizing the general religious sentiment
of the

villagels, helps to keep the normative order and solidarity in the viliage.
Fishers
expressed the view that the 'Mosque committee' is more than a
century old. This
information provides us with an idea about when the fishers started settling
in the area.
Under the supervision of the mosque committee, there is another 5-member
committee
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tlrat rrurs the religious school 'madrasha', but that committee does not play
a sig'ificant
judgments.
role in local
However, there is the existence of other institntions in the village.
There is

a

19-member 'Village Committee' ('gram-panchayet) inclusive

of

5

members of the mosque committee for the Muslim section of the village. The
small
lramlet of Hindus maintains another 5-member village committee (Makhon Das,
Rashendra Das, Sukhontoy Das, Paresh Das and. (Jpenù,a Das) with representation
by
only the Das descendents. However, for local judgrnents, they can temporarily pick
up
other members from the village. In the case of any conflict between the two religious

groups, the 'Hindu Panchayet committee' seeks support from the 'Muslim
panchayet
comrnittee'. Issues like clisputes over fa:nilial quarrels, financial transactions,
cattle
darnaging a neighbor's plants, sexual scandal and land possession are usually
settled by
this committee. Committee members are usually influential, well{o-do and landowners,
sotne have fishing businesses and remittance earnings. Judgrnents are made usually
based

on the opinions of a majority of committee members. Depending on the complicatio¡s
and legal intricacies, 5-7o/o of the cases are referred to higher institutions like the .Union
Parishad' led by an elected local chairman and 2-3% cases are referred to the police
station fol settlement.
The moral order of the village is high; there are rare cases of sexual offences. Ten
years ago, the mosque committee failed to 'punish' the son of a rich remittance
earner,s

son for a sexual crime. Since then, the authority of the mosque committee has been
challenged by a small remittance earner's group. There is no 'fear of social exclusion'
in

this village. Earlier, even the committee used to punish the youths for not joining the
'jumtna prayer' in the rlosque on Fridays; however, those stringent social
rules
have

eroded now.

I

observed that the penetration

of remittance money, even on at a very

limited scale, did not shake up the overarching rural power, but helped in the formation
of
opportunist follower groups threatening the traditional social ties. The new small
capitalists in volarkandi f,rlled the power vacuum initially, then started cornpeting with
similar or dominant power sources. Common fishers are found to refresh their
relationships conveniently within a nanower social orbit.
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b. Coastal fishing community

The coastal village 'Thakurtala' is inhabited by fishers exclusively with
the ,Jaladas,
(literally, slaves of water) caste groups, in which membership is cletermined
by birth. As
Berreman (1983) aptly mentions Hinduism claims to justify the caste
system by referring
to a powerfully articulated set of concepts like dharnta, karma, reincarnation,
etc.,

wheleby one's religious/moral duty is to fulfill the obligations inherent
in the birthascribed status' The concept of earned, imeversible 'purity and pollution,
in one,s lifetime

is tied directly to occupation, diet, ritual behavior, lifestyle and other aspects
of

caste

dharnta' The 'Jalaclas' fishers fall under this 'acquired congenital pollution,
and their low
status as wotkers is enjoined and reinforced by what Berreman (1983)
terms as ideology
and divine sanction' However, the fatalistic attitude and'cosmic illusions'
(maya) of the
hereditary fishers help to level off their suffering from the scarcity of
basic amenities and
other injustices made to them.l6
Some other traditional castes of the Hindu f,rshing comrnunities

Koibartoda, Rajbanshi

in the region

are

Jolodhar. Fishers in the recent decades have taken up titlessarker, Roy, Biswas, Majumder, Halder, Baroi, pramanik, Mondol, Bain, paul,
Dey, Das
and Chowdhury- as a desperate attempt to delete manifestations of the
societal curse
and

of
the caste system' Within the 'Jaladas' caste, there is the existence of further
fäctions,
wlriclr I identified as: sada, Anandi, Kedar, petan, Deba, Basudeb, Kichan, projari,
Mothura, Gangaram, sari, Kam, Rontai, chondi, Joyram, Munder, shova,
Lalmohan,
Borodonte, Porshuram, GulmanÌþa and chura. Arnong these, the ,sada,
,Deba,
and.

factions are known to be more prestigious than the others. There are two
off-the-record
ì6The

synptorn of 'acquired congenital pollution' is vivid in different religious
scripts. I found in the epic
'Mahal¡harat' that an exquisitely beautiful fisher's girl 'Matshya
Gand.hari'*u, ,o .fish-s¡relly, that
nobody approached her. once the girl approached u *int 'poroiho, n'tuni' and
begged to him: ,I am the
daughter of 'low caste' 'Koibarta Das 'root fisherman'Das Raja', (literally
meanirig-that there was a king
frorn fishing farnilies also); my body is bursting with fishy smell; iobody cornes
near me, The saint was
surprised

to see her beauty; he reìieved her of the fishy smeil and einbellisìied her
with a .lotus smell, by his
divine power; the saint married her and later she gave birth to renowned lord,'Veyashodeba,
, the founder of
'pandov'families (source:.page_l00, l8'l'segmént of the epic
Mohaltharat, written by Mohakotti (greaf

poet) I(ashi Ram Das; publisher Sree Beni Madhab Shill, Calåuta).
Fishers proudly tnention that the suprelne God-head Lord, 'Sree Krishna'
himself took camouflage of a
'fìslrerman' to preach Lord 'Ariuna'before the 'Kurukhettro'war. Many fishers
believe their sufferings
have roots to religion. Lord 'Rama' put a curse on a fisher.
'while Lord 'Råma' was enquiringio a ns¡e. on
the riverbank about his,beloved wife 'Sitaa'(wlto was snatched by 'Raban'),
the fisher..-p¡"0, ,l suffer
from my own worries; how shall I think alsout your vtife.' Lord Rama was very unhappy with the answer
and put cursei 'you will always rentain in sufferings orã *orry,.

Itt

groups among fishers as well as village leaders, namely 'Aniklqta jaladas'
(literally to
lnean original fishers) and'Rohingot' ¡olodas' (meaning migrated or displaced
fisher
from another village; a bit 'low' in social status and command within the fishing
village).
Interestingly, one of the leaders of Thakurtala belongs

to 'Rohinga jaladas'.

of groups was valued duling marriage ceremonies. Even two

Such status

decades back, inter-caste

rnarriage between 'Aniklqta' and'Rohinga jaladas ' was not usually permitted;
now such a
shadow inter-caste division is gradually losing its appeal.

Now I will focus on the social institutions of the village. The traditional f,rshing
villages, unlike other peasant villages, will not be understood fully without having

a

of the deep-rooted local institution. I examined the local i'stitution
intimately; attended a series of 'judicial sittings' ('gram salishi) and other social
occasions in a couple of traditional fishing villages, and interviewed key informants
thorough idea

therein.
'Sarder

' (literally the head or leader of the community who plays politico-jural

Ioles) utd 'sardery ' (literally the system led by 'sarder'and also bears the connotation
of
what the leader does for the orderliness of the social reconciliation or establishment)
symbolize an age-old institution, which is very much archetypical of the traditional
fishing villages of southeast Bangladesh. Fishers claim that the ldng 'Ballal Sen, granted
tlrem tlris leadership authority. 'sardery' is not synonymousto'samajl but embodies
the
functions that 'samai ' as a relatively loosely-connected group does. 'Sardery,

as

a

corporate social organization is not recognized by the government. It could not
be decided
for certain when this institution began, but old fishers stated it started at least 5-7 decades
ago. The survival of such an institution for several decades is attributed to the
fact that the
system has been widely accepted for its promptness, followed by a threat
,social

of

exclusion' for those who dare to contravene.'Sarder,,r' are relatively wealthier
and they
own boats, uets and engines, and their farnily members liardly work as paid laborers.

In each f,rshing village, there is at least one'sarder', the most-talked-about figure
in the cornmunity for a number of reasons. However, in a few fishing villages with
'7.Tlre word 'Rohinga' enlanates from the Muslim refugees who are known to have been evicted by the
military regime of Myanrnar from the Arakan province of Myanmar to the Teknaf peninsular
region of
Bangladesh around two decades back. Such push back .uut.d huge social and
huÅanitarian crises
for

Bangladesh.
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several lramlets Qtara),

it is not unusual to find more than

sarder. In such cases, the
aged'sarder'is given defacto seniority. Inevitably, with each 'sarder', there will be
one
one

or more 'Mukkhya' (literally chief adviser to 'sarder') and 'Mannyantaan' (Iiterally
respected persons). In the absence of 'sarder', the 'Mukkhya'with support
from the
'Mannyanzctan', can represent him. Tirere is no manual for this
rural judiciary systern; the
etlrical codes and judgments of the 'sarder ' remain mostly unchallenged, except
for a few
cases wlrere the 'sardery' systetn is confronted by well-off fishers. The usual
combinatio'

of 'sarder',

'mt'Lkhya'

and'ntûnnyamaan'is 1:l:1. However, in different larger fishi¡g
villages with rnultiple sets of kinships, combinations like I:2:2, I:2:3, 2:2:4 and 2:4:6
were found to exist. In the fìshing villages that lack 'sarder' due to cleath or other
reasons,
fhe 'mttkhya'plays a key role.

A 10-village coordinating body of 'sarders'existsls

(see Annex 5, plate

58i).

The

inter-and intra-village hierarchy in terms of prestige and power distribution is: l¡-village
'sarder' council> village level 'sarder'>'Mukhya'>'Mannya.maan'>Commonfishers.

,\

'sarder 'enjoys 'sardery ' so long as he is capable; he can quit
the position himself, but he

shall never be downgraded to any other position. The 'Brahmin priest, Mr. Nirmal
Chakraborty enjoys the status of 'one village' alone, and is honored as 'sarder of
the
sarders'. The 10-village council grants authority to the institution for social peace and
stability. In most of the cases, 'sarder'is the outcome of the family dynasty; a ,sard,er,s

will be a'sarder'is the common rule. There is no roorn for the women to attain the
position at any stâge of the whole 'sardery' system, although there are proven female
son

leaders in the fishing villages. A leader argues:

'It is quite ineuitable that young girls will be tnarried, after tnarriage
they will
go to their husband's house; again those who come to
fis:hing t illagl as nârried
u)omen have little or no idea al:out the villagers of in-laws. now l¡lt they have
a say on the contmunity affait's? Again, it is impossible
for v)on,ten to bear all
these loads of 'sardery' beyond theirfarnilial responsibiiities. Women are poor
in command, and they lack loud voice to control meetìngs ' (interview witt it¿r.
Nirmal Chakrabarty, Cliief of the Group-10 Village Council, Moheskhali).

In case of fatherrs death or incapability due to physical illness, preferentially his
son (usr-rally the eldest one) or his brother or cousins will take up'sard.ery', subject
to
18

Tl',e 'sarders'of the l0-fishing villages (narnely, 'Kakara, Ghunia, Koiyerbeel, Khutakhati,
Idgah sadar,

Ramulsazar, Pourashova. Jaladaspara, Gorakghata and ly'o. 6 Jetty Ghat Jaladaspara'
form an apex group; Thakurtala is yet to be ilcluded in this G-10.
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of

Cox,s Bazar)

approval by the'lO-village sardery council'. The above notecl sequence is equally
applicable to 'mukhya' and 'mannydmaan' aiso. The son of a 'mukhya, cannot be a
'sarder'as long as the original 'sarder'has a capable descendent. Under unavoidable

in

of the 'mttkhya s displaying powerful leadership, the ,10village sardery council' may consider promoting him as the 'sarder', if he is not a
circumstances and

case

'shcmgha'te. Ho.""u"r, in case of marriage, any potential youth can be a candidate for a
's'arder 's daughter'.

Under the system, there are no hassles and financial loss that are usually incurred
by rrurning legal procedures in the state courts and police stations unless fined by 'sarder'

on certairr special grounds. The'sardery' judicial system is fast, mostly unbiased, and
effìcient; it is largely accepted by the villagers and on the whole, the system successfully
neutralizes the social tensions which the legal system fails to address. The issues are
confined within the villages, so why bother others with the issue while the prestige of the
village matters to its members. The 'sarder ' is considered 'an umbrella in the rain and

sun'. Fishers believe that without a strong 'san'der', the numerous agonies and tortures

frorr the new entrant Muslim

fishermen are very likely

to escalate. During

any

countrywide sectarian violence, fhe 'sarder ' organizes groups of volunteers who under
his leadership patrol to protect the women and resources of the village. Though the
institution itself is gender-biased in cornposition, it tends to protect the interests of the
women. After the marriage ceremony, the 'bride' as a new member of the village is
'rhetorically handed over' by her father to the 'sarder'and the 'sarder'hands her over to
tlre bridegroom with the public message: 'From today, she is absolutely your life partner;
so long the sun rises in the easl, she is yours; you have to be with her in all her dismal
times; from loday, respect her as your mother; treat her as your younger sister and
embrace her as the divine partner '. This symbolizes the fact that the bride through her

life will get shelter and support from the 'sarder ' in times of need.
t9

Ll.ur.

auy widow was married to a fìsherman, the descendants are valued as further low status 'shangha

or honra'. They are like untouchables within the cornmunity and such segregation continues up to three

generations. After that, the descendents are known to become pure. 'shanghø'descendants are not expected
to compete for any village leaderslrip port-folio; 'shangha'family members specially the married women
are not allowed to take parl in sacred lituals (like ernbracing the bridegroom with candles and flowers on a

flat bamboo-made'Kula') during a marliage ceremony. However, quite excêptionally, widows enjoy
voting power in the village level decision-rnaking process in the absence of their husbanás.
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a

'Sarders

'claim they settle all the disputes except murder

cases. The types and

of offences (Table 4.4) vary from village to village. The 'sarder, plays a
proactive role in organizing a number of socio-cultural activities which
involve the
fi'equency

participation of all members of the community. These activities include,
among others,
funeral lituals (cremation of the dead body and offering meals to villagers after

one

montir) and commr,rnity-based religious functions. He decides the level of dowry2O
or
offerings, the size of the bridal party to accompany the bridegroom, the typ",t of
marriage
to be solemnized, the date and venue, and finally he signs as a witness for all the
social
marriages in the village. He settles instantly farnilial conflicts like fightin g (note:
without
profuse bleeding,

it is not considered fighting in fishing

villages), beating the wife22,

belligerence towards seniors, quatrels over possession of land and homestead
or de facto
possession of aquatic territory (faar ') in the nearby estuary and other material
issues. ln
cases of territorial disputes, tnore emphasis is given on actual experiential

history and

social rtemories rather than legal documents. Unusually complicated cases or conflicts
witlr groups outside the villages are referred to the local government office. The ,sarder,,
as the custodian preserves all the legal documents.

From the last three years records of the chief of the l0-village council, the
following statistics of offences were revealed (Table 4.4). Usually conflicting parties are
made to hug each other at the end. In the case of disputes like quarrelling, beating
oï
disobeying seniors, the accused is warned or fined. In the case of illicit sex, the convicted
20

Usually the father of the girl pays cash, ornaments, furniture, etc. to the bridegroom,s
side. 4-5 decades
back, there was the prevalence of 'pon pratha' under which the parents of the lass could
receive money
from the bridegroorn's side. However, this balance is no longer prevalent in the rural viilages.

t' Two types of social rnarriages

are reported. One is 'Chalonta' wl'rcre the bridegroom goes to his fatherin-law's house for the marriage along with relatives and friends. The other js 'natnonta,where
a few
l'eìatives of the bridegroom will fetch the lady to go to lier father-in-law's house and the
sole functions of
nrarriage wilì be solemnized there. The'namonta'type is rnore frequent in frshing
villages while the
'chalonta'type is prefered by other higher-caste Hindus. The'nàntonto'ryrt"ñ is
läs expensive

to 'chalonta'' 'Court tnarriage' or'love affair' marriage is almost non-existent. In such caìes, the
will have to sit for a 'social marriage' again in ordei to be accepted To the sarder and wider

compared

couple

cornrnunity.
22

Hurniliation, hair pulling or rnild physical torture by the husband without causing .blood
bleeding, is
considered something customary in the fishing villages. Parents of the bride give the
i*p..rrion that those
wlro work in the deep sea tend to be a bit crazy.It is not considered as their personal
fault but is looked
upon as a limitation of the profession itself. lt is also widely perceived 'those who feed
have all the

rights of
much as you can' is the de facto lessóns for the \¡/omen. However, the eaming
women
enjoy greater freedom than the non-earning women. Some of them are so foul-mouthed
their husbands are
hesitant to irritate them.

beating'; 'tolerate

as

9r

are banged and beaten, and for any

the

girl who becomes pregnant as a result of illegal

'sarder ' executes a sirnple-and-short marriage tlrrough exchanging
a

sex,

'flower garland'

in front of the goddess in the temple. If rnarriedpersons are found engaged in illegal sex,
they will be socially exciuded23. Assaulting seniors or parents and disobeying the
judgments is considerecl the most hated offence. The accused will be beaten, and
made to
stand and sit for 50-100 tirnes while holding the ears. Afterwards, the accused is given a
trasty punislmrent called'dondaral which is executed by hanging

juta)

an'old

shoe, (choti

atound the neck and cutting off hair, and then making the accused walk around the

village. A village meeting is purposively called during ebb tide on request from any
plaintiff; the plaintiff organizes 'betel leal betel nut and lime' for all the attendants24. All
attendants bow their heads before the 'judge team' followed by the offer around to

'sorbogyati choron' (symbolic 'feet'

of wider

society). Following 2-3 rounds of

arguments from both sides (1-3 hours), the'sarder' in consultation with his 'mukkhya,
altd' mannyaman' makes a decision.
Table 4.4: offence fype and frequency as experienced by coastar fishers

Offence type
Frequency of events
Atternpt for illicit primary sex
3%
Children-related falnilial confl ict
t2%
Dispr,rtes over land and homestead areas
34o/.
Personal clash and fiehtine of vouths/adults
t7%
Sanitation-related disputes
12%
10/
Conlugal dispute
I /O
Financial dispute
l5Y.
source: Documents on conflicts preserved by 1j-village 'sarder' council
23

In tl.t. case of social exclusion ('Ekghore'), otlier families of the village will not invite the convicted
family, nor will they share food (or even talk), exchange fire for cooking, let alone attend urarriage

ceremonies. However, following the death of any rnember of the accused farnily, community lnelnbers will
do what is needed for funeral activities. Prior to eating offerings from the bereaved family, the family
rnetnbers will have to seek forgiveness in public from the 'sarder'and fishing community. Úsually sucir
lrurnanitarian cases are considered positive by the 'sarder'. Tlrus the curse of exclusion comes to an end.

'Poor' (betel leaf) is considered a syrnbol of hospitalìty in the rural culture, but it signif,res both prestige
and lrospitality in traditional fishing villages. On occasions like judicial rneetings and fi¡ralizations of
r¡atrimonial talk, the offering of 'paan'is a must. In the case ofjudicial sittings, the betel leaf is a,batar
paan'(enjoyedbythemwhoareaccustotned),whileinthecaseofamarriagecererrony,'paan'is,dhorer
paan'(literally compulsory offer of betel leaves with betel nuts). All the households have to be served with
5 betel leaves and one betel nut with lime ('paan, supari, chun') at the nethermost for attending different
functions and rituals involved in rnarriage cerelnonies. The'sarder', 'ntukkhya' and 'ntannyaman'willhave
tlreir shares at the ratio of 2:l:0.5 inevitably, l1ke2 'biras' betel leaves (l bira: g0) + 40 betel nuts, I ,bira'
betel leaves+ 20 betel nuts and 0.5'bira'betel leaves + l0 betel nuts respectively.

'o
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In Thakurtala, other organizations are TINDP/ECFC project supported ,village
Organizations (VO)' and some NGO-led micro-credit groups. 'While the sarderymake-up
pays little or no attention to the development efforts, democratically elected VO
leaders

are more popular as they are concerned with development planning, savings
of the
members, education for the children, water and sanitation, disaster planning, income
generation activities, and networking

with

goverrunent administration. The odd
diclrotomy is that in the social meeting, 'sarders' usually talk nicely with carefully
calibrated words about morality, but when

it

comes to the profrt-making issues, some

of

them tend to apply all the known tricks and techniques to maximize profits ignoring
the
expected level of ethics. From my shorl investigation on this issue, i found that
the

'sarders'

of

Malumghat, Paharchanda, veola, Idgah, Shahapura, Khojakhali and,
Tarasghata fishing villages of Cox's Bazar have embezzled f,ishing boats and shrimp
farms that were offered by the goverulment agencies at low cost and easy terms for the
poor fishels.

4.4.2. 'Her worltl': Gender role in artisanalfuheries
'Fishing operation may be viewed as an open-theater ch,ama where
wotnen play
critical roles staying behind the screen. They usually remain unobserved
ry *e
frontline audience; the queen tackles the regirnents alone when the king is
outside. 'Pronoti Jaladas, 50, Thal<urtala.

Pronoti's idea reflects on the role of women in the critical circuits of coastal artisanal
fishery. There is a growing recognition of examining the aspects of natural resource
rnanagement by taking a gendered view, although this view is still atypical in the fisheries

sector (Benett 2005). Williarns (2008: 180) observes that'fisheries have long been weak
on a gender perspective. . . . fortunately, the tide of attention to women and more generally,

in fisheries and aquaculture is tuming'. Attempts to make the role of women
visible are not easy without a thorough understanding of the social institutions and
gender

relations. Indeed, scholars agree that the whole gamut of male-dominated fishilg is
unswervingly supported by and linl<ed to the intra-houseliold allocation of tasks and
responsibilities with a great degree of interdependence and complementarities broadly
determined by social relations and norms (Chapman 1987, Pomeroy 1987). The main
focus of the research on women's and children's work in developing countries has been
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on peasallts (Nieuwenhuys i989), and wornen's roles in fishantry is widely ignored
in
anthropologicai research. In this section, I argue that fishing women in the small-scale
fishery play significant roles which are beyond the conventional roles carried out
by the
Bengali rural women. There is a distinct pattern of interplay between patriarchy

and

matrialchy in some fishing villages.

I would also like to add that the roles of f,ishi'g

v/omen are broadly influenced by the existing socio-cultural construction of gender
and
the aspiratio¡rs for livelihood diversity at the household Ievel.
From a comparative perspective, Rosaldo (1914) mentioned that in most of
the
societies of the world, men enjoy superior position compared to women as the public
and

political domains are regulated by them. Although the social status, level of freedom,
and
political aud econornic importance of women are varied across societies, it fails to
coordinate with or take the place of that of rnen. Diegues (2002) i¡forms us that until
the
1988 Constittttion, Brazilian women were not legally permitted to actively participate

in

the fisheries sector; it was only in 1988 that a Presidential act abolished the prohibition
on
fernale labor in fishing. In spite of the legalization of their roles, women are hardly visible

in sea-fishing
('Panenta')

because their presence

for all;

in the fishing boats is perceived to bring bad luck
however wom.en are actively engaged in shellfish collection

('ntarisqueit'as') and near-shore fishing ('pescadeiras'). Seemingly, the pai^fuI
tasks of
childbearing by women tend to keep them separated from the pubiic realm in every
known society' in a different way, Ortner (1974) argued that'if men have political control
in the public realms of a society, there is always one power- the greatest po\¡/er of all- that
remains mysterious and beyond their control: the power of life itself, of giving
birth,

(citedin Keesing 1981: 305). The observations Rosaldo made on male dominance

three

decades ago still hold true by and large in the context of Bangladesh.

Is a general fi'amework sufficient to analyze the role of fìshing women living in
the floodplain and coastal ecosysterns of Ba.ngladesh? My answeï is both 'yes, and .no,.
First, the differences in the fundamental aspect of freedom, social power, and inequality
between men and women applies to both the coastal and floodplain fishing communities.
Second, unlike the peasantries in general and floodplain fishirig women specifically,
the

distinction I see in the case of coastal hereditary fishing women is that their roles reach
the wider geographical domain beyond the usual domestic spheres. Within these two
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broad fiameworks,

I will

examine the gender roles from the context of power, critical

roles in liveiihoods, interplay between patriarchy and matriarchy, and the patrifocal socio-

cultural construction of Bengali society.
Gendel is basicaliy a socio-culturai construct for understanding the disparity in

power and social positions as a function of biological difference.

It is impossible to

undelstaud a palticular cotnmunity or society witirout a comprehensive understanding of

its gender relations within the milieu of socio-cultural, religious, historical and political
contexts. It is the wider society that defines the gender relations and roles, and establishes

the kind of behavior that is appropriate or inappropriate for the male and female therein
(Bates and Fratkin 2003:57). Davis andNadel-Klein (1gg7) mentioned that in the early
1980s, when they began to prepare a review of the literature on women in fisheries for the

volume 'To work and to weep: Women in fishing economies', they found that most
general maritime studies were highly androcentric and the descriptions of women's roles
were often confined to a few passing comments or paragraphs.

The 'add women and stir approach' (term used by Boxer 1982:258, ciÍed in Davis
arrd

Naciel-Klein 1997 50) in gender ethnography mirrors the visible roles of women, but

does not make gender an explicitly focused analytical construct. Drawing on the lessons

from the Republic of Palau, Peninsular Malaysia and Uganda f,rshing communities,
Williams (2008) argues that examination of f,rsheries and aquaculture with a focus on
gender provides a better understanding of the sectors and social corrtexts. Thompson et al.

(1983: I 83) argue that in most fishing societies, the division of labor seems in one respect
sharp: 'wotk ashore may be left to the women, or shared, but worlc at sea is reserved for
the men'.

However, there are instances that women have traditionally been involved with

their rnale counterparts even in captures fisheries (though

in a relatively

limited scale),

such as in Vietnam, Sri Lanka, the Caribbean, the South Pacific, West Africa and some

stlrer countries of South America (e.g.,Brazll). Their roles in culture fisheries in China,
Japan, Thailand, India and Philippines are well-known. Brenda Grzetic (2004), drawing

on the lessons from Newfoundland and Labrador fisherwomen working actively on sea-

going vessels, challenged the neo-liberal representations of fishery workers and

9s

masculine view of fishing (see the classic bool<'Women Fishes Tlzese Drrys' for details).

The book articulates the barrage of forces irnposed on fishing women determined by the
patriarchal rules and culture, and the women's narratives on the ideological and materiai

resolutions on the conflicting issues. McDowell (1984), drawing on examples of
compleinentarity among the roles of Bun men and women of Papua New Guinea,
revealed that the use

of the Western lens of labor-analysis in fishing

overloolcs the

interrelatedness of gender beliefs and complex local structures. She argues that fishing is

neither gender specific nor gender-stratified. Both men and women fish with hooks and
nets, while the men were also found to fish with poison. During peak fishing hours, men
used to take care of the children while the women continued fishing. However, there is

considerable evidence that formal rules and institutional structures which determine a
subordinate position for women rnay still permit significant autonomy and preference for
the women; they may exercise considerable power behind the scenes and be economically

central and ritually peripheral (I(eesing 1981). Although crudely materialistic theories
considel that women's status and power are largely dictated by their contributions in the
economy, tlrese relationships are tuming out to be indirect and complex (Ibid: 308).

Generally speaking, wornen are forced to a relegated position in society. From my
intensive case studies, I found that, as victims of household-based preferential treatment,

a girl's nutritional status is worse than that of a boy's in the poor households. In any
adverse situation, wornen suffer more than men;

it is the woïse in case of widows and

divorced women. Commonly, some attributes like the cultural construct of masculine
lreroism ('rnordami') in fishing, the requirement of stamina for sea fishing, lack of extra
accomnodation on country boats for women and the socio-religious norms of observing
'purdah ' (in case of Muslim fishing women) usually prevent women from active
fishing.
Beyond these, a dominant sociocultural myth is that she, being 'impure'25, her physical
presence might 'contaminate' the boat, that would

in turn bring 'curse' on the male

fishers. Old fishers claim that desperation against a poverty-stricken situation forced
women towards playing more productive roles in fishing-related activities in recent years.
25

The field observations revealed that menstl'uation is a known 'contaminant'. Also, a widow is not usually
pennitted to touch the sea-bound fishing boats and participate in pre-voyage rituals. Those women who
failed to give birth to child or whose children die after birth, are also viewed as decidedly 'impure' beyond
the generally prevalent 'irnpure' status of women.
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Fishing women's roles in fishing related occupations can be grouped into three

major categories: i. preparation for fishing,

ii. fishing operations, and iii.

post-harvest

activities. Many fishing women (specially on the coast) play active roles in shore-based

fish vending, post-harvest processing (solar drying, salting, smoking and fermentation),
net mending, ecluiprnent cleaning, and a rnyriad of complemerfary activities (Table 4.5,

Annex 583, 585). The involvement of the gìrls and women

in shrimp

processing

factot'ies (like the Scottish 'herring girls' or 'gutting quines') of southeast and southwest
Bangladesh is widely known. In response to economic pressures, both girls and adult

women ale found actively engaged

in sluirnp fry fishing in the coastal

areas. Some

f,isherwomen manage tireir fry fishing business in such an 'entrepreneurial mood' that is

no less significant than those operated by fishermen. In some coastal ancl riverine areas, I

fonnd nomadic women (vede, vaidhya, predominaltly Muslims) actively fishing using

both fixed and chasing gear. Many floodplain women set monofilament nets and
angling in the vicinity of their houses for nutrition and subsistence income.

do

Outside the ambit of f,rshing economies, many poor and destitute women collect,
sell and break snails for aquaculture farms. They collect aquatic plants from the beel, such
as stem.s and

fruits of 'shapla' (Nymphea nouchalli), root stocl<s of 'ghechu' (Aponogeton

sp,), 'fukol grass' (Euryale ferox), 'singara' (Trapa natans) and leaves

of

'kalmi,

(Limnocharis flava) for household consumption. Such roles of women are very important

in terms of farnily nutrition and food security. Sultana and Thompson (2008), from their
comparative study on Hindu and Muslim fishing villages in the south-west floodplains of
Bangladesh, mentioned that in the Hindu villages, at least one woman from a household
spent about 40 days a year in fishing, while no woman caught fish in the Muslim fishing

village. However, around 60% of women and children in both the Hindu and Muslim
villages catch snails for household use or for income, and about ITYo of the women are
employed as snail brokers.

It is also mentioned that Hindu women, because of their

relatively greater mobility, education and freedom could impress upon more influence in
the joint decision making process (along with men) for the wetland aquatic resource
lnanagernent (Ibid: 58-67).ln Fiji, women usually fish on a more regular basis than their

rnale counterparts, and for a wide range of species (Vunisea 1997). They often target
clifferent species in nearby habitats, and hence they have different local knowledge than
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fishermen. Because of the relegated social status, women's knowledge is less likelyto be
valued. Recent studies (Davis and Nadel-Klein 1988, Sobritchea i 994), however, indicate

that often times the 'fisherman' is also a 'fisherwornan' in the comrnunity due to the
overlapping nature of the activities.
Table 4.5: Analysis of gender roles in fishing occupations in floodplain anrì coastal areas
Activities

Men

Women

Girls

Remarl<s

C

c,w

Coastal wolnen's role is quite distinct
Wornen provide refreshment and company;

c,

children assist in setting and fìlling planks
with numerous ingredients
Children participate through bringing water,

Boys

Preparation for fishing
Orsanizins rituals
drying,
cleaning, repairing,
painting
Net cleaning, drying,

Boat

c,w
c.w

C

C,W

\À/

beatins

New net weavins
Net reoairins

Net dying with

c.w
c.w

C

c,w

C

C

C,W

c.w

w

C

C,V/

C

C.W

C.W

C,

Vy'

c.w

C,W

C, V/
C, V/
C,W

c.w

C

C

C

C

C,W

C,W

c,w

c,w More

natural dyes'pub'

Net storage
Labor ensaselnent
Receivins ìisurv

c.w
C.W

Fishing operation
Net opellion
Bait collection

Fish catching

for

c,w
c.w
c,w

livelihoods

Crab collection and
shrimp frv catchins
Fishing for farnily
consrunption
Steering, team rngt.,
engine lnaintenance,
Decision-making on
fishine ooeration

carrying nets, beating dry nets.
More by girls and worrìen in coastal areas
Usually under supervision of seniors
Women prepare the solution and observe
rituals associated with it
Inside home on a certa n rack
Women rnay plead to employ her relatives
'Women
may take for other tl-ran fishins
Rare case of cast netting by wolnen is known
On a limited scale by wornen and eirls
Frequency higher in case of boys in wetland;
girìs also participate in seasonal fishine
Crab for consumption and selling; shrimp fry
for selling to middleperson

wolrìen participate

in

floodplains

compared to coastal areas

There is very little use of engine among the
floodplain fishers
Job of the senior crew member; he may or

C

C,W

rnay not consult the iunior

Post-harvest activities
Species segregation,
icing, fìsh salting
and as oaid laborer
Retailing srnall fish
in local rnarkets

c,w

w

C

c,w

C

C

Boys help parents by fetching tubewell

Wet and dry

C

C

water, tea, weighing, cleaning, shouting to
attract customers, shuffling fish, etc.
Very few aged fishermen, rnarried poor
fisherwomen and young girls do vending; it
is laborious for olds and also unsafe for

vending in

fish

C

Usually the retailers segregate in wetlands,
wolren on the coasts are active in fish drying
yards and big urban markets

C

C

the

nearby villages

runrnarried young girls.
Fish drying,
c,w
C,W Mostly for farrily consumption; men and
smoking
boys are not usually engaged
Key: C: Coastal area, W: Wetland(Ioodplain area
Source: Focus group discussions with dffirentfshers of dtfferent age and gend.er,field observations
and intervieuts, validated in ntini-workshops held in April- septentber 2006.
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I will now examine two interwoven aspects of patriarchy

and a typical form of

rnatrifocality. Interestingly, the coastal fisliing villages witness a shift

in control and

authority over the family. The custonary patriarchai focus gets automatically shifted to

matrifocality when the male fishers ieave the households for

a

fairly long time, but that is

not the case fol the daily f,rshing groups of the floodplains. As Sir V/alter Scott put it

i¡

7816, 'the goverrunent is gynecocracy ' when referring to a clear practical basis of the
power of fishing women. There are similar evidences of 'more freedom of speech and
action than wives in fanning communities' from maritime societies (from studies of
Takashima on Japanese Fishing Community, for Malay fishers by Raymond Firth, for
Fanti women of coastal Ghana and the lake-dwelling New Guinea Tchzunbuli community

by Margaret Mead) (cited in Thompson et al. 1983: 177). Smith (1977) proposes that the

very natue of the marine econiche itself affects the organization or configuration of
maritinre commurities as socio-cultural systems that are characterized by a relatively
greater clependency on worrìen for land-based food prodr-rction, resulting in a greater role

differentiation and economic independence for the women (cited ln Davis and Nadel-

Klein 1997:

52). Niehof et al. (2005) mentioned about

firmly entrenched diverse roles of

Madurese fishing women in the Indonesian small-scale fishery. They concluded that the

frshing women could retain and consolidate their positions in the process of modemizi¡g
the fisheries sector. In rural Bengal, the socio-cultural constructions of the fishing villages

often do not recognize the stressful and critical roles of women played in the absence of
male fishers, rather such roles are viewed as a God-imposed dutifulness for women.
Compared to the rural Bengal peasantries, coastal fisherwomen face more risks
and plrysical-mental stresses. 'For the fishing communiÍy women,

God; He examines our patience and devotion
Thakurtala.

It is this psychological

stand

for

it

is an ordeal test

from

husband.' says Mitali Jaladas, 35,

of 'God specified

ordeal test' and the social

norms that keep both husband and wife away from illicit and fomicated actions. Within

the wider rn1'th of Bengali wornen, some of the cardinal characteristics of the coastal
fishing women are: they are more self-reliant, aggressive, diligent, psychologically stressbearing, quick in decision-making, less arnbitious, pragmatic, extrovert, caring, vocal,
bad-rnouthed but kind and hospitable. The apparent nature of the vocal, bad-mouth and

manlish impression of the fistring women in the wider society acts as a 'self-guarding
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safety system' against rape and abduction in an insecure and geographicaiiy isolated rural

condition, specially in the absence of fishermen. Their distinct roles in observing rituals
and making cerlain a kind of tranquilizing psychological irnpact for their seafaring male
members are of tremendous significance. They do rnagic in managing all the household

affairs with little budget ol resources.
What kind of social networks do fishing women maintain? For coping with any
adverse situation (especially when male fishers are away for months for fishing), women

fonn special ties and kinship in and around communities which usually do not contradict
those of their male counterparts, and those relationships are usually reoriented following
the return of male counterparts from the sea. As the men arrive back from the sea, women

become reluctant matriarchs as usual.

My findings from interviews and focus

gïoup

discussions with fisherwomen malce me believe they are not willing to leave their males

job, and they would have chosen other jobs if better alternatives had
been found. This judgment is opposite to that of Danowski (1980) who perceived a

for

a life-tlueatening

general satisfaction of fishers' wives about their husbands' jobs in the sea. The complex

nature of distributional and contextual issues of power also deserves attention. Under
certain contexts and situations, wolïìen hold and display more power than men. In the
coastal hshing village,

I

saw the wives of male rnoneylenders (apparently as a more

powerful entity than male counterparts) appear on the scene for the retrieval of money
when the rnoneylenders themselves run out of force.

Table 4.5 reflects on gender roles at different ages in the whole gamut of fishing
operations. It is evident that both women and under-aged boys and girls play substantial
supportive roles in the whole fishing operation, most of which are land-based activities as

'ground crews'. Fishing-related activities on land and water are complementary to each
other. For example, a higher catch allows for the higher mobilization of women in post-

harvest activities. Roles of fishing girls and boys deserve attention. Before attaining
puberty, under-aged girls are seen engaged in activities like hsh segregation, salting,
drying etc. along with their parents or other reliable relatives/neighbors in the nearby fish
landing centres. After attaining puberty, they are hardly perrnitted by parents to move or
work alone because of fear of sexual harassment. Any such incidence of harassment will
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make her future life perilous. She rnight not even be married because of the 'bad name'

(Kolonko) she iras gained. Once the girls get married, they play typical reproductive and
productive roles in the fishing households. Utilizing both the male and female channels of

social relations, sorne wornen in the Hindu fishing villages have

cleveloped

entrepreneurial abilities in the local level small-scale retailing of wet and processed fish

products to the extent that they command dominant positions in the community. In the

I

met 'Jogoti Bala Jaladas', who transformed herself from an
orclinary 'f,ish wife' to 'fish mammy'26 through playing exceptional roles in mobilizing
coastal study village,

the f,rshing operation and business after her husband had fallen to a sea-borne accident.
Taking such a lead role is unusual, but her close involvement in the fishing business with
her husband and exposures to wider commrurities created a leverage condition for her.

Boys and occasionally small girls enjoythe freedom of working as cheap laborers
(rnonthly US$1O/person) for the wholesalers in their collection centres. Duties are usually
confined to f,rsh carrying, species-wise segregation, cleaning, icing and serving the boss

with tealbetel leaf and tobacco pipe. Aged manied women in the coastal areas

are

actively engaged in retaiiing in the urbarVsemi-urban markets and they all are well-larown

for their shouting and uttering bad words. Norr and Norr (1997: 67), from their study on

the 'low-caste' fishing communities of the Minakuppam island, Tamilnadu, lndia,
observed thaL'every man who fishes has a female relative who looks after his catch; she

is his wfe

f

he is married, hìs mother or elder sister

if

he is young, a daughter or

daughter-in-law if he is an elderly and widower'. Some fishing women, especially in the
coastal fishing village, play similar roles, though not to the extent described for the

Minakuppam hshing women. Rosemary Firth (1966),

in

parallel with her husband

Raymond Firth's classic study on Malay fishers, observed that fishing women and men

maintained separate economies that were linked

to the amount of

catches, complex

production relations and responsibilities, but with increased mechanization, women's
clrances for income declined (Citedi¡r Williams 2008: 182).

'o Overa (1993) uses the term'fìsh tnatntny' for wornen's careers in Ghanaian canoe fisheries to indicate
the scale of wornen's fish related businesses. A fish maryrmy is not synonymous to fish mother or fish wife;
she is a \ryoman who operates on a large scale in the fishing econotny.
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